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Dear Brothers',

We are enclosing copies of the message of protest from the 
Secretariat of the W.F.T.U. to the Youlou Government in the 
Congo (Brazzaville), together with the Statement by the 
Secretariat and our two latest complaints lodged v;ith the I.L.O. 
against the violation of international conventions on trade

■ union rights* bf.

\7e are certain that you will give due attention to the 
various documents end to the imperative need for a broad

- international-campaign of solidarity, demanding that the Youlou- 
Governnent release the active trade union members and leaders who 
have been arbitrarily arrested and detained in prison, the 
restoration and respect of trade union rights and of democratic 
liberties.

Here are some addresses which might prove useful for your 
solidarity campaign:

1. Abbe Fulbert Youlou, Prime Minister of the Government 
of the Congo, Brazzaville. (Former Equatorial Africa).-

2. C.G.A.T.,
3. C.G.A.T.,
4» C.G.T•A*,

---- s--------- 1

Enc: J
18375

GABON, B.P. 330, Libreville, Gabon.
TCHAD, B.P. 88, Fort Lamy, Tchad.
BANGUI, B.P. 201, Bangui, R.C.A.

With fraternal greetings,

The Secretariat of the W.F.T.U.
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GENEVA .

Subject: Violation of Trade Union Eights in 
the Republic of Congo (Brazzaville)

_The World Federation' of Trade Unions has the honour 
to draw your attention once more to the violation of trade 
union rights by the Government of the Congo Republic 
(Brazzaville) and asks you to be good enough to place this 
complaint before the Commission on Freedom of Association.

Since our letter of May 19 on this subject, new 
facts have come to light which .emphasize the need for 
immediate action to achieve the setting-free of the arrested 
trade union leaders and respect for trade union rights.

On May 10, 1960, 15 active trade unionists were 
arrested on the orders of the Congo Government. Among them": 
Julien Boukambou, General Secretary of the CGAT (African 
General Confederation of Labour) and a member of the General 
Council of the WFTU; Abel Thauley Ganga, Aime Matsika, and 
Doudy-Ganga, members of the Confederal Office of the CGAT. 
We are enclosing a complete list of names of the active trade 
unionists who were arrested, with details of their trade 
union functions. v

( - :

On the very day of the arrests, raids were carried 
out on the trade union headquarters at Brazzaville, Pointe 
Noire, Dolisie, Sibiti and Madiagou and property confiscated.

.../
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These arrests and other measures followed a strike 
by the workers of the African Company of Public Services and 
those of the Colonial Electric Union, which was supported by 
the-various trade union organisations (CATC—ICFTU, CASL-FO 
and CGAT-UFTU). This strike, which.was voted for unanimously 

.' by all the vzorkers, was declared after the break-down of 
negotiations for increased wages. k -

... . g , - ' ■ ■

On May 6, the Government decided to order 
compulsory labour for a certain number of workers. The 

: trade union organisations demanded’the withdrawal of this 
measure. On May 7, the police:arrested many workers who 
were released after protests. ' On May 9 it was made known 
that a trade union delegation would be received by the 
Ministry of Labour on the following day. In fact, it was on 
the following day, May 10, that the raids and.arrests 
occurred.

• 1 . ■ - ’ ..

After 4 months’ imprisonment in Brazzaville without 
a trial, the active trade unionists decided to declare a 
hunger strike on September 12,11960, to demand:

, - either a nonsuit of < the- reason for their
arbitrary arrest;

- 1,. -

- or their temporary freedom, already previously 
refused by the examining magistrate;

- or their immediate trial before a court.

Afterwards M. Cervaert of the Court of Paris, 
Counsel for the Defence, received in’Paris on September 17, 
a summons from the examining magistrate informing him that 
the questioning of the accused would begin that same day, 
(September 14) and’would go on until the 23rd. This was 
obviously a device to exclude a defence counsel from the 
trial; it was of course impossible for the lawyer to be 
in Brazzaville at such short notice. *

I ' ‘ ■ I
The.- trade union leaders who were arbitrarily 

imprisoned were therefore deprived of their legal rights to 
be represented by their lawyers and were deprived of the 
elementary guarantees of defence.

Also a series of emergency laws was passed by 
the National Assembly on May 11, 1960, and introduced on 
May 12, 1960, constituting an attack on trade union rights 
and democratic freedoms.

'These laws mean that the existence of all__________________ _l
associations including the trade unions is at the mercy of 
the Government.



The .-first'-of these laws demands a preliminary 
notification of the establishment of associations and gives 
authority to dissolve them. It is--stipulated that within 
30 days existing associations must again give such notifications 
and also make known the composition of their fixed and liquid 
assets and their financial accounts.
—— ■ - < '• - : '■ ; . ■ ■ ■ —
I • In fact the CGAUbecause of the arrests of its. ... 

leaders, and .the confiscations following the raids.on .its 
headquarters has found itself in the impossible situation of 
being unable totmeet its legal obligations.

A second law tries to limit the freedom of the 
press and of expression and makes another attack on the 
rights of the workers and the trade unions.

A third law allows the Government to take steps- 
for the banishment to a restricted area, the internment or 
exile of dangerous citizens. This is applied to active 
trade unionists and other democrats.

These measures can .be carried out by decree 
independently of legal procedure.

Another law allows the authorities to forbid 
public meetings and so reduces the fundamental right of all 
trade unions to organise, meetings of its members and thereby 
paralyses all trade union activity.

The right to order compulsory labour for- workers 
in undertaldngs legalises forced labour, and this is a 
serious challenge to the right to strike.

The above-mentioned facts and the quoted laws are, 
de Jure and de facto, serious violations of democratic 
liberties and trade -union rights. -The present situation is 
particularly, serious because of the mentioned difficulties 
encountered by the imprisoned trade union officers and 
because the trade unions, especially the CGAT, find it 
impossible to function normally.

The WFTU asks you to take all necessary and 
appropriate steps to ensure the immediate release of the 
imprisoned trade union officers and the respect of trade 
union and democratic rights in the Republic’ of Congo.



ILO immi 
the pos 
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• v

fhe vVFTU suggests that the Governing Body of the 
lately sets up -an Inquiry Commission to look into 
ion of trade union rights in the Republic of 
azzaville). v ' ~ < .. > ■

Yours faithfully

I. ZAKARIA, 
Secretary-of the WTU



LIST OF TRADE UNION OFFICERS IMPRISONED IN THE REPUBLIC

OF CONGO ( BRAZZAVILLE )

MATSIKA Aimd _ ' ■
Confederal Secretary of the CGAT

BOUKAMBOU Julien
General Secretary of the CGAT
Member of the General Council of the E'.F.T.U.

THAULEY-GANGA Abel

MOUAYA

Secretary of the Inter-regional Trade Union of 
CGAT at Brazzaville

Jean-Jacques

BOUMPC

General Secretary of the local union CGAT at
Sibiti and neighbourhood
Assistant Secretary of the Administrative 
Commission of the National Bureau *

UTOU Gabriel

MAK OSS

Member of the Administrative Commission of the 
Local trade union at Brazzaville

M TCHAPI R.
Member of the Confederal Executive Bureau of the \

- - National Secretary of the’CGAT in the Congo
General Secretary of the Regional Union at Kouilou(CGAT) 
General Secretary of the Building Workers’ Union, 
affiliated to the CGAT

MlENANDI Fiddle
Member of the CGAT

DOUDY-GANGA Je an-pi erre
Member end Permanent Secretary of the CGAT

M’BOALA Jean-Baptiste
Member of the CGAT

MALA NLA Fulgence
Member of the Administrative Commission^of—the---------- :--------
Inter-regional Union at Brazzaville



AIDARA Mansour
President of the Administrative Commission of 
the local trade union at- Brazzaville

ZYTTHA-AARON Er ne s t . . : _

Technical Advisor to the National Union of the
Congo of CGAT
permanent Secretary of the Kouilou local trade 
union of CGAT at. pointe-Nbire

N^QNQ Georges
General Secretary of the IRHO Trade Union (CGAT)

BIZI Michel
Shop steward, CGAT -

KAYA Pierre
Regional Secretary of the CGaT Unions at Niari
Bouendza



WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS

TELEGRAM TO THE CHAIRMAN OF THE
ASSEMBLY OF. THE UNITER .

NATIONS. NEW YORK.

.u.
l;The 'World Federation.of Trade Unions representing'

more than 101 million organised workers wishes to draw the 
attention of the XVth session of the United Nations General

. Assembly to the new measures introduced by the Franco 
dictatorship'which.class all strike action meetings public 
demonstrations and any opinion .considered injurious to the 
regime as military rebellion.

”By arbitrarily extending the definition of 
military rebellion the new decree adopted twenty years after 
the end of the civil v/ar is designed to silence any opposition
to the dictatorship by making it punishable by death.

t:The workers and the widest sections of the Spanish 
people are toda3^ unanimous in their opposition to a 
dictatorship installed with the help of Hitler and Mussolini.

"The W.F.T.U. and all workers support them in 
demanding the repeal of these new repressive measures which 
constitute an intensification of the anti-working class and 
anti-democratic policy followed by the Spanish Governmente 
These measures make it more than ever urgent that the U.N. 
condemn this regime for its consistent violation of basic 
human rights and United Nations’ principles. The U.N. 
General Assembly would thus strengthen the courageous struggle 
of the .Spas ish .people for the restoration of democratic 
rights and a general amnesty for all workers and democrats 
in prison or exiled.

"Insisting on the necessity of immediate 
intervention by you the U.F.T.U. requests that you be good 
enough to inform the commission on human rights of all 
violations of human rights in Spain in order to ensure the 
restoration and respect of trade union and democratic rights 
for the Spanish people.”

Luigi GRASSI, 
Secretary of the W.F.T.U.

October 13, 1960c



e I o The Workers Of The World On
ccasion Of The 15th Anniversary Of

World Federation Of Trade Unions
Men and women workers of all countries,

Fifteen years ago, in October 1S45j the World Federation of Trade Unions, the power
ful international class trade union centre was formed in Paris, uniting for the first time 
all the trade unions and workers of the capitalist, socialist and colonial countries under 
the flag of international workers’ solidarity.

The formation of the W.F.T.U. greeted enthusiastically by the working class of the world, 
was the climax of years of struggle and sacrifice to crush fascism and German and Japa
nese militarism and to bring democracy, social progress and peace.

The 1st Congress of the World Federation of Trade Unions, held in Pams, its unanimous 
decisions and the aims it fixed for itself in its Constitution were a clear witness of the 
desire of the workers and trade unions, of all countries to achieve complete unity.

— to set up stable and lasting peace,
— to exterminate the roots of every form of fascism for ever.
— to eradicate the colonial system and guarantee the national independence of the peo

ples. .
— to win the legitimate economic and social demands oi the working people and to en

force respect for 'their trade union rights and democratic freedoms,
— to strengthen their international solidarity.

Men and women workers.

Writing to you after 15 years of tireless struggle to fulfil these tasks and to safeguard 
and recreate trade union unity, the W.F.T.U.. with its 1G1 million members in all coun
tries and continents, is aware that it has been faithful to the principles of unity and to 
its Constitution.

The continual strengthening of its ranks, the growth of its activities and influence du
ty..e t.■ a attai.as ... t'.e n.GTiupo.ics ana uic regrettable sp.it ;i’CU;dit ubo..; m laid. ccn* 
firm that it cuntinaes to respond to the deep hopes of the working class.

On its 1-oeentn anniversary tne W.F.J.U. greets with joy and price the inestimable con- 
tribution tu the. cause of. peace made by the great economic, sucial -and. scumtific achieve
ments of the workers in the Soviet Union. China and the Socialist countries, who go from 
victory to victory in creatine a prosperous, free and happy socialist society.

It creels the workers and peoples of Algeria. Japan. Cuba and the other countries of 
Asia. Africa and Latin America whose admirable struggle and remarkable successes dur
ing the past 15 years ring the death kneii of the colonial system and undermine the posi
tion of imperialism.

It pays tribute to the powerful, united struggles which have been growing in all the 
capitalist countries during the last 15 years and are directed against exploitation by the 
monopolies, for the defence and improvement of living and working conditions, for trade 
union rights and democratic freedoms. It hails the persistent battle of the workers and 
neonles for the relaxation of international t?nsion. imt’'’na! fndenend'uoe disarmament, 
and peace.

However, it must also ue stated that barely 15 tears after ihe defeat ci Hitlerism. the 
Western powers, and especially American imperialism, in violation of ail the agreements 
signed at Potsdam. are refusing io sign a peace treaty with Germany and have given cri
minal he n to tho-roarmamcmt of-Federal Germany end the revival of the worst revenge 
seekers and militarist forces, who threaten peace in Europe and throughout the world.

It must also be pointed out that barely 15 years after the end of the second world war 
and the criminal bombardment oi Hiroshima, the policy of provocation and atomic arma
ment by the American imperialists, their deliberate support for Japanese militarism, their 
aggressive acts against the Peoples' Republic of China and their attacks against the Cuban



people are a dangerous threat to peace, an obstacle to the desire for the relaxation of in
ternational tension to disarmament and peaceful coexistence of the workers and peoples.

It is important to note that the colonial powers with the support of American imperial
ism are carrying on a bloody war against the Algerian people and trying to destroy the 
independence of the Congolese people.

Throughout the capitalist world your sociaal achievements are constantly challenged, 
your trade union rights often flouted, your living and working conditions and your jobs 
are precarious and systematically threatened.

Men and women workers,
Trade Unions of all countries,

On this fifteenth anniversary of the W.F.T.U., on this fifteenth anniversary of your joint 
victory over the forces of war and reaction, in face of the obvious community of your in
terests and hopes, in face of the urgent need to strengthen world peace, the W.F.T.U. 
appeals to you to raise the banner of working class unity and international solidarity.

— Everywhere you must multiply your efforts to increase your united actions even fur
ther. Demonstrate everywhere your desire to reestablish the same international trade 
union unity which existed in 1945, and to eradicate the disastrous and regrettable results 
of the division.

— Unity and action for increased wages and the reduction of working hours, for the de
fence of trade union and democratic rights.

— Unity and action to strengthen peace and to impose disarmament, the banning of 
nuclear weapons and peaceful co-existence.

— Unity and action against the atomic armament of the Wehrmacht and German mili- 
tarisrr, for the abrogation of the Japan-U.S. military treaty.

— Unity and action to liquidate colonialism in Algeria, in the Congo and wherever it 
subsists, once and for all.

— Unity and action against imperialism, for the safeguarding of the independence of the 
peep! 2s.

— Unity and action in defence of the democratic achievements of the workers and peo
ple cS Cuba.

LONG LIVE TilE 15th ANNIVERSARY OF THE WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS’

LONG LIVE INTERNATIONAL SOLIDARITY AND UNITY AMONG THE WORKERS OF THE 
WORLD!

LONG LIVE PEACE!
THE SECRETARIAT OF THE W.F.T.U.

Prague. September 15, 1S5G.

Supplement to the International Bulletin of the Trade Union and Working Class Press, No. 23, I—15 
October 1960.



WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS

On behalf of millions of workers of every opinion and 
trade union affiliation who deeply sympathise with the important 
economic and social reforms effected by the Cuban Revolution-, the 
5?.F. T;U. • enthusiastically greets the complete nationalisation of 
-Kcrth American monopolies and banks and of the big national 
monopolies, which are the bitter enemies of Cuban independence and 
progress•

Such popular measures as the establishment of diplomatic 
and trade relations with all countries in the world are the most 
effective answer- to imperialist pressure and interference. The^r 
ere creating-the conditions required for rapid economic development 
in your country, for the elimination of mass unemployment and for 
systematic improvement in the material and cultural standard of 
living of the working people.

The U .F.T.U. congratulates the C.T.C. and the whole 
working class of Cuba on theirigreat sense of responsibility and on 
the ability they have shown' to solve the difficult problems arising 
from the new economic situation’ in your country.

The VhF.T.U. wishes once more to assure the C.T.C., and 
the workers and people of Cuba, of its wholehearted solidarity with 
them in the economic blockade unleashed by the United States 
.Government -and the military-aggression-which is being prepared - 
against Cuban freedom and independence.

It draws the attention of the working class and trade 
unions throughout the world to the gravity of the threats to Cuba, 
which) is a free American country, and calls upon them to demonstrate 
their unshakable support of the Cuban people. It invites them to 
condemn forcefully, in every country, the provocative attitude of 
the United States Government by organising protests, petitions and 
other measures appropriate to the national situation for the 
attention of the U.S. diplomatic representatives.

Strengthening of friendly relations between the Cuban 
trade unions and those of all other countries will reinforce the 
solidarity we express on behalf of the 101 million members of the
C». • x • Z. • O e

Gur fraternal greetings,
’ . Louis SAILLAUT

>--- -—;------------------- •--------- General Secretary



WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS

LIST 0? DOCUMENTS ADOPTED BY THE 
j ' 11th SESSION OF THE GE?B2R.AL COUNCIL OF THE 

WELD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS

Text No,
/ . * r ‘ * -

- GEIUPAL RESOLUTION ON THE FIRST ITEM OF THEAten>A , 1 i

- RESOLUTION OF THE TRADE UNIONS’ CONTRIBUTION
• TO TEE FIGHT AGAINST COLONIALISTS 2

-•DECLARATION ON THS SITUATION .IN SOUTH VIETNAM 3
- RESOLUTION ON THE SITUATION IN KOREA 4
- DECLARATION CONCERNING THE EXECUTIONS AND ARRESTS

OF IRANIAN TURNERS AND PATRIOTS 5

• 400 O O O 0 • OOOO



WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS

The General Council, which is holding its 11th 
session in Peking, notes that since the 4th ’forld Trade Union 
Congress the 'forces of socialism and world peace have increased 
considerably and have won unprecedented successes. This 
progress, as well as the upsurge and the successes of the 
anti-colonialist and anti-imperialist struggle, and the strength 
of the movement for demands in the capitalist countries, create 
objective conditions that favour the reinforcement of the united 
struggle cf the workers to force the imperialists to enter into 
serious negotiations and to accept disarmament and peaceful 
co-existence, so as to eliminate* the menace'of a world atomic war.

Hostile to this progress, the imperialists, faced with 
the worsening of the general crisis of their system, pay 
lip-service to peace? yet -ere multiplying their acts, of 
provocation and continue their preparations for war. By . 
sending a-military plane over -Soviet territory md later 
cynically boasting that this was their deliberate policy, 
American imperialism has given further confirmation of the fact 
that it is the worst enemy of peace and.of the peoples. It 
bears full responsibility for the sabotage cf the Summit 
Conference. Thus the hopes of the peoples were once again 
dashed. The W.F.T.U. General Council as well as the workers 
of the 'whole world condemn these American provocations against 
the Soviet Union as a grave danger to peace and to the interests 
of the working class and the peoples in all countries.

The workers will understand better than ever the 
imperative need to increase their vigilance in the face of the 
oggressive policy pursued, notably in Test Germany and Japan, 
by ‘vhe ruling circles cf the United States and other western 
powers.

Thanks to the strength of the peace forces in the 
world, thanks to the peace policy of the socialist comp and the 
many steps token by tne Soviet Union, it has become really



\ ■■ ■ t *- 2 -

possible to avoid the menace of on atomic war that would prove 
devastating, to impose on the imperialists disarmament and the 
use of the enormous resources that, ore .at present being wasted 
on the arms race for the economic, ' social end cultural progress

- of all the peoples. But it is necessary to make the situation 
clear to the workers so -that they should have, no illusions 
about the willingness of the imperialists to accept disarmament. - • - ,x

All workers, must be' convinced that only Toy. the 
untiring, ever-stronger and more .united-struggles of the peoples 
throughout the world, and by the isolation of imperialism,'which 
is the source of war and-aggression, can the ' imperialist war 
uclicy be thwarted. „

The General Council warmly welcomes the new proposals 
put forward by the Soviet Union on June 2, 1960, developing and 
giving details of its plan for universal and complete disarmament, 
and thus offering further proof of its tireless efforts in the 
service of peace/despite the provocations by United States’ 
leaders.

These proposals concern in particular the banning and 
destruction, under international control, of ell means of 
delivering nuclear weapons to their targets, linked with the 
elimination of oil military bases on foreign soil, as well as 
the banning cf atomic, chemical and bacteriological weapons, 
the dissolution of armed forces and elimination cf military 
budgets. - The General Council recommends the trade unions to 
moke these proposals widely known to the workers, so that the 
latter will actively support them.

The General Council considers that under these 
. . conditions, the preservation and consolidation of peace remains

among the fundamental rims cf the struggle cf ■ the" international 
trade union movement.. Thus, it considers that it is essential 
to unmask imperialist manoeuvres and to work constantly for 
common action:

- for the relaxation of international tension and peaceful 
co-existence; •

- far universal and complete disarm: ment;

- for the. elimination of military bases‘on foreign soil;

- for o cessation of nuclear tests, and a. bon on nuclear arms;

- .ior national liberation end independence of the peoples;

--------- ----- ...-—.for democracy; — — — •—



- against the rebirth of German militori\su^s^d for its 
liquidation by the signing of a peace treaty with the two 
German states; for the transformation cf >5est Berlin into 
a free, demilitarized city;

- against the rebirth cf Japanese militarism end for the 
abrogotion of the Jaonnese~U• S. military. treaty.

' , ■ * ~ • - .■ ■ ■ ■1 '■ ■ •

Conscious of the close ,bonds that link the struggle 
for the relaxation in international tension to the anti- 
colonialist and art i-imperi allot struggle for. independence, the 
General Council salutes and supports the heroic fight cf the 
Algerian people for independence. It calls upon all workers 
and trade unions to strengthen their active solidarity in favour 
of the struggle cf their Algerian brothers,. and to demand that 
the French Government stop the colonial ‘War in Algeria. It 
greets and warmly supports the struggle of the people cf Turkey 
and the popular uprising in South Korea that led to the downfall 
of SyngmonRhee; the struggle of the Korean people, which 
continues, vill force the withdrawal of the American armed 
forces and the peaceful unification of the country. The 
General Council gives its entire support to the powerful movement 
of the workers and people of Japan for the abrogation cf the 
jnpmese-U.S» treaty of military alliance, against the rebirth 
of militarism and for the liquidation of military buses. It 
egresses its warm solidarity with the ’workers and trade unions 
of Venezuela, Argentina, end Chile, and particularly with the 
people cf Cuba, who are courageously and unitedly defending the 
economic and social conquests of the popular democratic 
revolution and the national sovereignty cf their country.

After examining the economic situati on in the capital
ist countries, the General Council notes that its essential 
characteristics 're the progressive militarisation of the economy, 
increased monopoly concentration, and a consider able speed-up 
of work -nd automation to the sole profit of the monopolies.
A certain recovery followed the crisis of 1958-59. It has 
proved incapable of re-absorbing unemployment, which in some 
countries has become chronic, and in general has remained at 
a high level, particularly in certain important branches cf 
industry.

The capitalist monopolies and the governments in their 
service . me attacking simultaneously the purchasing power of 
wages, tra.de union and democratic rights. Thousands of trade 
union lenders have been arrested nd imprisoned. Tens of 
thousands ox strikers have been victims cf police repression 
and employers’ sanctions in Greece, Spain, Argentina and other 

.countriejS-.—The—ww-kers- and the people in certain countries, 
such as the Union of South Africa., ore suffering from savage 
racist repression.

tra.de


The General Council draws attention to the fact that 
this anti-trade union offensive is accompanied by the adoption 

----  n ^ws which attempt to legalise the violation of ' .
o.l rights, among them the right to strike, inscribed 
.arter of the Workers* 'Trade Union Rights, adopted by 
'.tj. in 1954. • .

fundament 
in the Ch 
the W.F.T

world cor 
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The deepening of the* general crisis'in the capitalist 
•trusts increasingly sharply-, with the unprecedented 

social, scientific and -cultural developments of all 
the socialist countries, where the peoples have become the 
masters of their .own fate. These developments, -which free the 
productive forces of society, permit a continuous and remarkable 
increo.se in pur chasL ng purer, an improvement in working 
conditions, social advantages and in the general living standards 
of the moss of the people in these countries. The workers of 
the world appreciate the full importance of the most recent 
measures of the Supreme Soviet of the Soviet Union, announcing 
the generalisation of the 7- and 6-hour working day and the 
gradual suppression between now and 1965 of income tas: for 
workers, as -ell as the extension of the role and rights of the 
trade union organisations in the soci-list countries.

The General Council sends its worm congratulations to 
the workers, men and. women, of the soci-list countries, 
porticul-ply the workers of the Coviot Union and China., for 
their remarkable successes in the economic and social field. 
Thanks to their creative enthusiasm the socialist system is from 
year to ye?r winning victories of far-recelling importance which 
are "Iso victories for the entire working class of the world 
and for the cause of peace.

.................. - x - - x ' x 
- ■ • - - .. ■ • •

The General Council greets the millions of workers 
and trade unions in the capitalist countries -aho ore carrying 
on exceptionally strong united struggles for wages, hi or ter 
working hours 'nd the defence of trade union rights. The strike 
movement, which has reached an extent rarely known since the last 
world war, has been^remarkable in • Argentina, Japan, the United 
St'.tes, fr-nce, Italy, Belgium "nd other countries. It shows 
the sharpening of the class struggle in the present period, the 
desire for unity and the remark able militancy of the working 
class. This development gives a categoric refutation to the 
••theories''' of class colla.bora.tion winch the monopolies and 
certain trade union lenders spread continuously among the work?? 
baying to divert tnei it eg their struggles. The workers must 
renounce md reject all attempts to win ever the tra.de union 
movement to positions cf class collaboration, i _n even si ng t hs r _.... 
common actions for:

increo.se
tra.de


the reduction of working hours without loss cf pay;

- a general increo.se in wages;
- n • ■ '

~ the right to work, the defence of employment and assistance 
to the unemployed;

- the creation, protection and Widening of social security 
systems; , . . .

~ the defence' of trade union righto and democratic liberties; 

- the limitation of the power of the monopolies.

Those demands’should permit fresh progress in united 
action.

The general Council recocaaends ell workers and trr.de 
unions to intensify their notion for trr.de union rights 'nd 
democratic liberties, nd for the liberation of all imprisoned 
tr ade uni c ni s t s.

To help bring about on the intern \tional level the 
indispensable common front of workers and trade unions in the 
f~ce of these attacks, the General Council instructs the 
whf.T.U. Secretariat to examine with all organisations concerned 
the setting-up cf an International Trc.de Union Commission for 
the defence md safeguarding cf victims of repression "gainst 
the trade unions.

The General Council notes that the demand for a 
reduction of working hours in goner cl end the demand for a.. .
40-hour week in highly industrialised capitalist countries have' 
been unanimously put forward by. various orgeni actions - These 
demands^ correspond to an essential md increasingly urgent 
revolvement of the working class. On this basis and in order . 
to assist the bringing together of tro.de union end working class 
forces in the face of monopolist core entr ati on, the General 
Council instructs the Secretariat to call a European Trade Union 
Conference on the 40-hour week in the first ou-rtcr of 1961. 
Tn roe union centres from other continents should be invited to 
this, confer e nee, so vs la ".or to generalise the e:-cper fences 
gained •

Taking account also of the attacks on social security 
systems in. many capitalist couptrios and a? the necessity to 
improve existing systems, the General Council resolves to call 
a. meeting of a. broad International Trade Union Commission of 
Action for goci'l Security. The purpose at this. Commissi on-------  
will be to stimulate now developments in united action and 
mt emotion''! solidarity on this guestion.

increo.se
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The General Council notes v.ith satisfaction that the 
upsurge of the struggle for demmds has recently been accompanie- 
by considerable progress in unity of action in the different 
capitalist countries. On the basis of; their-experience, the 
workers ore increasingly coming to understand that their 
struggle is more effective to the entent that the rank~ond~file 
is united in common action for clearly-defined common aims. 
Discussion/with. .the workers themselves, at local, regional, and 
national levels, to formulate demands .:hich ore'closest to 
their needs in the given situation, is a necessary condition 
fa? the achievement of united, action, which requires more and 
more initiatives by all organisations.

Unity is consolidated in action end by .action on a 
class basis. 'It must be brought about in a clear manner, 
exposing constantly through the facts the pretexts and 
manoeuvres o? those opposed to unity.

As a result of the progress in unity of action in 
different capitalist countries and in order to oppose the 
coalition of the monopolies, positive developments in favour 
of unity ore appearing at the international level.- In spite 
of the stubborn opposition of certain I.C.F.T.U. leaders, the 

-idea is gaining ground among more and more trade union leaders, 
particularly in the. middle ranks of trade unions not affiliated 
to the U.F.T.U., that meetings :nd discussions between national 
and international trade union organisations of all trends are 
today possible uad indispensable.

... " -a. • .. , . .
In bilateral and multilateral contacts, trade union 

organisations are seeking the best methods cf dealing in common 
with the main problems facing the workers in their struggle 
against the imperialists and the monopolies:

- - the preservation of peace;

the anti-colon!al struggle;

- the main economic and social demands;

- . united action against the monopolies on the national 
and.international level;

- the struggle for trade union rights and democratic liberties

The General Council welcomes and approves in 
particular the activities of the Committee for Co-ordination and 
Action in the_CommonMarket Countries, as well "S the steps 
taken oy the international Trade Union Committee for solidarity 
with the Workers and People of .llgerio. The exchanges of trade 
union delegations between capitalist and sbei list countries 
and also "pong” capitalist countries, the bilateral and 
multi Inter al agreements among organisations of various 
offili-tians advocated by the 4th herla'Trade Union Congress, 
have incre ased remarkably in the last few years.



The General Council welcomes the feet that the trend- 
toward trade, union unity is growing stronger throughout entire 
continents, such as Africa end L-gtin-America, in spite of the 

/ 'consider able obstacles raised by certain lenders of the 
- I.C.F.T.U./ It denounces the stubborn refuse! of the; IZC.F.T.U. 

lender ship to reply to the many proposals mode to it over a : 
period of nearly ten years by the. w.F.iuU. for joint action 
at the international level for the preservation of peace, to / ' 
support more; effectively the mo’/emont for nation?! independence 
and to v!h satisfaction for the workers’ vital economic and

• socio! demands. " - _

The General Council calls on all workers and trade 
unions to continue ''nd' multiply exchanges of delegations :nd - 
bilateral rnd multilateral contacts ■ mong individual unions, 
nation! trade unions and centres, in order to increase common 
action for peace, for demands, for trade union freedoms, and 
for the eradication cf colonialism.

In this year of the W.F.T.U.’s 15th anniversary, the 
General Council invites them to celebrate this event by 
meetings and conferences recalling how, and in what conditions, 
the- Ter Id Federation of Trade Unions was born in 1945 from the 
common .struggle of the workers and peoples throughout the world 
against fascism and for a lasting pence.

The General Council of the Tor la Federation of Trade 
Unions is convinced that this session will help to strengthen 
unity in the struggle waged by the working cl *.ss and trade 
unions in all countries.

Peking, June 9, I96 0.



WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS

on the Trade Unions1 Contribution to the 
Fight against Colonialism.

The 11th session of the General Council of the World 
Federation of Trade Unions, meeting in Peking from June 5 to 
8, I960, approves the report submitted by the executive 
Committee on -The ‘Trade Unions* Contribution to the Fight 
against Colonialism-’.

The General Council notes v.ith satisfaction that the 
national liber oil on movement in uhich the trade union movement 
is playing on important role, h s developed and is developing 
st a tremendous pace since the 4th '..orId Trade Union Congress, 
and that this development has clearly proved the correctness 
of the Congress’ decision on Trade Union Task in the Fight 
against Colonialism......................... .............................. -

The General Council points out that the rapid develop/ 
ment and firm unity of the socialist camp, the grov.’th end 
consolidation of the anti-colonialist forces, the forces of 
peace and democracy and the ever-gr cuing strength of the worki 
class movement throughout the world, hove resulted in the 
shrinkage of the power of imperialism end are creating favour
able conditions for the victorious struggle of the people 
against colonialism and for national independence. 

- •
The bitter struggle urged by the people in colonial 

and iemi-colonial countries has brought success, end the 
national independence has been won in a number of countries 
sined the 4th Congress, but millions of neople, mainly in 
Afric.-., ore still shackled by the chains of colonialism, and 
many nern states in Asia, Africa ..nd Lutin America still feel 
the serious remnants end influence of colonialism.
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The ’oressure of the national liberation, movement has 
made it impossible for the colonialists to continue their 
domination through the traditional, forms of colonial-rule. 
That is why they ore trying to introduce :f constitutional" or 
:: administrative" reforms, which ore in substance nothing but . 
a development bf colonialism in new forms. The colonialist: , 
when forced to make certain political concessions, strive to 
maintain and even try to extend their economic domination.

The General Council is of the - opinion that the workers 
and patriotic forces in the colonics, while regarding such 
concessions on the port of the -colonialists as successes in 
their national liberation movements, should make the situation 
clear to. their people so that they are not deceived and 
satisfied with these primary successes, but go on with their 
struggle until they abolish all influence of colonialism in 
their countries especially in the economic field.

The General Council also calls upon the workers to 
increase their vigilance in their struggle for national 
independence in respect to -neo-colonial ism- by the imperialists 
and their lackeys who seek to extend ■: nd strengthen their 
position in the colonies and newly-independent countries.

The workers must be particularly vigilant in regard 
to the activities of the American imperialists who use so-called 
economic aid as ; means of strengthening their grip on these 
countries nd driving them to accept military pacts. American 
imperialism hides itself behind the mask of .anti-colonialism 
but is in f ct the worst enemy of the people’s struggle for 
independence• This mask must be removed from the face of 
American imperialism and its true nature revealed to the people 
and workers of the world. The workers must be vigilant also 
in regard to the efforts of thefest German monopolies to 
penetrate in particular, into Africa. and the countries ql the 
Near and Middle fast.

The General Council stresses that the struggle of the 
people against colonialism should not have the character cf 
driving out the colonialists of one imperialist power and at 
the same time letting in those of another power. The struggle 
of these people should .be directed against every form of'•

The General Council. notes that long years cf imperial!s 
domination and exploitation in colonial countries have resulted 
m a.^ const "nt deterioration of the workers’ working end living 
conditions. and have brought about unbearable suffering to the 
whole ■ working popul at ion in those countries.



persecution, the struggle against such inhuman conditions has 
spread throughout the colonial world. In increasing numbers, 
workers in colonial countries ore joining the struggle for 
their demands. The General Council is happy to note that all 
these struggles have been marked by a high level of tenacity 
and militancy, with working class consciousness being constantly 
developed. * ,

The General Council fully supports the following main 
demands which.are being put forward in these struggles:

- general wage increases and a minimum guaranteed wage;

- the application of the principle of equal pay for equal 
work and elimination of racial discrimination as regards 
wages and family and other allowances;

- reduction in cost of living, an end to the rise in prices 
of daily necessities;

- free access to qualified trades and vocational training 
without di scr imination;

shorter working hours, legislation end enforcement cf the 
B-hour day, a limit on overtime, introduction and 
prolongation of annual paid holidays;

improvement of safety measures against work accidents and 
o c c up a t i ono.l di s e ase a;

no dismissals and protection against unemployment;

guarantee of reasonable working end living conditions for 
.immigrant workers; - - - - - - ' -

- abolition of forced labour in any form;

- introduction or improvement of- social security systems;

improvement of housing conditions end medical and 
educational facilities;1

- ^ree schooling xor all children without discrimination and 
development of teaching methods and curricula in keeping 
with the culture and national aspirations of the people;

agri c ul t ur al r ef or ms.

The General Council condemns ths brutal suppression
of xrade uni on and democratic rights endorsed by the colonial i st; 

itoldirry■back the development of struggles of
workers ano. people and perpetuating; the colonialists’ rule. It 
once again condemns the colonialist war in Algeria as well as



the racial- policy in the Union oil Couth Africa where workers 
and people ore massacred in blooey terror, and the anti- 
democratic regimes of certain Hear and LIiddle Eastern countries 
It expresses its profound' sympathy ‘.nth the trade union leaders 
and workers who have fallen in the struggle and extends its
full solidarity for all those who are still imprisoned for 
fighting for the interests of workers and national independence 
It further demands the authorities to stop without delay the 
persecution o? trade unions, trade .^unionists and workers and 
to guarantee the free exercise of trade' union rights and 
democratic freedoms. ;

The General Council firmly believes.that only national
indeoen 
order t

.dence can provide the most 
o satisfy the economic end

avour able c ondi tions
social demands of the

in
war ker s

in colonial ountrie s• Therefore it recommends to the 
that they should actively take port in the national liberation 
movement and play a leading role in forming and consolidating 
a united not ionol front based on the alliance between the 
working class and the peasantry and including ell other anti
colonielist forces.

The General Council is happy to note that, in the 
struggle against colonialism, the desire for working class 
unity and solidarity among peoples fighting colonialism is 
growing in all colonial countries. It welcomes the successes 
achieved by the African People’s Conferences and the Asian- 
African People’s Solidarity Con?cronces. It also supports the 
appeal of African trade unionists for the establishment of an 
All-Afriian Trade Union Federation with the aim of uniting all 
trade union organisations in Africa, and hopes that this will 
further strengthen the people’s fight against colonialism and 
contribute to the re-establishuent of international trade union 
unity. It denounces the system.-.tic acts cf sabotage by the 
I.C.F.ToU. directed against ?fricon trade union unity. These 
acts testify to the determination of this organisation to' 
perpetuate the divisions among the _frican workers, to the 
greater advantage of the imperialists.

+ + +

The General Council believes that, in order to bring 
success to the struggle for tho defence of the -kwedi ate 
interests of tne womens end for national independence end for 
the complete liquidation of colonialism, it is necessary to 
builo. a. strong trade union movement, rallying as many workers • 
as possible, irrespective c? their race, religious or political 
beliefs, and placed on democratic class principles.

The General Council considers it necessary to point 
out tna.t certain reformist leaders, with the support of the 
I ,C .F.T .U. leadership, have--^lr cetftowards 
trace union unity. T/ze activities of such splitting elements 
comorms with tne attempts of tho colonialists end react!onarie
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to weaken the trade union movement so enabling them to exploit 
the mass of workers to the-maximum extent.

_'t the same time, in certain countries, the bourgeois 
elements exploiting the sacrifices of tre.de union organisations 
in their struggle against colonialism, endeavour in various 
ways to force the trade unions to ale. concessions even on the 
slightest demands* They try to bring- trade union organisation? 
under the control of the ruling bourgeois party or take away 
the gains which the trade unions have' obtained during the 
period of national unity in the liberation struggle.

Therefore, the General Council believes that it is the 
duty of trade union organisations, while fighting for the 
liberation of their country:

- to promote a really mass trade union movement by applying' 
democratic principles and removing barriers between the 
rank and file and their leaders;

- to uphold the mass and class character of the trade union 
movement, basing its relation with the bourgeois parties on 
that of co-operation in the common struggle against 
colonialism, without at any tine losing sight of the vital 
interests of the working class;

to draw up a complete programme of common action during the 
period of the national liberation struggle and after 
independence, a well-studied plan based on thorough economic 
analyses for the building cf notional economy aimed at the 
complete liquidation of colonialism aid for an independent 
home mod foreign policy.

The General Council stresses that the international 
workers’ solidarity plays sn effective role in the. development 
o:l -the struggle. '

It draws attention to a. certain tendency fostered by 
the imperialists in order to isolate those fighting against 
colonialism from their allies in those countries which have 
finally got rid of the capitalist system, and from the working 
clans movement in the imperialist countries which supports the 
liberation movement. Such isolation would only result in 
denying those fighting colonialism the indispensable 
unconditional assistance in their fight and in building nationa 
economy after their national independence and depriving the 
peace forces tnroughout the world of the contribution the 
national lioerati on movement can moke to the stru.ggle for world 
pe see.

The trade union organisations, if they adopt the 
principle. of co-operation and-mutu. 1 support in their relations 
with the international trade union movement, are able to give

tre.de


the people of their countries valuable and practical examples 
of international and working class solidarity which enable the 
people to understand the importance of active participation in 

. international affairs with the ainr of'strengthening their 
struggle against colonialism.

The General Council notes with satisfaction that, 
'since the 4th-World Trade Union Congress, the jf.F.T.U. has 
increased its efforts to strengthen international solidarity 
and rendered an increasingly effective- support to.the workers 
and .their organisations in the countries fighting colonialism, 

. irrespective of their international affiliation. The General 
Council instructs the Executive Committee and the- Secretariat ■ 
to advance further in this direction. The U.F.T.U. is and 
continues to be the main organising force of the active support 
of the trade unions throughout the world to the struggle 
against colonialism and for national independence. In 
particular the General'Council recommends all National Centres 
affiliated to the U.F.T.U., the Executive Committee and the 
Secretariat, to strengthen their support along the following 
lines:

1. The fight of the workers and people of the Union of South 
Africa against the worst type of repression and exploitation 

built on apartheid and racial discrimination have come to a 
point where individual support is no longer effective. The 
workers and people of that country need now more than ever 
before joint and common action from, trade union organisations 
all over the world whatever their affiliation.

Those trade union organisations who have already showed their 
support to the fight against apartheid in South Africa and 

those who will join this campaign, can come to.work together-in- 
one body, namely, an International Trade Union Committee for 
Solidarity with the Workers and Peoples of South Africa, and 
thus give the maximum effective support. The General Council 
asks the Executive Committee of the U.F.T.U. to take the 
necessary steps for setting up such a Committee and organising 
its work, and calls on all trade union organisations to ‘join 
thi s Committee.

2. The rapid growth of the trade unions in the colonial and 
less-developed countries and the increasing role they play 

in the fight against colonialism and the new 'responsibilities 
which faces these organisations under the new conditions of the 
present sweeping movement of national independence makes it an 
urgent need for these organisations to have an ever-increasing 
number of trade union officials. YJhile great efforts have boon 
made from the part of trade union organisations who need thes'- 
officials from one hand and the Vv.E.T.U. and its affiliated
'rrgahisatfbps from the other in the past, but still the General 
Council believes that more efforts should be done in this 
direction. '



the f .F.T.U. to co-ordinate their efforts through the 
Secretariat of the T.F.T.U. so as to give trade union training 
tc the maximum number of trade union officials from the colonies 
and less-developed countries.

3, The member organisations of the T.F.T.U. especially in the 
socialist countries are recommended to give vocational 

training to young workers from the colonial and less-developed 
countrieso ? ' . ' \ ' • ■

4. Following the experience of the Secretariat of the Vv.F.T.U.
in ’.rendering experts in special fields like social security 

to the trade union organisations in colonial end less-developed 
countries, the General Council calls upon all member 
organisations to render the most help possible in this field 
when requireda 

5<> Great sympathy and solidarity has been shown by the VJ.F.T.U. 
and its affiliated organisations to the trade unionists who 

have been persecuted or imprisoned because of their fight 
against colonialism. The General Council. considers that an 
international trade union delegation should be formed to go and 
investigate on the spot these cases of imprisonment and to 
report to the trade unions of the whole v’orld, calling on them 
to strengthen their struggle for the release of those imprisoned 
as 'well as to the international organisations.

6. To guarantee- full publicity for news of the trade unions 
fighting against colonialism in Africa the General Council 

asks the -’.F.T.U. Secretariat to examine the possibility of . 
publishing an African trade union information bulletin to- carry 
news of the'struggles of the’African’trade unions against 
colonialism and for a better life. The General Council believe 
that such a bulletin'will help in gaining more support in the 
fight against colonialism.

The General Council is con.fid.ent that, with the 
increasingly active support of 'workers throughout the world, the 
day is not far distant vThen all .subject peoples will be free of 
the yoke ’of colonialism.

General Council of the f .F.T.U.

Peking, June 9, I960*



WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS

D 3 C L A 3 A 2 I o H

on the situation in South Vietnam

The 11th Session of the General Council of the 
•c.F.T.U. severely condemns the intervention of the American 
imperialists in South Vietnam which is increasing every day, 
and firmly demands the withdrawal of all American military 
missions from South Vietnam. It colls upon the workers and 
trade unions of the world to further strengthen their 
solidarity with the people of Vietnam and to support them 
energetically in their valiant struggle for the peaceful 
re-unification of the country on the basis of independence 
and democracy, in accordance with the Geneva Agrements of . 
July 1954.

Peking, June 9, I960*



WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS
- - - - - —

The 11th Session of the General Council of the ''..kF .T.U. 
expresses its active solidarity with the workers and people cf 
South Korea, who have risen agci^st the fascist domination of 
American imperialism. and its agents« It acclaims the heroic
struggle of the workers and people of South Korea - for liberty, 
democracy and the right to a livelihood - that overthrew the 
Syngman Rhee clique.

But the American imperialists by means of brutal 
repression and perfidious tactics ore backing-up new7 puppets so 
as to maintain their domination over South Korea, strengthen 
their military bases for aggression end perpetuate the division 
cf Korea. These actions represent grave threats to peace in 
Korea end the rest of the world.

The General Council of the 7/.F.T.U. therefore calls 
upon the workers of the world and their trade unions to develop 
their active’ solidarity towards the struggle cf the workers end 
people of Couth Korea for the immediate withdrawal of American 
troops from South Korea end the peaceful unification of the 
country. It invites them to take' all steps that will effectively 
support this struggle and especially as from June 25, I960,, 
which marks the 10th■anniversary of the unleashing cf the war 
of aggression in Korea by the American imperialists.

Peking, June 9, 1960.



WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS

11TH SESSION 0? THE GENERAL COUNCIL OF THE 
WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS

No. 5

DE C L AR A T I 0 N
concerning the executions and arrests of 

Irani on workers and patriots

Since 1953 there has been a. reign of terror in iron.

The large-scale strike of 30,000 brickworkers in 
Teheran last summer and the powerful student demonstrations 
in the Irani an capital last January were bloodily put down by 
the military armed forces and American imperialism.

On May 4, I960, the Iranian Government ordered the 
execution in Tabriz, provincial capital of Azerbaidjcn, of five 
Iranian patriots: Javad Forougui, Hasson Zehtab, Kosrow Ameri, 
Ali Azim Zcdeh and Ayoub Klantri. Moreover, sentences ranging 
from ten years’ imprisonment to forced labour for life were 
passed on seventeen patriots and workers, including one woman. 
They were condemned by a military tribunal vhich met behind 
closed doors in a hasty session which completely disregarded 
the principles of judicial procedure*

Frightened by the popular demonstr aliens in Turkey., 
the Iranian Government ordered a further wave of arrests of 
Iranian patriots of whom four, Bolourio.n, Youssefi, Chariot 
and Gassemlou, have just been condemned to death.

The General Council cf the Uorld Federation of Trade 
Unions expresses its deep solidarity with the workers and the 
Iranian people, and protests vigorously against the repressive 
measures of the Government of that country; it demands that 
the executions of the condemenod be not carried cut, that an 
end be put to the reign cf terror ~nd the imprisoned patriots 
set free.

At the same time it calls upon all the trade union 
orgonisati ons anu upon workers of every opinion and affiliation, 
to strengthen their support of the vzorkers and people of Iron 
in their legitimate struggle.

Peking, June 9. I960*--
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The General Council of the World Federation of Trade 
Unions sends sincere and fraternal greetings to the workers of 
Spain, who are conducting a heroic ar-i difficult battle against 
the Franco dictatorship, for the achievement of their rights, the 
satisfaction of their demands, and the restoration of democracy 
in Spain.

Tn order to stifle this struggle, the Franco Government 
has unleashed a fresh wave of repression during the past few 
months. In addition, hundreds of trade union and political 
prisoners have been in prison for 14, 16 and even 20 years, even 
though 21 years have passed since the end of the civil war in 
Spain.

The Generaj. Council .of the T.F.T.U., speaking for more 
than 101 million affiliated workers, lodges a strong protest with 
General Franco’s Government and demands an end to this persecution 
and a general amnesty for all political and trade union prisoners 
and exiles.

The'General'Council deplores'the existence’ of American 
military bases in Spain as well as the plan to establish Test 
German bases, both of which considerably aggravate the danger of 
war in Europe.

The v’.F.TcU., its -affiliated National Centres and the 
workers of the whole v/c^ld have always expressed their support and 
sympathy f or the cause of -the workers and people of Spain. They 
reiterate their solidarity with the present struggle for the 
liquidation of Franco’s fascist regime, against the deterioration 
of the living conditions of the working people and against 
spreading unemployment.

The General Council of the l.F.T.U. is confident that the 
united struggle of the workers ard people of SpBin will, with 
international aid and solidarity, achieve their economic and 
social demands, a general amnesty for political and trr.de union 
puis-end to the Franco dictatorship. -

Peking, June 9, I960.

trr.de


WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS

on the continued -violation of trade union and 
democratic rights in Greece

The 11th session of the General Council of the World 
Federation of Trade Unions strongly protests against the 
continued violation of trade union and democratic rights by the 
Government and the employers in Greece.

The General Council condemns the continued intervention 
of the police and the Civil Administration in the affairs of the 
trade unions and in workers’ meetings, the new arrests, 
deportations and imprisonments of active trade unionists and 
patriots and the brutal attack against the peaceful May Day 
demonstration in Athens. It conveys warm greetings to the 
working class of Greece and its active trade unionists and assures 
them of its active solidarity.

< '

Peking, June 9, 1960.



WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS

The 11th Session of the General Council of the 
meeting in Peking, protests vigorously against 

the '.roitrary arrest of Julien foulonbou, General Secretary 
dC the General Conf ederation of ..’friccn her hers and member 
of our General Council together with other trade union leaders, 
and .against the closing do .n of the premises of this National 
Centre .-nd the confiscation of its records.

"e call unon you to order the immediate release of * -
these trr.de union leaders and to restore and respect trade 
uni on rights.

The General Council of the llF.T.Uo

Ing, I960

trr.de
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Ths General Council of the V'.F.T.U. reaffirms the 
consistent position of the \ .F.T.U. in its support of the struggle 
of the workers and people of Algeria for their national independenc

By refusing to negotiate with the Provisional Government 
of the Algerian Republic, De Gaulle's Government bears the entire 
responsibility for the continuation of the colonial war which has 
already post the Algerian people more than one million casualties.

The Gene*"al Council greets thj heroic struggle of the 
of Algeria and expresses its complete solidarity 
been fighting. French imperialisr*. for the past

workers and people 
with those who have 
six years.

It vigorously denounces the material aid given by the 
American imperialists and by the militarists of Best Germany, 
accomplices of the French Government in its criminal policy.

The General Council is convinced that the French working 
class movement will be able to achieve unity for ar. end to the 
colonial war in Algeria and the immediate release of all prisoners 
and internees, the restoration of democratic end trade union 
liberties and the- genuine replication of the Algerian, people’s 
right to self—determination.

The General Council approves the positive results already 
obtained by the International Trade Union Cormv -.tee for Solidarity 
with the Barkers and People of Algeria, a Committee that was 
created at the initiative of the 4th 7 orld Trade Union Congress. 
It calls insistently on the national and international trade union 
centres to join this Committee which, must reinforce and stimulate 
many new steps aimed at supporting the struggle of the Algerian 
people until their just cause is brought to success.

The General Council assures the General Union wf Algerian 
Workers that the .F.T.u. will take all steps to encourage the 
solidarity camp-sign and support actions bv the Algerian trade union



WORLD F E D E R A TI ON OF TRADE UNIONS

on solidarity with the struggle of the Cuban people

The 11th session of the General Council of the World 
Federation of Trade Unions sends its warm greetings to the 
Confederation of Cuban Workers and to the workers and people of 
Cuba who, alongside their revolutionary Government, are waging a 
valiant struggle to defend their sovereignty and economic 
independence as well as the wellbeing and progress of the nation.,

It denounces the subversive acts and provocations 
perpetrated by the United States against Cuba and warns the workers 
of the whole world of the danger of military intervention for 
which American imperialism is making active preparations.

It condemns the economic offensive by the big American 
monopolies against the Cuban revolutionary regime. It calls upon 
the workers and their trade unions to be vigilant in the face of 
the American threat to boycott Cuban shipping.

The General Council of the World Federation of Trade 
Unions calls upon the workers of all countries to strengthen their 
solidarity with the heroic struggle of the working class and 
people of Cuba against the American imperialists.

The u.FoT.U. will take all possible steps to stimulate 
the development of this international working class solidarity and 
to give it practical means of expression.

Peking, June 9, I960.
- ,



WORLD F E D E R AT I ON OF TRADE UNIONS

The 11th Session of the General Council of the ’.F.T.U.

urgently calls the attention of the workers end trade 
unions of all countries to the grave situation created in Japan 
by the American militarists who', with the help of the Kishi 
Government, hove transformed this country into a. base of military 
aggression end have revived its '.rr industries for the purpose 
of furthering their imperialist aims against Asia, Africa and 
the world;

denounces the alleged/;;Treaty cf Mutual Security' 
recently renewed between the puppet Kishi Government and the 
American imperialists, as vzell as the revival cf military 
relations between the revenge-seeking regime cf Chancellor 
Adenauer in lest Germany and the Japanese militarists;

emphasizes that these aggressive alliances subordinat
ing Japan to American imperialism and ’Jest German revanchism 
constitute a growing danger to peace not only in Asia but 
throughout ,the entire world; ....................................................... ' ,

therefore supports the militant ccmonign of the 
Japanese workers and people for the resignation of the Kishi 
Government, for rejection of the treaty with American imperialism 
for the elimination of American military bases, and the 
withdrawal of American troops;

u.f.T.U.
preserve

assures the Japanese workers end people of the 
s sympathy and active solidarity in their efforts to 
peace and restore Japanese independence, and

calls upon all the workers and trade unions of the 
world tounite their forces and efforts on the national and 
international level in active and concrete support cf this great 
united struggle of the workers and people of Japan.

Peking, June 9, I96 0.



WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS

Peking, I960.



WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS

OF PANAMA

The 11th session of the General Council cf the r'.F,T.U. 
protests vigorously against the repression and acts of violence 
perpetrated against the workers and democrats of Panama, in their 
legitimate struggle, by the National Guard in the service of the 
North American monopolies and imperialists.

It empresses complete solidarity with the workers of 
Panama in their struggle for equal wages between the North 
American and Panamanian workers in the Canal zone, for application 
of the minimum wage lav:, for unemployment benefits and the respect 
of trade imion riahts.

Tt supports the people 1 s- patriotic movement * in'the ' 
struggle against American imperialism, for the sovereignty of 
Pane.ua in the Canal zone and the complete inf er end once of the 
c ountry.

Peking, Juris 9, 1950.

Pane.ua


• WORLD FEDER AT ION OF TRADE UNIONS

/

. titer hearing the report .given by the Secretariat 
of the W.T.T.U. regarding the financial management of the 
’7or Id Federation of Trade Unions during the period from the 
4th porld Trade Union Congress (October 1057) up to date, 
and the Auditors’ report covering the same period, the 
3-enerc.l Council approves the financial management of the 
V.F.T.U. from the 4th for Id Trade Union Congress up to its 
11th Session.

Peking, June 9, 125C.



WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNI N

In accordance with the Constitution of the W.F.T.U. 
the 5th T or Id Trade Union Congress io to take place in 1961. 
Therefore the 11th Session of the General Council asks the 
Executive Committee to take decisions at its next meeting 
concerning the convocation, the draft agenda, the date and 
the place as well as representation at the 5th world Trade 
Union Congress.

Peking, June 9, I960.
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"The new Labour Party and T.U.C. joint statement, far . 
from breaking with the old reactionary and highly-dangerous 
policy of tying Britain to NATO, makes the position even worse. 
It more than ever places Britain at the mercy of the American 
generals^and Government by proposing that the production of the 
hydrogen bomb be left solely in the hands of the Americans.

■"Throughout the entire post-war period the British 
Government, whether Labour or Tory, has failed to play .an 
independent role in international affairs. Whereas Britain, 
playing a key role for an independent, new and positive policy, 
based on the interests of Britain, the British people and people - 
everywhere, could transform the international situation overnight, 
pave the way for ending the cold war and make possible a new 
and successful Summit Conference - and that is the battle which 
is now being fought out in the nation-wide discussions taking 
place in the trade union and labour movement of this country. 
But whatever the. outcome of the T.U.C, and Labour Party 
discussions, and votes at their annual conferences, the people 
are the decisive force and will finally decide.

"The British people want, and will have, peace, and 
our efforts together, with .those, of peoples in all lands will 
end the mad policies of war and preparations for war by the 
Western governments and ensure peaceful co-existence between 
the peoples of all nations and allow-mankind to advance rapidly 
to full maturity and dignity."-

.. ...oOo.....
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Beer Brothers end Friends, - - • -

I do not think, that w, the .trade unionists vdio 
cone from ell parts of the world hove ever been liappier ~ 
than today nowthat we/.sre discussing' the question of the 
contribution of the trade unions in* the fight against 
colonialism.

oe are happy because we are discussing this problem- 
at a time when it is becoming increasingly clear that 
colonialism is undoubtedly doomed to extinction. Happy 
because we are discussing this problem on the platform of 
the World federation of Trade Unions which had the honour 
of helping to mobilise workers in the struggle against 
colonialism end which contributed to bringing about the 
present position in which colonialism finds itself, he are 
happy because we ere discussing this in the capital of the 
great people’s Republic cf China which gives to all the 
oppressed peoples throughout the world true and practical 
examples of the victorious anti-imperialist struggle.

When v.Te discussed this problem at the 4th World 
Trade Union Congress, there were in the'vast continent of 
Africa only eight’ independent countries, but by the end of 
this year the limber of independent countries in /Ulrica 
will be at least 15. This great growth of the struggle 
against colonialism fills the heart of every sincere man 
with the confidence, that the doy is not for distent when 
colonialism will finally disappear from the earth end 
conditions will bo even more favourable to eliminate -all 
forms pf exploitation of man by mon. This development 
encourages all fighters against colonialism to speed the 
coming of that day; in the first place it encourages us, 
the workers, to go forward on our roan to be rid of our worst 
class enemies and to bury colonialism once and for all.

The two-and-a-half years’ development of the 
struggle since the '4 th World Trade Union Congress ho.s; proved 
the correctness of the Congress decision concerning the trade 
union tasks in the fight against colonialism. In view cf 
the recent upsurge cf anti-colonial sJcruggles in countries 
still under coloniolist rule, particularly in If ri co, we 
would like to concentrate here mainly on these countries 
and t:nks of the trade union movement in this respect.
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I. - EVOLUTION OF THS IlUSRNATIOIf-L LIBATION AID 

'
The international situation shows that imperialism 

’ has been deprived of its former strength end this has given 
favourably ground for the people’s struggle against 
imperialism and colonialism end for national independence*

I -. .. . . , ‘ > V

This is the result cf the rapid development of the 
socialist system and the incomparable strength and the firm 
unity of the socialist camp on the one hand, and on the other 
hand, the doy-by-day shrinking of the power of world imperialism. 
At the seme time it is also the result of the ever-growing 
strength of the trade union movement throughout the world 
and the unrelenting struggles waged by the anti-colonialist 
forces and the forces of peo.ee and democracy against the 
imperi alist power s•

The bitter struggles waged by the overwhelming 
majority of the peoples in former colonial and dependent 
countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America, have succeeded 
in achieving national independence, 'while the peoples of 
great China, the People’s Democratic Republic of Korea and 
the Democratic Republic of Vietnam have won their social 
liberation. But millions of people are still shackled by 
the chains of colonialism, and many new states in Asia. 
Africa end Latin America still feel the serious remnants and 
influence of colonialism. Some parts of the newly independent 
countries are still under colonial domination, such as Goo. in 
India-, and 'fest Irian in Indonesia. Okinawa. and Ogasawara in 
Japan ace still under U.S. occupation.

Present-day colonialism survives principally in 
Africa. where the colonialists are as yet still able to exploit 
such countries ns the Congo, Kenya, Algeria, Angola and the 
others. Africa is vital for the Western Powers because it 
is packed with vital raw materials and is strategically 
important as the last bastion a? tee colonialists after their 
having suffered considerable losses in Asia.w j - j : < .

_The national liberation movement in the colonial 
countries, in which the trade union movement is playing an 
important role, is now proceeding at a tremendous rate of 

t development, particularly in Africa. ‘ “’Since the First 
All—African People’s Conference at Accra, which ended in the 
first days of 1959, Africa, has continuously been the scene 

_____ of -thouupsurge of the people’s struggle against colonialism.



Conference vo.: zu tho Belgian Congo. Over 'CO cons were 
kill a:, hundreds more • icunded, . mf 96 African leaders were* r ' 
orr oriel ac -put in prison without trial. The movement spread 
to aeijiboui’ihg French. Congo, end in '..'ovember the Belgian trusty 
ter?? it aoy of Bnxejadh-AJrundi become involved in a widespread 
revolt. The struggle is still goinp; oil in all three territories, 
particularly in the'Belgian Congo, ml the Belgian Government 
h. o be rm-forced to make f erf-reaching political corn eonions, 
though"these do not go far .enough to satisfy the .growing African 
n?ti on.'l-mo vement.

)' Thea followed the uprise in Ilyas al end, spreading to 
Northern and Southern 3holesi a, r„id culminating in the state of

—-emergency declared in oil three territories, nil the African 
leaders of the nztionfl movement were orrelsted and put in prison 
without trial together with'o^or 1,003 Afrio ms, :nd 53 jfricms 
were ’lillpd. Hundreds of those rrrosted are still in prison 
and mo? t ol the emergency lava have now been embodied in 
per none at le gi c 1 at i on.

Colonial war is no?; still going on in Algeria. And 
Algerian independence is net only the focal point of pjfricm 
solid rity, but v-ins -.Iso viler support from many countries in 
the world, p'vticularly the nev.lv independent countries in Asi?, 
...fraca win 'ftia .Aericn, /ndTbove 'll the socialist countries.

Iven in the former French C/vieroons v/aich was declared 
inaeyenaent on J \n’L'-r z 1, this 5zcow7 the n -tionol stru.tgle -is 
?tilj. gem j on. ■_ 'Portuguese al-xgclo., ohich was considered ns 
■phe mot passive colony an j_dric , h: c rece.itlv boon involved 
in a nation. .1 uprising.

The pco~lofs struggle ,'\gvinst imperialism 'Jid 
coIrai lisa, for nati>n:l independence, which is developing 
unuer tae mig-it^’' irip-ct of the ropiy develop :ent nd °nomou.s 
"cnieve:aen£ te socialist wif 'Tso under the in-zluance 

’A'ia .sueje = seo ‘zoersd by the liberated countries of osir^ 
ffric- nd a-tin Alaric , 13 ahrning th? foundrtitns of the 
obsolete coloni.T system.

Under these conditions tic ^roy/ing n. tion llibef 
str U-gfio s h.ve or ought pressure to 'oe.r on the colonialist 
Pnwer s fn r ecent pe^*r s i or corrying out some ad^iini str ?tive 
re.-.crms’, espoaaa-i.ly in Tie Afoxami citoniosw These reforms



take the form of a so-called self-government, meanwhile 
preserving-the omnipotence of the colonial powers, or theylead 
to the formation of advisory bodies under the colonial 
administration. Such.’’reforms" are nothing but a devolopiiert 
of colonialism in new conditions, v;ith some modification of its . 
forms.

' K r * - ----- _ **»’ r r ‘ *

The administrative ’’reforms” of the French colonies 
into’member states of the French Community” did not essentially 
change the position of the French colonies. In this case,-the . 
metropolitan country is still in charge of such basic matters as 
foreign policy, defence, the currency system? general economic 
and financial.policy, use of strategic materials,control of 
judicial agencies, higher education, means of communication and■ 
the general organisation of internal and external communications. 
Only secondary affairs in the colonies come under the jurisdiction 
of local government; s .

Under the pressure of the growing struggles of the 
peoples of the Cameroons and of international solidarity in 
favour of national independence,'that part of the Cameroons 
under French administration was declared independent on January 
1, this year. In April, what was formerly French Togoland 
became independent. Somalia, an Italian trust territory, vnll

-• become independent in July. Nigeria is preparing for.its 
forthcoming independence in October. Bourirgin mind the fact 
that Nigeria is one of the biggest colonies remaining in the 
hands of the British imperialists, the independence of Nigeria 
will be of tremendous importance. It will give a’ powerful 
impetus to the struggle all over Africa. In June, this year, 
the Belgian Congo will also be independent.

The imperialist powers’ are hot granting independence 
to their colonies out of the goodness of their hearts. The 
strategy of the colonial powers is to’make political 
concessions only when forced to do so, but to strive to maintain 
and even extend their economic domination.

The establishment of the European Common Market, 
including colonial territories of its member states, and the 
Eurafrica project, an agreement among a number of Nest European 
countries to co31ectively exploit natural resources of the 
African countries, are designed to save the colonial empires in 
Africa from utter defeat, to gloss over the sharp contradictions 
between the older colonial powers and their newer imperialist 
rivals. These tendencies will put obstacles on the road to
wards a free choice by African countries of the direction of 
investments and other economic policies in favour of 
industrial development which would benefit the. working-people_____— . 
in their countries. They will also accentuate the single' 
crop system and stifle newly born national industries in these 
countries♦



Particularly in Africa., despite serious political 
setbacks, the"European colonisers still maintain considerable 
economic influence’.-.- But the American imperialists by using 
the slogans of anti-colonialism"' o:^rt pressure on the West 
European colonisers and farce them into making increasingly 
important concessions to the U.S. monopolies, which seek to 
entend and strengthen their positions.

It is particularly important for the people in the 
African colonies to increase • their vigilance in their struggle 
for national independence in respect of the American imperialists 
who have been ploying up the slogan of "anti-coloniolism:i. The 
U.S. imperialists by these manoeuvres aim at misleading the 
peoples cf these countries and providing "ideologicalu and 
"psychological" conditions for U.S. expansion.

It is also necessary for the peoples in these countries 
to be watchful of the economic infiltration of the Ue st German 
and Japanese monopolies, which have been revived with the 
support of the United States and, who are seeking to regain the 
positions yhich were lost by their defeat in the Second Uorld

Under these circumstances, the struggle of the peoples 
against colonialism should not have the character of driving out 
the colonialists of one imperialist power, and at the some time 
letting in those of another povzer. The struggle of these 
peoples against European colonialism has grown into a. struggle 
against any kind of colonialism, including American and other 
neo-coloniolism•

it. - conditions a? unlen couanALisT exploitation
Long years of imperialist domination and exploitation 

in colonial countries have resulted in an ever-growing deterior
ation of the workers’ working and living conditions, and have 
brought about unbearable suffering for the whole working 
population in these countries.

Extremely low wages and Job discrimination:

The great majority o£ workers in colonial countries 
are drawing wages far below the lowest level that would allow 
a worker to maintain the barest standard of living.

For exaraple, in the Union of South Africa, the average 
wages of an African are by far less than required to enable 
the worker to maintain a family of five on the barest standard 
of living at the present level of prices of goods and services.



The wages are often frozen for a long time, and even 
when some-increases are won, they are upset by the soaring 
prices of daily necessities, most 'of which are imported from 
metropolitan countries at arbitrarily inflated prices-

A minimum guaranteed wage does not exist in many 
colonial countries. Even v/here it foes exist, it is for below 
the level of that in metropolitan countries. For example, in 
Algeria., the minimum, guaranteed wage has been fixed at 121 francs 
an hour in industry for the first zane and at 637 francs per 
day in agriculture, while in France it is 160.15 francs in t
industry and 133.70 francs in agriculture per hour. ’ In 
Tanganyika, workers may be employed for any number of hours per 
day as long as they are paid-the minimum rate since there are 
no regulated working hours. .. As the minimum rates are 
dependent on age and sex, in the absence of birth certificates, 
employers decide the worker’s age, naturally to the employer's 
advantage.

There are also big differences in wages between native 
workers and Europeans. In the Belgian Congo, a European 
worker earns 64 times more than native workers. In Northern 
Rhodesia’s copper mines, the majority of African miners receive 
only one-twentieth the wage of the European miner working in 
the same territory. Sugar workers in Fiji get wages 
four-ond-a-half to five times lower than in Australia.

Higher categories of jobs are almost entirely 
exclusive to the white workers, who also receive various kinds 
of allowances which are not given to native workers. In the 
public services cf Algeria, 90 per cent of Algerian Hoslems 
occupy subordinate positions and perform only auxiliary jobs. 
For white workers in French West Africa there are colonial 
allowances as well as allowances for light, gas, electricity 
and social security. They are given longer holidays, five 
times as long as those of block workers each year. White 
employees from France get passage paid for their holidays, while 
blacks from the -Sudan receive nothing.

In the Union of South Africa, under the notorious 
'Apartheid1^ policy, all types* of skilled employment is reserved 
only for "civilised*’ labour, e.g. the whites. More recently, 
this policy has been extended under the name of ’job reservation’, 
and as a result, Africans hove been socked to give places to 
white workers. . _

Even where such restrictions do not exist, 
tiesare very limited for native workers to get them

selves coa3?fred_forskilledtrades. -—Facilities for vocational 
training ore almost non-existent in colonial countries, 
particularly for women workers. *



of workers re doing two jobs; rfter forking eight hours 
during uhe u v for one employer, they spend p-rt of the night 
on another job.

These scandslous conditions u? work and the l~ck of 
industri cl safety measures h j.ve resulted in the frequent • 
occur:nee of industrial Occidents. .1 clem? example of this 
v;os the recent disaster in a South xfl'icon cor Imine There 429 
African miners and 6 Tur ope.-ns -.ere hilled in an explosion in 
sn unsafe pit.

limy of the colonial countries f :il to hove proper 
regulations concerning the prevention of and conpensotionfor 
industrial accidents. Sven where these regulations do exist 
full compensation is often not p- i-1 for Occidents where the 
victims -:re native 'workers.

- - - - - * ' ' * - .......................................*............................ . '
A great number of v’orhers are suffering from the 

scourge of unemployment and under-employment end living under 
cruel conditions.

for ex- pls5 during 1953 in the the so-colled
O.-riboecn 'is±~±±d c-f ' • rc.fi se" , only 39 oer cent of the working 
\.-c?pux . c_i-on Jos uily employee. :1_ ^cne ye or. m o "ihqu-cOj it 
wrs ±7.7 per cent md in 3-~rbr.des it wns 32 per cent. In 
Puerto Rice} n I'hcur force surve;’ showed 40* per cent of mole 
workersin agriculture end 14 yer cent of those in '
non—agricultural, occupations to be under—enr~loyed. The Bel .'i'n
newsy-per "L? .oltonie^ odnitted tlo.t u.If the oo^ul' tion of 
the Belgian Congo is out of Y’or?1-:.



Puerto Haans in the U.S.A# Ono ox the' n.ims ox setting up 
the Central /.fricnn Federation against-the nnll of the African 
population is to" obtain cheap labour from Eyas aland to work for 
nines and f erns in Phodesia.

For ced. Lcbour:

Various forms of forced 1 choir are still to be found 
in some colonial territories# In the .ifrican territories 
administered by Portugal, there re certain restrictions and 
exceptions in the legislation which permit the use of forced 
or cocipulaory labour.

In South Africa, the restrictions on the freedom of 
movement of Ifvicon3 have ensured a larger supply of labour, 
than there othervaise would be to farmers Ito pay low wages. 
The organised recruiting system developed by the South African 
gold mines ensures that the different .Ines do not compete 
against each other for African labour.

The widespread use of convict labour is found in some 
colonial territories# In South .'of.vic a, a great number of 
Africans who were arrested for violating the-Pass-Lows ? were 
handed over to white farmers to work almost ~s slave labour#

Social Security and other Social Condition3:

In many colonial countries, workers me not covered 
by the social security system. For example, in Tanganyika, no 
sick benefits and maternity leaves ore provided for xafrican 
workers. Old-age pension and unemployment benefits ore also 
unheard of. In Algeria the agricultural workers, 98 per cent 
of whom ore Lcslems -are excluded from the benefits of social 
legislate on.

Even where a roxher inadequate social security system 
exists, there is considerable discrimination between Europeaja 
end coloured workers ns to the benefits they receive.

The acute shortage of medical facilities is a common 
feature to all colonial coimtrioc. for example, there is one 
doctor for each 11,770 inhoSitants in hadugo.scor. In 
lu and a-Ur undi, there are only 4 dentists for the total 
population of 5 million.

As a result, people •"'re suffering from epidemics and 
diseases wiiich hove already become almost extinct in developed 
countries. For example, in Algeria., 90 per cent of children 
have trnchome. The Belgian Congo has still 230,000 lepers.



Housing conditions are also horrible for native 
workers, whose families have to live herded together in mud huts 
and romshockle hovels, while the best -H fing quarters ore 
exclusive to Europe an residents. In plantations, workers5 
houses ere often tied to the job and- if a worker goes on strike 
he is liable to eviction.

Poor diet, over crowding and lack cf medical services 
ere undermining the health of the whole population ?iwl killing 
many children, infant mortality it several times higher than 
in developed countries; for example, in British Cui a na it is 
three times the U.S. rate.' The- life expect mey of an African, 
is 36.4 rears in South Africa rs against 6G years for Europeans 
in the same territory.

As a result, the rate of illiteracy is still very hipi. 
In T nganyika, it is estimated at C5 per cent of the population. 
Jam/ioa nos 60 per cent illiterac". In nlgeria., it amounts to 
87 >er cent • *

. _ . J . .. . - _ _ . . ' - - - 1. - - - - • - . - - - - 
Conditions of other sections cf population:

besides workers, the pess.-nts, com rising the great 
majority of the colonial population, ore subjected to a .act less 
ruthless exploitation on the part of the foreign monopolies and 
those colonialists ownin; vast plantations. The Europeans have 
the most fertile and best-watered land, while, in many cases, 
n live-_pe as ants have arid land often infested with pests 'nd' 
pint aiseo-scs. ahile many millions a? acres reserved for the 
whites .'re unused, thous.'nds of .’fricans ore being made landless. 
In deny.., one-fourth of the totn cultivated 1 nd is reserved 
for dwo" eca settlors who constitute only one nor cent of the 
total •mintion. In Southern khodeoia, according to the ^end
Apportioment .ct’, h?±T the l..nd ic set tside fog the occlusive 

a£at- tenth of the population a.hiii ij furopen, nd cut 
°o yy.million acres of l\nd reserved for Cvrcoeans, only one 
’'-iilH-£xi- F.cms- natnctfrciv~'te'Q. _ '

The psasnus a.aso suffer from the disproportion between 
tho prices of domestic products end imported ones, for example, 
a low ye-rs r\go, by selling one kilo of groundnuts, the Ceagal
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peasant could buy one metre , of muslin. He now needs to sell 
four kilos of nuts in order to buy the seme length of muslin.

. Seme sections of the national bourgeoisie in colonial 
countries although at a different level from that of the workers, . 
also find themselves in difficult circumstances due to various r 

; restrictions and heavy taxation, while in many cases foreign 
monopolies enjoy privileges- such as tax free periods and import 
duty exemption. In Central. Africa,"the Africans pay a poll 
tax of .22 regardless of their poverty, while the Europeans; 
refuse to pry this, and a European men with a wife and children 
does not pay income tax until he earns 21,400 a year.

in pursuance of theii* policy of keeping their colonies 
as supply bases for raw materials and a monopolised market for 
their manufactured goods? the imperialist powers have retarded 
the development of a national industry. Capital investments 
have been made by foreign monopolies with a sole aim of further - 
extracting fabulous profits at the expense of the native 
population.

The economic recession 1957-53 which was marked 
particularly by the sharp decline in the prices of primary 
products, aggravated the economic difficulties of colonial 
countries, the economies of which were dependent on the export 
of raw materials, while the colonialist powers benefitted from 
the lower prices of imported raw materials and at the some time, 
maintained most prices of their manufactured goods at 
comparatively high level. The imperialists thereby succeeded 
in placing the main burden of the economic crisis upon the 
shoulders of the colonial peoples. The economic recovery in 
colonial countries-was delayed although production in the
me tropoli tan. countries passed the pre-recession peak.

Suppression of trade union and democratic rights 

whenever the workers and peoples in colonial countries 
try to -put an end to the inhuman conditions they bear, and seek 
to realise their rights and determine their own future, the 
imperialists and colonialists have not hesitated to resorttto 

. the most cruel and savage measures in order to strangle the 
workers/ struggles and the national liberation movement.

' via ? ’■ ' -
Throughout the colonial world, the free exercise of 

trade unionhnd democratic rights is denied to the colonial 
^crk-niij ana active trade union enu'democratic lenders who adopt 

. .a working class <m? national standpoint .ne subjected to severe 
persecutions and deprived of the most fundamental human rights.

This is particularly the oa.se in Algeria, where trade 
anions representing the genuine interests of the workers have 
been banned ano all the tra.de union leaders on a national level 
?re imprisoned, detained cr expelled from the country. Aissat 
^dir, General Secretary of the U.G.T.A. , was tortured to death

tra.de


w && w

while under arrest by colonialist police and the notorious 
parachutists, and this after he had bean acquitted by the 
military court• Lakhdar Kcidi, former General Secretary of 
the ex-U.G.S.A., and member of the Executive Committee of the 
W.F.T.U., has been imprisoned since 1956, although he was 
acquitted by a military court in Algiers. These ore only a 
few examples of many verse cutions by the French colonial 
authorities. '
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action by Africans is also 
■ting in Sharpeville in which 
and hundreds wounded is a clear

exiavlo of tho f .scist-liko bloody terror token by tho 
colonialist Government. Under tho State of Emergency, m-*ny 
people including loaders of the South African Congress of Trade 
Unions wore arrested without warrant.
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Freedom of speech, press and association is permanently 
trampled upon in many colonial countries under the excuse of 
security and other reasons. The right to vote is also denied 
or restricted as it concerns the-colonial workers. Voting 
qualifications ore dependent upon property, income and education 
standards which often prevents th- overwhelming majority of 
the native population from voting.

To take one example. In the Central African 
Federation, out of 7,140,000 hafriems, only 58,000' are qualified 
to vote in the Federal Elections and oven that is for an Assembly 
of 59 members in which only 12 ere .Africans. Even in a country 
where the people have obtained universal suffrage, as in British 
Guiana, trie colonialist authorities have the power to dismiss 
any or all members of both the elected Legislative Council and 
the Executive Council.

In these end many other ways, the imperialists are 
trying to perpetuate their domination over their colonies.
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Since the 4th World Trade Union Congress in October 

1357, we have seen a rapid development in the striggles °A 
colonial workers for their demands. . Under very difficult 
conditions and despite fierce persecutions-by colonialists, the 
struggles have .spread thrc-ugh the colonial world, free- the fiji 
Islands in the Pacific Ocean.to the luhrmas in the Gerribean Sou. 
Several general strikes' of all trades event over Cyprus, Malta 
and Aden against repressions and colonialist rule.

The African continent, which is considered as the last 
stronghold of the colonialist empire, has also been the scene 
of this growing workers’ movement. Io take a few examples- of 
the struggles waged by colonial worker a in Africa in the past 
year; an -t-dcy general strike of 23,u?C transport workers in 
the Belgian Congo; a strike of 24,000 railwayrien in Kenya in 
protest against racial discrimin.?,tion; a strike of 6,000 
workers at the ~lriba lain, Southern ihodesia, for wage increases; 
a strike of 15,000 railway workers in Tanganyika for wage 
increases' and better conditions: a strike of civil servants 
in Senegal in protest ? gainst dismissals and repressive measures.

-tim these struggles nave seen marked oy a nigher lever 
of tenacity and militancy than before, with the \aorking class 
consciousness being increasingly raised.i

in increasing numbers, the workers in colonial 
countries are coming into action for their demands• In 
Tanganyika, the annual average of the sisal plantation workers 
involved in industrial disputes Judged up from 4,230 between 
1951-and 1-956 to 20,470 in 1957 cad 51,314 in 1958. In Kenya, 
tlie, rubber of man-days lost in strikes doubled in 1958 compared 
vlth obc grovicus year. In Southern .Ihodesiu, the figure also 
doubled end in northern Khodesia, increased 5 times during the 
sene period.

The main demands vhich .-.re being put forward in these 
struggles ere as f flows:

general wage increases and o. minimum';^ w-age;

me apyj-i c ata on o’? the principle of equal pay for 
equal 'work md elimination of racial discrimination 
as regards urges, f^Kly and other clloufnoos:

-
- reduction in living costs, against reusing of prices 

 of dail~/ necessities; ____

- ?:ree access to qualified trades and vocational 
trmining without diocriminati on;
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shorter working hours, legislation and enforcement 
of the 8-hour day, a limit.on overtime;
introduction or prolongation'of oAnud paid 
holidays; ' . ’

improvement in safety measures -against' work 
accidents and occupational diseases;

against dismissals and unemployment; .
.guarantee of reasonable wor Ung and living

abolition of forced labour in any form;
introduction end improvement of c. so ci cl 
security system;

improvement of housing conditions end me died

right to determine the economic and socid 
policy in favour cf industrial development 
end for the benefit of the working people;

free -exercise of trade union rights and full 
respect of fundamental democratic rights.

workers
In fighting for these economic end socid demands, 

in col odd countries ere becoming increasingly aware
that > 
pr ovi
satisfy 
struggle 
because 
dominati

only the national independence of their country con 
e the most favourable conditions for further struggle to

their economic end see id demands. The workers* 
s for economic and socid demands ore, in many cases, 
of the foreign monopolies and colonialists overwhelming
on over industry and government, directly opposed to 

this domination. That is why 'workers ore actively taking part 
in the notional liberation movement in their respective countries
side by side dth other sections of the population

The upsurge of the nationd liberation movement in 
the period covered by this report has been dmost in all cases

I accompanied by the workers’ struggle for their demands. The 
movement for national independence - aid ch .remains the main 
objective - mid the struggle for economic and social demands ore 
inooporobly interlinked v.ith cc.ch other in the colonic! countries.



One of the rer^rckcble c-mon features of the national 
liberation movement ' it the present stage is the broadness of 
the participation of diff er ent strata of the population. It 
comprises not only the workers and, peasants but also the 
national bourgeoisie and OTcuiipank^of/ic tribcl nlil?gut -.febo 
national is-
6c j.'drruiu rakerd their :-fartjlra5^eht i ix$ eb ami -alxbba? I by oolo ni ul 
domination /nd the- ozcistence of white settlers.

On the other hmd^ the vzorlzors h:.ve c Longer 
ox imoiencG of fi^htinp colonialism and take a more consistent 
stand ngoinst it, end, in general, hove been better or.g-znised, 
compared with the national bourppooisio. This is yrcaed by 
the success achieved in the. stru^alo f or national independence ' 
in Guinea, v/here the trade union movement has olo.yed a decisive 
role.
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■ Thea the 3ritis.h, Italian, Trench, Portugese, 
cr etho? workers struggle against the monopolies in, their own 
countries, this- means that they ere wakening- the s:me circles 
which .colonise and exploit other peoples in other couuiMes» 
Together wifch this the grovzing opposition ojaong the workers of 
these countries to- the measures- tr.’^n by their governments in 
the colonies h4 contributed to a big extent in compelling the 
colonialists to retreat from their foraer positions and the 
tradition;.! foras of colonialism unacceptable to the peoples 
of the ustropolitm ebuntries.

This is from one hand. Trcm the otirer hand the first 
final victory of workers which tool pl.too 42 years rgQ whan the 
firet wcrlers* rhu Vasants’ state vzas set up, have never 
stopped to Etake tremendous progress. All of this is happening 
on tn^' ’.jseouut of weakening colonialism and imperialism os an 
international system. Then the trade union organisations in 
the socialist countries mobilise t’^ workers to fulfil their 
development plans, they do not do this only to construct 
socialism raid communism in their countries and guarantee the 
highest standard of living the v/crld ever knew but also to 
enable their countries to provide generous help to the newly 
independent countries.

The last year had noticed the elaboration of the 
Seven-Year Plan in the Soviet Union. Thanks to this plan aid 
the heroic role ployed by the workers to fulfil it, the Soviet 
Union is not only able to transform itself to the most advanced 
country in the world, but to be in a position to fully satisfy 
the needs of the newly independent countries which went to rid 
themselves from rll sorts of imperialist penetration especially 
in the economic field. The recent agreement between the 
Soviet Union and the Republic of Guinea is a living example of 
tills. The workers of the Chinese People*s Republic ore sitting 
daily examples to those fighting against colonialism and 
imperialism of a persevering struggle against American- 
imperialism which today is the greatest enemy of the v/orking 
clas s -o? all countries*

These ore a few ex^inplea to show how the trade union 
organisations in the socialist uni other countries other than 
those directly involved in the fight’ against colonialism 
contribute in this, fight®

UNITY
JipilaT Uni.tf .on N-tipnal Level

mosses in the struggle
co^aru..xism and the achievement of their unity ore 

in order to bring about•w> ,^ht xor of*
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means of mobilising the workers is to unite them in a mass 
organisation based on class principles, irrespective of their 
political opinions, race and religious beliefThis kind 
of organisation is the trade union,which is a mass organisation* 
The trade union gives the greatest possibility .for. widely 
mobilising rank-and-file workers to meet their immediate ; 
interests and carry theif struggle against colonialism to a. 
final victory* ,

Tn their drive for maximum profits, the monopolies 
and colonialists are making every effort to weaken the trade 
unions. They try to split the trade unions by dismissals of 
trade union militants, by creating reformist or rival trade 
union organisations through iheir agents or ’through bribery*

Therefore, in order to.bring success to the struggle 
for the defence of the immediate interests of the workers an^ 
for the complete liquidation of colonialism and for national 
independence, it is necessary to organise strong trade unions/ 
supported by firmly united masses of ’workers on a broad scale. 
Every effort should be made in order to recruit as many new 
members as possible, irrespective of their race, religious or' 
politic cl beliefs.

To establish one national centre in one country if 
conditions permit/ or to create possibilities for common action 
between different trade union organisations on a national level, 
is a'good basis for widely mobilising the working masses in 
united actions raising the fighting ability of the workers, 
strengthening national unity and ensuring successful results 
for the struggle against colonialism. . ' . , * y . ... t

There fs nothing’ more dangerous for the colonialists 
than the presence , of a militant trade union movement which 
sincerely struggles for the social end. economic demands of its 
members and which is strongly united on this basis end which 
co-operates with other sections of the community and national 
organisations in the struggle against colonialism and for 
national independence. - ■ . ..

. We note with great satisfaction the advances'made in 
trade union unity on a notional level in colonial countries. 
Since the 4th i.orld Trade Union Congress, several trade union 
organisations have become united and'several other Notional 
Centres come into existence. moreover^; common actions between 
trade unions on a regional, national and international level 
increased and began to bear fruit, but nevertheless this 
development did not go very far for certain reasons and obstacles*

Today, we seo an example of this obstruction operating 
in Nigeria. After strenuous efforts made by supporters of unity 

__the Nigerian trade union movement became finally united in April 
ofJlhst year. ness than one year after the achievement of this
unity which was very fruitful for Nigerian workers, the splitter^
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began their attomnts to oncd qgoia divide the trade, union movement. 
t7hil^ the‘Mgorirn T.U.C. w;.6>V^ in difficult, and pro
tracted .struggle to raise the stwidrrd of living- of its. member.?,, 
end ^hilu it- *ns stepping up its campaigns against the 
colonialists/ we find that. splitting elements becked by the . 
loaders of the-. X*CVF*T.U. putting forward the question of. 
affiliation of the Nigerian T»U«O. to the X.C^.T.U. This 
created-on internal struggle end so distracted tho attention of 
the trade unions from facing the new developments which had 
arisen.in their country-. The leaders of the I.C.f.T.U- in 
their efforts to vin over some trade unions or individuals in 
a particular country are never disturbed nt the consccuonces 
which result from their work- The majority of workers in 
Nigeria ere opposed to the affiliation, of their T.U.C. to the 
I.G.F»T.U., which is not nt all urgent or a: decisive problem 
for them as is the case with conditions -nd life of tho workers 
and tho future of their country. Nevertheless the loaders of 
the I.C.7.T.U. never lose an opportunity of stirring up this 
controversial problem of affiliation.

- “ . 'I

Here is another example. ’-'hile the supporters of 
trade union unity in the Union of South Ifi’ico are striving to 
bring together all unions under one centre composed of rll 
workers.irrespective of their colour, we find that the loaders 
of the I.C^.T.U. -re not only obstructing these efforts but are 
endeavouring to establish new trade union organisations on a 
racial basis thereby adding to the tension and division of the 
trade unions and obstructing the possibility of the unity of 
the whole tr^do union movement. They do this, despite their 
declarations that they ore against racial discrimination and 
segregation-

A third example* At a tine when the African trade 
unions •are trying to unite on national and continental levels 
and at a tine when they net. in Accra to examine best ways to 
realise this unity, the I.C.jLT-U- organised in Logos what it 
called .-. regional conference for African trade unions, disregard
ing the feelings cf African workers and their trade union 
organisations.

i"’*’ • I * * v • »

The activities of such splitting elements conforms eith 
the attempts of tho colonialists and tho reactionaries to weaken 
tho trade union movement so enabling- then to exploit tho mass of 
workers to the maximum extent.

The unity of the trade union movement on a national 
level is of vital import once for raising the standard cfkliving ----  
of the workers, improving their working conditions and safe- . 
guarding their liberties end trade union rights- At the srmo 
time it forms the backbone of national unity in the fight against 
colonialism, safeguarding national independence and erodicting 
*11 colonialist influences,, particularly these in fields*-



The.colonialists exploit all forms of backwardness, 
such as tribal and religious-differences/in order to srllo the 
notional organisations or' weaken them. They are not so 
successful in this among t^e wpykers who are able to unite 
themselves- on basis of their economic demands and their 
political and national slogansv M Thus workers* unity is of vital 
importance for all movements struggling against colonialism, it 
inspires them to-organise' and cone together in the struggle 
against colonialism and for national independence.! It. is 
noteworthy, that in certain countries that, bourgeois elements, 
prompted by their narrow, selfish interests, exploit The 
sacrifices of the trade union organisations in the struggle 
against colonialism.- After independence they endeavour in 
various Ways to force the trade unions to ‘make concessions on 
even their eimpD^st demands. In some cases, the bourgeois 
elsmarts either persuade the trade union leaders to bring the 
trade union organisations under the control of ths ruling party 
or by attacking them, restrict their activities end take away 
the hard won gains which the unions had obtained during the 
national united struggle against- colonialism. A clear example 
of this can be given of what happened in the Sudan, v,rhere only/ 
three years after independence the trade unions have been 
deprived1 of all the rights they gained during the hard fight 
against io?onialism, and its leaders, including Shafie Aimed BI 
Shieldi, the General Secretary of the Sudanese Federation of 
Trade Unions and Vice-President of the W.F.T.U., were put in 
prison.. In such cases- this results in the weakening of the 
keenest defenders the national interests and thereby weakens 
the whole fight against colbnialism, the safeguarding of 
national independence, and the achieving of economic independence 
of the nation.

it is'thh duty of the trade union, organisations, while 
. fighting for the liberation of their.countries from colon!slism, 

to propane themselves for this period after independence by;

1„ Transforming. the trade union movement into a real mass. 
/..-'•■" ■■■I b -re barriers between its leaders and the
rank-anu-xlie, and directing the ii-I . nr4 on« on democratic 
principles thus enabling them to maintain unity. On the 
other hand-they have to avoid isolation from the j. masses
and participate together with them in the daily struggle a-•. 
backwardness and poverty.

2„ Maintaining the mass, and class character of the trade 
union movement and basing its relations with the bourgeois 
parties on that of co-operation in the common struggle.

3. Drawing up a. complete programme of action during the 
__ -—period—of-^the-national struggle and after independence paying 

particular attention-to economic independence, drawing up a well 
stu°r fc^. dktim'mi? ^G’nuuu'.' ■'P for hem^ arc foreign policy 
of the nation In the period after inde-^rdt^ce•
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These programmes should be adequately explained to the 
masses of workers and the people in order to obtain their 
support for them. On the basis of these conditions and others 
the trade union movement can maintain its integral character 
after independence and so continue ita activities on the 
national level and for the economic demands of the workers. 
This also enables the trade union:movement to play an active 
role in the national liberation movements

International, vrorkers* solidarity with the workers fighting 
aaainst colonialism

The young trade uni onx movement in the colonies v/hile 
striving to organise itself and.to win the-fight for raising the 
standard of living and against colonialism, has always found in 
the international workers* solidarity a great support in its 
struggle. International workers’ solidarity plays a significant 
r:-le in the development of the struggle against colonialism by 
continuously encouraging and supporting it until victory is 
assured.

The vjorkers in all parts of the world have a common 
interest in raising their standards of living, of ending colonial 
exploitation, and the need for peace.

These are desires shared by the workers in Peking, and 
in San Francisco; the workers in London and in Moscow, and those - 
in Sydney vr Havana and all the others# So’it is understandable 
why workers from imperialist countries are co-operating with their 
brothers in the colonies - they both have a common enemy.

The monopolists who lead the French Government today are 
the same people vto own the capital invested in the colonies, 
they alone maintain the right of colonial domination. In the 
face of such.a situation it is not strange that the French workers 
who are fighting against the class that exploits them are 
co-operating with the workers in the colonies who are striving tr 
free their Countries from these sama circles'and build their 
future homeland.

The some interests shared by the.-workers from the 
colonies in being rid of colonialism and weakening it 
internationally, are also shared by thosa workers who have 
finally „ff exploitation 2nd have started to develop their 
economic and social conditions. These v/orkers have a sincere 
desire to live in peace in order to accomplish that which they 
have started to create, they face continuous threats of world war 
and aggressive actions# Is it strange that these workers should 
unite against the c^m&on enemy with th^ir brothers in the 
colonial countries? •



solidarity as a terrifying monster with which to frighten the 
trade union organisations in the colonialist countries. Their 
purpose in doing this is that they hope to isolate these trade 
unions from the powerful force oi* the international workers, and 
thereby expose t; am to further exploitation. Let us see the 
truth behind these things. Let us examine the question of 
international workers’ solidarity against imperialism as it is'• 
shown in practice. • •

• • I / . . - - a .. t ■ ■ • • . ; Ly
It is not possible for any honest trade union leader 

in West Africa, for example, to forget the role which was played 
and is still being played by the french working class under the 
leadership of the C.G.T., not only against the french imperialis 
monopolies inside France but also in the help given in organisin 
and mobilising the trade union movement in the colonies. This 
movement now stands at the head of the struggle of the people 
against colonialism end for the safeguarding of national 
independence in those countries v.’hera it has been achieved. If 
we examine the names of those militant trade union leaders 
present today from that region we find that their trade union 
history is closely' connected with the history of the C.G.T.

is it possible for anyone to forget the heroic role 
played by the C.G.T. during the Vietnamese War of Liberation? 
Is it possible for anyone to neglect the courageous part played 
by this organisation in its support of the struggle of the 
Algerian workers and people fighting for their national 
independence? 'Those who ignore such a role are only those who 

. would minimize the value of international workers’ solidarity an 
who thus stand with the colonialists and reactionaries on the 
same platform which is aimed at isolating the trade union 
movement in the colonies from the international trade union 
movement. •

■ ■ • ' - ■ . ■ _
n , It is true that some of the trade union *rgmaliens

in the colonialist countries which are the victims of incorrect 
policies adopted by thei^ reformist leaders set a bad example fo 
the working class in the colonial countries. These • 
organisations not only weaken the fraternal bonds between 
themselves and their brother movements in the colonies but in 
most cases, they act like a cold, shower on the liberation 
movements in the colonies in which the trade unions are playing 
an increasn'gly important role. Fortunately,, this example is c 
a very limited scale and should not be considered typical of vha 
the working masses in the colonial countries feel and is not 
common to all other countries.

If we examine the situation in the socialist eountrl^o 
we realise hew deep is the meaning of internaticnan ’w-rh-ers* 
bo?4 ~<rion generous ard brotherly assistance. The



workers in these countries «lio themselves experienced similar 
conditions in the past understand and feel the terrible 
exploitation to which their brothers in the capitalist und 
coleni',1 ' countries are exposed. ' Having decisively achieved 
the destruction of alT forms of exploitation.they find themselv< 
in the position which enables then to assist their brothers in 
other countries morally and’materially/'ano they never hesitate 
a megtcnt ts vendor such Assistance.

< ■ ’ *; -i; ' -| ■ - - • r* . ■ ’ •

If we put aside the great ?olo played by the workers 
of those countries in changing the balance of forces in the 
world in favour of the peoples and in favour of world peace-, 
which presents invaluable assistciics in the fight against 
inperialism, and which has-been, elaborately explained by Broths: 
Saillant in his report, if we put aside all this, we find in 
the sphere of workers* frate??nal solidarity .they have set a 
living example of this principle x.hich binds together the works: 
of all countries.

delegations of African, Asian and Latin American trad 
unionists who have visited the socialist countries in recent 
gears cither in attending conferences or congresses, Moy 1st 
celebrations or some other celebrations, bear witness to the 
contribution made by the workers in the socialist countries in 
the exchange and strengthening of relations-between different 
trade union organisations. ’ At those gatherings trade union 
lenders from. many countries are able to meet. In the past the 
were unable or rarely able to do so due to financial or politic 
reasons, but now in this way they cone closer to' each other end 
their fraternal friendship is strengthened.

In the field of organisation and publicity the trade 
unions of the* sociolist countries have greatly contributed tewa 
the strengthening of the trade union centres in other countries 
by rendering brotherly assistance. One example to shew the 
extent of progress in this respect. In the field of training 
trade union cadres, the Trade Union School, founded in Berlin 
fcr union lenders from Arab countries is a-fine example of the 
efforts cootended by trade union organisations in the socialist 
countries in assisting the trade union organisations in the 
under-developed and colonial countries in the field of trade, 
union education.

I - . a s ■ ■ * ' - • . <

The recent trip of frother farnke, the President cf 
the P.U.G.i. and Vice-President of the W.F^T.U., at the b?^d x 
of on ?fD.f.B. delegation to several countries of Africa to 
study on the spot how that organisation could render more 
assistance to the trade union organisations in those countries 
and to strengthen the fraternal relations with them, is .another 
good example to show how keen ana syfipathetib^ the trdae uni*oh 
ciganisations in the socialist countries are in their fraternal 
solidarity in the fight- against colonialism.
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demonstrated by the efforts undertaken by the YJorld Federation 
of Trade Unions in this direction. 1

; . .The international workers.’ solidarity campaigns which 
have been organised by the W.F. T.U. to support the' struggle of > 
the workers in the colonial countries have achieved many,- U 
successes. The W.F.T.U. in supporting and assisting the trade 
unions in their struggle against colonialism and for improving 
the workers’ standard of living, does not differentiate between 
one organisation and another. All organisations regardless 

. of their international affiliation are treated equally.

Th-f U .F.T.U. supports the struggle of the workers of 
Nyasaland although their organisation is affiliated to the 
I.C.F.T.U., equally as it supports the struggle of the workers 
in Sudan, whose organisation is affiliated to the V.T.T.U. In 
rendering such solidarity the Y^.F.F.U. does not lay dov.n any 
conditions. The V’.F.T.U. differs radically in this field from 
other organisations.

The Nigerian trade unionist N.N. Ajaaro who put the 
question in the "West African Pilot”, March 21, 1960, writing: 
"If the I.C.F.T.U. is out only to help us organise on so-called 
democratic lines, why must it insist that we affiliate with it?n. 
can see clearly the difference between two international 
organisations. One of them attaches conditions to its "support’1 
and "assistance” and the other assists and supports because it 
is an integral part of its principles.

If we add to this the difference in the kind of 
solidarity and support shown by the two organisations, we will 
understand the reason why the influence of the V’.F.T.U. is 
growing particularly in the countries which are still fighting 
against colonialism.

The affiliation of the U.G.T.A. to the I.C.F.T.U. did 
not prevent the W.F.T.U. from putting the Algerian case in the 
forefront of its activities. After the elaborate explanation 
of the Algerian problem at the biggest international workers’ 
gathering known until now in Leipzig 1957, the Secretariat and 
Executive Committee of the V^.F.T.U. have continued to implement 
the resolutions of that Congress which brought into existence 
the Intarnational Trade Union Committee for Solidarity with the 
Algerian Workers and People. All Algerians today feel the 
great assistance rendered through this Committee to the cause 
of the Algerian v/orkers and people. Nor did the aff illation _____ 
of this organisation to the I.C.F.T.U. prevent the U.F.T.U. 
International Solidarity Fund from rendering £20,000 in the 
past three years for the U.G.T.A. to function as an, 
■organisation.



The fact that the U.G.T.h.f. is on indonondent trc.de 
union organisation does not pi* eve nt the ’V.E.T.u. from co—opGr-rti* 
with and assisting it in realising the biggest workers project 
known to Africa up til J. now - the ostc.blishmont of a. 'Trade 
Union School in Conakry. , . ' ' - •

The fact that several other trade union organisations 
were either independent or affiliated to the I.C.E.T.U. did not 
prevent the 7»F.T.U. from organising trade union courses for a 
number of trade unionists from Latin Americ.;, Africa nd the 1 
Middle East.

f • a . . \ > . -

These few exonplcs show ho;.’ the *\E.T.U., while 
adhering to its principle to fight a/alnst imperialism, is not 
influenced by the international affiliation or independence of 
these organisations, not only thia, but provocations and attacks 
by some trade union organisations on the W.f.T.U. or against 
some of its member-organisations Coos not change its 
unhesitating support of these belies, or the assistance rendered 
to them as long 03 they need this support in their fight 
aga.ins t c olo ni cl i am •

The U.7.T.U. .which respects the integrity of the 
trade union organisations in oil ports of the acrid, co-oper- tos 
with them on this basis. The policy of the W.7.T.J. in this 
connection is not merely liberal. It is b^sed on, its class 
character ^nl its principle of fighting against colonialism and 
imperialism. That is why it daily gains new friends a^ong 
trade union organisations and in this w 7 the solidarity of the 
international working class against imperialism md for national 
independence multiplies.

If the fight against colonialism demands the unit;/ of 
the workers in a certain country-:.no. their co-operation with 
other national farces, then international solidarity is. an 
important factor for the success of that struggle. Cf coarse, 
world solidarity could be more effective if it were not for 
the obstructions placed in its way by some agents of the 
imperialists inside the world trade union movement ;no split its 
forces and V/erken its fraternal solidarity.

Brother Saillant has told you ''bout the restrictions 
imposed by the leaders of the I.C.f.T.U. on their members in 
contacting the U.r.T.U. ~nd those organisations affili-ted to it 
Whatever may be the outcome cf these restrictions we do not 
think that anyone will differ with us in the fact that if all 
trade 'inion organisations in the world. v;ill co-operate in 
supporting a cert in cause it would undoubtedly be successful. 
Let us imagine that the I.C.P.T.U. and all its mb-QT*• -o^wyvnaart^ 
v/ere present in the International 1? ado Union Gommi it a a for 
Solidarity with the Workers and people of Algeria "nd the IPL-CI 
adopted the some posit!cn -as the l_ntr al Council cf Soviet lrc.de 
Unions and th-t .the force Ouvricro ^3 >tod the. e me nosition as

trc.de
lrc.de


the C.G.T. and th't the Secretariat of the I.C.F.f.U. took the 
same stand o.s the Secretariat of the u.F.T.U., would it have 
been possible for the war in Algeria, to have continued up to 

■ now? x That can be said about the Algerian problem applies also 
to*, other problems;’ the^problem of South-.Africa;, the problem of 
the Federation of Central Africa.;__the Belgian Congo;‘etc.J. If 
the agents of imperialism inside the world trade union' movement 
have up till now succeeded in placing obstacles in the way of 
co-operation between the top leaderships, of the world trade 
■union organisations nevertheless we are pleased to note that 
co-operation Joe tween the. trade. union organisations on the lower 
level is strengthening day by day and- is registering its effect 
in the fight' against imperialism.

j ■ ■ ■' ; < • 5 s
We believe that this co-operation can increase rapidly 

if the autonomous trade union organisations ’which claim to have 
built their organisations on unified basis because there is a 
split in the international trade union movement, if these 
organisations ploy on active role in bringing together trade 
union organisations of different affiliations for common action, 
while at the some time exposing the attitude of the splitting 
elements and the agents of imperialism inside the international 
trade union movement. It is true that there is a split in the 
international trade union movement, but any honest trade unionist 
should not foil to explain the causes for this split, unmask its 
creators and thus participate in bringing about an atmosphere for 
genuine . international trade union unity, the dream. of every 
worker throughout the world.

CONCLUSIONS . .•- - /

The present level achieved in the fight against 
imperialism promises great results. However, in order to close 
the door against the imperialists and .not to split or divert the - 
liberation movement from its true aims, it is the duty of the 
trade union organisations to be rwo of and to dm; the attention 
of the peoples to the dangers surrounding their liberation 
movements -mad for them to be rid of all its ’weaker aspects. The 
imperialists, particularly the .mericon imperialists vho are 
trying to t'ke the pl'ce of the other imperialist powers who are 
being driven out of the colonies, arc- sponsoring a harmful trend 
which has now appeared when the question of the liberation 
movement in Africa is discussed ns n'Whole. This trend seeks 
the isolation of those fighting against imperialism from their 
natural allies in those countries which have finally got rid of 
the capitalist ■ system, and from the working class movement in the 
imperi list countries vhich supports the liberation struggle. 
This attempt to isolate the national liberation movement has two 

aiTstly, to deprive the newly independent countries 
of rhe possibilities of getting the generous unconditional 
assistance m-building their national economies which can be 

’received from “the countries of the socialist camp thereby 
developing their own national economies. Tith this aim the 
imperialists hope to find the v/oy free for them to export their



capital to these countries which'-neans more exploitation of its 
peoples and the. countries natural resources. The second rim 
is to deprive.- the world-peace force's^of the' contribution thea 
liberation movement in the colonies con moke in the struggle 
for world pence. . ' ' . , . ■ ' - '

The tro.de union olg'-ni sat ions, if they adopt theGO ✓ * *

/principles of co-operation and mutual respect in their relations 
with’the world trade union movement, ore able to give the people 
of their countries valuable and practical examples which enable 
the people to understand'the importance of active participotion 
in. international affairs with on aim of influencing and at the 
some time racking use of such international associations.

Another tendency which is encouraged by the
imperialists is to use the natural feelings towards unity by ■ ' 
the people who are fighting against imperialism’and impose unity 
even when the masses are not yet fully convinced of the need for 
it. This always results in creating 'friction lad internal 
conflicts which, weakens the struggle against imperialism.

Trade union organisations which ore themselves united
on a democratic basis should apply this some democracy and 
principles for unity to other countries and other organisations. 
In this way there will be a sufficient guarantee for such unity 
which would then be established on a firm basis in the fight 
against colonialism and for the development of the countries.

e ore fully confident that the working class in the
colonies and the under-developed countries, through its close 
co-operation with the international working closs, can soon be 
rid of all weaknesses in the struggle against colonialism and so 
advance this struggle until it achieves its final aims.

The international situation continues to develop in the
direction favourable to peace .and thereby creates better 
conditions for widening the road towards’the complete victory 
of the people’s struggle- against colonialism. However, this 
does not mean that the colonial powers will voluntarily hand 
over independence to the peoples in their colonies. They will 
try to maintain their hold as long as possible and wherever 
possible expand their domination. ' .

It is, therefore, the task of the working class,- the
trade unions and the anti-colonial forces in the colonial 
countries to further intensify their anti-colonial fight, 
marching fopward towards the complete liberation of their nations 
and bringing about prosperity to the people.

tro.de
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At the some time, in order tog^lh greater successes 
in. the cnti-coloni'l struggle, in £ orbing unity, improving 
living stmd-.rds ■'nd expending trkte union rights ?nd democratic 

. - liberties, the workers in the countries still fighting 
colonialism need active support from the trade unions of the 
whole world* x

In’ which direction should. this support be organised? 
Drawing lessons from the experience in the last three years 
since the 4th ’ orId Trade Union Congress, these experiences 
which shows tint the W.F.T.U. and its affiliated organisations 
had correctly and most effectively carried out the decisions 
and directives of that Congress in relation with the fight 
against colonialism and imperialism, :nd without going into many 
details se would like to express some ideas on how the trade 
union organisation throughout the ’.orld. can support the workers’ 
fight against colonialism.

From the past we have good experience on how any 
question can be served if there i? a united action from the part 
of different trade union organisations for it. The Inter
national Trade Union Committee for Solidarity with the workers 
and People of Algeria, which includes trade union organisations 
of different :if filiations, has 'proved to be an effective body 
through'which support and assist .nee could be given to the 
heroic fight of the Algerian workers and. people. If we left 
aside the hundreds • of tons of foodstuffs, clothing, etc. which 
was sent to the Algerian refugees in.Tunisia and Morocco from 
the member organisations cf the Committee, especially from 
National Centres affiliated to the AV.F.T.U. , it is enough to 
show how this Committee assisted the struggle in Algeria, to 
mention that the Algerian question had been explained <'And made 
knovzn to’ millions cf workers throughout the world and thus their 
solidarity vdth their brothers end sisters in Algeria had 
considerably increased. This tremendous solidarity, while .. 
encouraging the workers and people of Algeria to go on with 
their fight till-final victory gains every day more enemies to 
their horrible enemy end thus weakens its position on an inter
national level, the thing which vill make it easier for the 
Algerians to win their ■ battles.

From the other side the experience of the International 
Trade Union Committee for Solidarity with 'the Workers and People 
of Algeria, show that the traditional"uifferehces between trade 
union organisations cannot prevent these organisations from 
coming together ^nd 'work together *. hen there is a question unon 
which all of then agree.
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Are there today such questions which need common 
action between trade union organisations on international level? 
Are there-some workers fighting ag'lnst colonialism and • : 
imperialism or any other form of repression who really need the 
active support from the international trade union movement? A' 
The answer is definitely yes.

In its New Year message to the African workers, trade 
unions and peoples in January this yecr, the W.F.T.U. stressed 
clearly this fact. It showed that the African workers and 
peoples, while fighting against colonialism and for the safe
guarding of their independence after tinning it and for the 
raising of their living standards need the active support of 
the international trade' union movement and that the U.f.T.U. 
will be the main erganiser of this support.

The 7.F.T.U., as it always did, has kept this pledge 
and never felled to organise world-wide campaigns cf support 
for the struggle against colonialism.

Today, the colonial rule empresses itself most cruelly 
in the Union cf South Africa where, basing themselves on the 
shameful policy of discrimination, the European colonialists 
are subjecting the majority cf the population to the most 
horrible type of exploitation. Killing Africans and torturing 
them has become a very normal state of affairs from the part of 
the white settlers.

Do the workers and people of that country need the 
sipport of the international trade union movement? Yes they 
need it today more than ever before. Can we, Growing lessons 
from the International Trade Union Committee for Solidarity with 
the Workers and People of Algeria, set up. such a Committee for 
Solidarity with the Yorkers and feople of South Africa? Can 
all the trade union a? g uni sat io ns who showed, in one way or 
another, in the past few months their solidarity with the • 
workers and people cf South Africa, come together in on inter
national body so as to unite their action and make of their 
solidarity end support an effective e.lement in the victory 
against racial discrimination? Ye truly believe that this 
can be done, not only because it io possible but- abevo all 
because it is necessary.

In what other ways can the international trade union 
movement, the Y.E.T.U. and the trade union organisations in the 
advanced countries, especially in the socialist countries, help 
the workers1 land trade union orgmisitions1 struggle agrinst 
colonicliSEl? Allow us to state hero some ideas.

The trade union leaders, while striving to mobilise 
the workers and trade union members in the fight against 
colonialism and to safeguard the national independence and for 
better living and working conditions are always subjected to



all kinds of regression. If we tale Africa as an example, we 
will find that today, saert :A?em th?se in Algeria onA the Union 
of South Africa. many trade union lodar;; are in prison for^ 
long terms iid their only crime u a t\{-t thay were ;nd still 
are the greatest fighter3 against colonialism. The inter- 
national'--trade union movement Sd . lufys showed .samp; thy and . 
support to those trade unionists - nd the yW.TJA never stopped 
organising* con.a igas ■ or seeking ways : nd‘-aeons to r^naso then. \ 
Vo feel now the day has..come for more effective interference.

The idea is to form an internet Ionel trade union 
delegation to go and investigate on the spot the cssee-of these 
imprisoned trade union larders. This v© believe will bring 
about two results. It -.‘111 help in releasing sens of these 
imprisoned leaders either through person 1 contacts with the 
different governments or through rut sing well-elaborated 
compl Ints to the I.L.O., which at that time, will find it difficult 
not to let er fere effectively infavar cf the imprisoned trade 
union leaders. On the other band t'.w sending of such a 
delegation will help in encouraging both those -imprisoned ad 
their trade union organisation? • nA a. he then f eel that their 
sacrifices are net only being appreciated by the trade union 
organisations "11 over the world but these organisations consider 
th. t it is their responsibility to stand beside thorn and support 
their struggle.

■■'■■’ ' * . ’
Another question.

The experience since the 4th world Trade Union Congress 
showed that the trade union training is one of the most essential 
prcble as f ring the young trade union :aovement in the colonies 
•nd under-developed countries. The W \I.U. ad its member 
org.-nisations, esyocirlly in the seal list countries, h d tried 
to solve this problem by rendering -jubdt'-nti 1 assiataace to the
trade union organisations in the co.lonies and under-developed 
countries in ti-e field of trade union ’training. As ve stated 
before maiv i- de union courses wore organised by the 117.T.U. 
for trade union loaders from Zfiuca, Latin America "nd the middle 
Last. A speci.'l dep.rtment for t'','.de union education was set 
up at the headru rtors of the which h-a -l^o-^y
planned a big programme for further courses. By the help of 
the b.L.f.U. .nd the P.L.G.3. together with d pl-'jined assistance 
from the trade union organisations in the socialist countries, 
the UGTAN had started r\ permanent trade union school now in 
Conakry. The school of the f.L.G.L, in the CAD.H. far trade'
unionists from the middle Last nd ?7orth Africa has been 
functioning now for more th n tv;* yearn.

But still we feel that all these and other efforts 
could not satisfy.the desire of cur brothers in the colonies -nd '' 
under ^developed countries for trade ueion training. 'J 2 believe
that aurr'ic-r planned and co—ordinate! efforts from the ^rt of 
the trade union organisations espoca^lly in the socialist 
Countr x s m uhi s _dd is no ade^. •
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md. in the spirit of internctiono

The trade union orgmi nations in their fight against 
colonialism have always, -.3 wo mentioned before, to put for 
their future nation."! governments a. complete md el-borated 
programme of how the country can develop,its own economies awry 
from my imperialist influence. To gain the support of their 
people for these pro.gr mm a aid to close the door in front of 
my pretext under which the imp mi lists ml r e.action’rias can 
maintain md extend' the imperialist no manic penetration, the 
tmda union organisations in such countries "to sometimes 
Obliged to off of- experts in fields cl engineering, science, 
finance, etc. to replace the so-c:llod inneri'-list everts whose 
only knowledge is how to mnint".in corrupted mi. werlr regimes.

Is it net possible for tv rue mxicn orgmisnticns in 
the scci"list countries to offer ccholmmips to- .young workers 
from colonial nd newjy independent countries for vocation 1 
training in the mentioned ml other fields? .Is think th-1 the 
big possibilities of these cxrguiiialigns cm .llov then to rondo 
such invrluoble "ssistmee. In fret feme :?t them Iromy 
mode n big progress in this field * ..e re sure th\t the tms 
uf young workers from th^ ladd2.c .^.ci /nd north' ..tfvic.i who re • 
h'ving’ their_ vcettio-rl troinin^., in the l.D.3. todoy /.nd who 
Went there through the wil.l give -. big contribution
in buillin.^ the eeonuijy of their ecesmsc mon they go b'ck. 

~The~a’’imfmng' could be sr id -bout those vino '"ill come neirt 
yn.m to tm Soviet union through t?io Ce.etrnl Council of f-oviet 
Trade Unions ,to .join the PL'icndshi'- University^ .



The U.'f.f.U. -'nd its :f*fili ?ted organisation are 
trying their bast to five the widest publicity to the news of 
the struggles of the workers nnd tro.de union org mis'-.tions 
fighting against colonial!sm so •■ s co g- 2_n more scip porters to 
this fight. But still more can he done in this direction.

7e : .ll know wh *t sort of disorinin ticn the western 
press and nows agencies, who -re rcuopolising this business in , 
Africa for example, apply to the they give. The workers 
throughout the world need to Imow ewr.ctly hov, tae workers ore 
living under the colonial yoke. he*: they :.re struggling, what 
bra the perspectives ■•nd wh .t kina of help they really need. 
This could be Gone only through tr~.de union journ-liats oho 
con go end investigate on the spot on! supply their papers *nd 
news agencies with th? real frets.

iron the other side don’t the Africn brothers who 
'■•re present with us here think it useful if the w.T.T.U. could 
give special editions to ths tr de union one workers’ questions 
in Africa? Tould not th t help in putting their cose in a 
.more clew? way in front of the intprn tlcn.’l trade union movement? 
It is up to 3rou, Ifrionn brothers hio -'re present here, to 
exonine if this ido^ could be of cone use to your movement.

To think th't these yroposrls -nd others which c n be 
added to them from the attend, nee" of this session c n, when 
realised, bring ■ about- very effective internntion.'l trade union 
solidarity in the fight 'g-inst colonialism nl :tll increase to 
- big esrtent the contribution of the trade union organ! oat ions in 
that fight.

* - '
Once -gain v.re would like to repeat from this platfcm. 

that the T.f.T.U. is md ’..’ill continue to bo the win organiser 
of this support.

Despite the difficult tie 
in the progress of this, struggle, 
is not far distent when all subje 
yoke of colon!alism.

s ■'.hich the peoples may meet 
re are confident that the day 

et peoples ’.’ill be free of the

.................. 0O0. r <,
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11th SESSION OF THE GENERAL COUNCIL OF THE 
WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS

I. The General Council,which is holding its 11th session in
Peking, notes that since the 4th Congress the forces of socialism 
and world peace have increased considerably and have won 
unprecedented successes. This progress, as well as the upsurge 
and the successes of the anti-colonialist and anti-imperialist 
struggle, and the strength of the movement for demands in the 
capitalist countries, create objective conditions that favour 
the reinforcement of the united struggle of the workers to 
force the imperialists to enter into serious negotiations and 
to accept disarmament and peaceful co-existence, so as to 
eliminate the menace of a. world atomic war. - -

2. Hostile to this progress, the imperialists, faced with the
worsening of the general crisis of their system, pay lip-service 
to peace, yet are multiplying their acts of provocation and 
continue their preparations for war. By sending a military 
plane over Soviet territory and later cynically boasting that

- this was their deliberate policy, American imperialism has 
given further confirmation of the fact that it is the worst 
enemy of peace and of the peoples. It bears full responsibility 
for the sabotage of the Summit Conference* Thus the hopes of 
the peoples were once again dashed. The W.F.T.U. General 
Council as well as the workers of the whole world condemn 
these American provocations against the Soviet Union as a grave 
danger to peace and to the interests of the working class and 
the peoples in all countries.



The workers will understand better then ever the imperative 
need to increase their vigilance in the face of the aggressive 
policy of the'ruling circles of the United States and other 
western powers, notably in West Germany and Japan* Thanks 
to the strength of the peace farces in the worlds thanks to. the 
peace policy of the socialist camp and the many steps taken by 
the Soviet Union, it has become Really possible to avoid the 
menace of an atomic war that would prove devastating, to impose 
on the imperialists disarmament and the use of the enormous 

. resources that are at present being wasted on the arms race for 
the economic, social and cultural progress of all the people• 
But it is necessary to make the situation clear to the workers 
so that they should have no' illusions about the vdllingness of the 
imperialists to accept disarmament. '

All workers must be convinced, that only by the untiring, 
ever-stronger and more united struggles of the peoples throughout 
the world, and by the isolation of imperialism, which is the 
source of war and aggression, can the imperialist war policy be 
thwarted.

The General Council warmly' welcomes the_new-proposa3s put 
forward by the Soviet Union on June 2, 1960, developing and 
giving details of its plan for universal and complete disarmameni-^ 
and thus offering further proof of its tireless efforts in the 
service of peace, despite the provocations by United Statesf 
leaders.

These proposals concern in particular the banning and 
destruction, under international control, of all means of 
delivering nuclear weapons to their targets, linked with the 
elimination of all military bases on foreign soil, the banning 
of atomic, chemical and bacteriological weapons, the dissolution 
of armed forces and elimination of military budgets. The 
Genai’ul Council recommends to the trade-unions^ irr make these 
proposals widely known to the workers ,"~so -that~TheTafter ^wiTT 
actively support them*



- The General Council considers that under^these conditions 
- the preservation end consolidation of peace remains among the 
fundamental aims of the struggle of the international trade 
union movement. Thus, it considers.that it is essential to 
unmask imperialist manoeuvres and to work constantly for common 
action: ■

- for the relaxation of international ^tenelon and peaceful 
co-existence;

- for universal and complete disarmament;
for the elimination of military bases on foreign soil;

- for a cessation of nuclear tests and a ban on nuclear arms;
- for national liberation and independence of the peoples;
- fcr democracy;
- against the rebirth of German militarism and for its 

liquidation by the signing of a Peace Treaty with the two 
German states; for the transformation of West Berlin into 
a free, demilitarized city;

- against the rebirth of Japanese militarism and for the 
- abrogation-of-the Japanese-U.S. military treaty. ....

I 

\3. Conscious of the close bonds that link the struggle for
the relaxation in international tension to the anti-colonialist 
and anti-imperialist struggle for independence, the General 
Council salutes and supports the heroic fight of the Algerian 
people for independence. It calls upon all workers and trade 
unions to strengthen their active solidarity in favour of the 
struggle of their Algerian brothers, and to demand that the 
French Government stop the colonial war in Algeria. It greets 
and warmly suppv ?ts the struggle of the people of Turkey and 
the popular uprising in South Korea that _led to the downfall 
of Syngman Rhee. The struggle of the Korean people, which 
continues, will force the-withdrawal of the-American armed 
forces and the peaceful unification of the country. It gives
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10.

11.

its entire support to the' powerful movement of the workers -and 
people of Japan for the abrogation of the Japanese-U.S• treaty 
of military Alliance, against the rebirth of militarism and for 
the liquidation of military bases. It expresses its warm 
solidarity with the workers and trade.unions of Venezuela, 
Argentina, Chile and above all with the people of Cuba who are 
courageously and unitedly defending the eoonomic and social 
conquests of the popular and democratic revolution and the- 
national sovereignty of their country. .

-• , f '■ V .

XXX

- ■ - .. ' --

After having examined the economic situation in the 
capitalist countries, the General Council notes that its 

■ essential characteristics are the progressive militarisation 
of the economyz increased monopoly concentration and a 
considerable increase in productivity due to speed-up and 
automation to the sole profit of the monopolies. A certain 
recovery followed the crisis of 1958-59, It proved incapable 
of re-absorbing unemployment Which in some countries became 
chronic and in general remained at a high levels particularly 
in certain important branches of industry.

The capitalist monopolies' and the governments in their 
service are attacking the purchasing power of wages, trade union 
and democratic rights. Thousands of trade union leaders have 
been arrested and imprisoned. Tens of thousands of strikers 
have been victims of police repression and employers* sanctions 
in Greece, Spain, Argentina and other countries. The workers 
and the people in certain countries, such as the Union of South 
Africa, ere suffering from savage racist repression.

The General Council draws attention to the fact that this 
anti-trade union offensive is accompanied by the adoption of 
new laws which attempt to legalise the violation of fundamental- 
rights, among them the right to strike, inscribed in the Charter 
of the Workers’ Trade Union Rights, adopted by the W.F.T.U. in 
1954.



12. The deepening of the general crisis in the capitalist world
contrasts increasingly sharply with the unprecedented economic, 
social, scientific and cultural developments of all the 
socialist countries where the people have become the masters of \ • . - ■ 
their own country. These developments, which free the 
productive forces of society, permit a continuous and remarkable 
increase in purchasing power, an improvement in working 
conditions, social advantages and in the general living standards 
of the mass of the people in these countries. The workers of 
the world appreciate the full importance of the most recent 
measures of the Supreme Soviet of the Soviet Union, announcing 
the generalisation of the 7- and 6-hour working day and the 
gradual suppression over six years of income tax for workers,, 
as well as the extension of the role and rights of the trade 
union organisations in the socialist countries.

13. ‘ The General Council sends its warm congratulations to the 
workers, men and women, of the socialist countries, particularly 
the workers of the Soviet Union and China, for their remarkable 
successes in the economic and social fields Thanks to their 
creative enthusiasm this social system is yearly winning 
victories of far-reaching importance- which are a"so victories 
for the-entire working class of the world and for the cause of 
peace.

xxx

14. It greets the millions of workers and trade unions in the
capitalist countries who are carrying on exceptionally strong 
united struggles for wages, shorter working hours and the 
defence of trade union rightsThe strike movement which 
reached an extent rarely known since the last world war was 
remarkable in Argentina, Japan, the United States, France, 
Italy, Belgium and other countries._  It showed the sharpening 
of the class struggle in the.present period, the desire for 
unity, and the remarkable militancy of the working class. 
This development gives a categoric refutation to the ”theories”



of class collaboration which the monopolies and certain trade 
union leaders spread continuously among the workers, trying to 
divert them from their struggles. The workers must denounce 
and reject all attempts to win over the trade union movement to ■ ■ ' positions of class collaboration, increasing their common 
actions for:

• : - ' _ . ’ . - the reduction of working hours without loss of pay;
- a general increase in wages;
- the right to work, the defence of employment and assistance 
to the unemployed;

- the creation* protection and widening of social security 
systems;

- the defence of trade union rights and liberties;
- the limitation of the power of the monopolies.

These demands should permit fresh progress in united action.

15. The General Council recommends all workers and trade 
unions to intensify their action for trade union rights and 
democratic liberties, and for the liberation of all imprisoned 
trade-unionists.........-...................

■16. To help bring about on the international level the
indispensable common front of workers and trade unions in the 
face of these attacks, the General Council instructs the 
W.F.T.U. Secretariat to examine with all organisations concerned 
the setting-up of an International Trade Union .Commission for 
the defence and safeguarding of victims of repression against 
the trade unions.

17. The General Council notes that the demand for a reduction
of working-hours- in - general and the demand for a 40-hour week 
in highly industrialised capitalist countries have been 
unanimously put forward by various organisations. These demands



correspond to an essential and increasingly urgent requirement 
of the working class. On this basis and in order to assist 
the bringing together of trade union and working class forces 
in the face-of monopolist concentration in the Common Market, 
the General-Council instructs the Secretariat to call a 
European trade union conference on the 4O-hour week in the first 
quarter of 1961. Trade union centres from other continents 
should be invited to this conference, so as later to generalise 
the experiences gained. ’ - i

18. Taking account also of the attacks on social security 
systems in many capitalist countries and of the necessity to 
improve existing systems, the General Council resolves to call 
a meeting of a broad International Trade Union Commission of 
Action for Social Security. The purpose of this Commission 
will be to stimulate new developments in united action and 
international solidarity on this question.

19. The General Council notes with satisfaction that the 
upsurge of the struggle for demands has recently been accompanied 
by considerable progress in unity of action in the different 
capitalist countries. On the basis of their experiencethe 
workers are increasingly coming to understand that their struggle 
is more effective to the extent that the rank-and-file is united 
in. common action for clearly-defined.common aims,. Discussion 
with the workers themselves at local, regional and national 
levels, and the formulation of demands which are closest to 
their needs in the given situation, is a necessary condition for 
the achievement of united action, which requires more and more 
initiatives by all organisations.

20. Unity is consolidated in action and by action on a class 
basis. It must be brought about in a clear manner, exposing 
constantly through the facts the pretexts and manoeuvres of 
those opposed to unity.



As a result of the progress in unity of action in different 
capitalist countries and in order to oppose the coalition of the 
monopolies, positive developments in.favour of unity are 
appearing at the international level®

21• v In spite of the stubborn opposition of certain I.C.P.T.U.
leaders, the idea is gaining ground among more and more trade 
union leaders, particularly in the middle ranks of trade unions 
not affiliated to the W.F.T.U,, that meetings and discussions 
between national and international trade union organisations of 
all trends are today possible and indispensable*

22* In bilateral and multilateral contacts, trade union
organisations are seeking the best methods of dealing in common 
with the main problems facing the workers in their struggle 
against the imperialists and the monopolies:

- the preservation of peace:
• the anti-colonial struggle;

- the main economic and social demands:

- united action against the monopolies on the national 
and international level;-

- the struggle for trade union rights and democratic 
liberties*

23* The General Council welcomes and approves in particular
the activities of the Committee for Co-ordination and Action 
in the Common Market Countries, as well as the steps taken 
by the International Trade Union Committee for Solidarity 
with the Workers and People of Algeria* The exchanges of 
trade union delegations between capitalist and socialist 
countries and also among capitalist countries, the bilateral 

---and multilateral agreements among organisations of various
- affiliations advocated by the 4th World Trade Union Congress, 
have increased remarkably in the last few years.



24. The General Council welcomes the fact that the trend toward
trade union unity is growing stronger throughout entire continents

Lsuch as Africa and Latin America, in spite of the considerable 
obstacles raised by certain leaders of the I.C.F.T.U. It ' 
denounces the stubborn refusal of the I.C.F.T.U^ leadership to 
reply to the many proposals made to'it over a period of nearly 
ten years by the W.F.T.U. for joint action at the international' 
level for the preservation of peace, to support more effectively 
the movement for national independence and to win satisfaction 
for the workers’ vital economic and .social demands3 -

25e The General Council calls on all workers and trade unions to
pirsue and intensify exchanges of delegations and bilateral and 
multilateral contacts among individual unions, national trade 
unions and centres, in order to increase common action for peace, 
for demands, for trade union freedoms, and for the eradication 
of colonialism*

261 In this year of the W.F.T.U.’s 15th anniversary, the General
Council invites them to celebrate this event by meetings and 
conferences recalling how, ' d in what conditions, the AV or Id.

. Federation of Trade Unions was born in 1945 from the common 
struggle of the workers and people throughout the world against 
fascism and for a lasting peace.

27c The General Council of the World Federation of Trade Unions
is convinced that this session will help to strengthen unity in 
the struggle waged by the working class and trade unions in all 
countries-

Peking, June 9, 1960c
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well thought'out plan of provocation and aggression aimed at - 
stifling this newlv sovereign state.

*’ Zmmedi ately after the proclamation of the independence
o? the Congo, the . imperialist "forces Tre trying to create a 
difficult situation so that they cam secure for themselves the 
wealth of the Congo Republic. To achieve this they are doing 
everything possible to separate the rich province of Katanga, a 
land of copper, uranium and other precious ores from the newly 
independent state end so weaken the Congo. They -"Iso want to 
hinder the inevitable movement of liberation which is stirring 
the whole continent of Africa..

ft They ‘will not succeed... Ko force in the world can create 
an obstacle to the victorious lurch of the African peoples towards 
complete freedom and independence.

^fhe riches of Africa belong to the people of .Africa.
The riches of the Congo belong to th? people the Congo.

^’in the fee of these events the pork ere, the trade unions
and the people of the Congo Republic, with the support of the other
African countries and the workers of the whole world are 
strengthening their unity vhich is an essential factor for safe
guarding the independence of the Congo.
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The *7 or Id Federation of. Trade. Unions? which ho.s we he omed 
the. independence of- the Congo as a new victory for. the- national 
liberation movement, strongly condemns tnese acts of -Aggression 

■ • . ' ' - . , ' ■ ' • > - ’ • _ . ' 

end demands' the" immediate vathdrawcl of'ldelgipn troops from the
Congo- cfd well 'as* fell respect for the Congo’s sovereignty and its. 
territorial integrity.

# The W.F.T.U. appeals to. all the workers and the tro.de 
unions of Africa and the whole world to demonstrate in every way 
their solidarity and their complete support for the 'workers end •/ - ' • * r
people o: the Congo depublic.

The united action of the vor?:ers end the people of the 
Congo and the active solidarity of the international working class 

pwill bring an end to the criminal manoeuvres of the colonialists

tro.de


taken by Franco’s fascist government, are arousing the indigna
tion of workers throughout the world- During ths past few days, 
several thousands of workers and democrats have been arrested 
by the ’’Brigada Politics Bocial”, a police department well known 
for its criminal methods. At CORDOBA alone, 3,000 agricultural, 
metal? building and other workers have been arrested and cruelly 
tortured.

By means of this brutal repression, Franco wants to 
suppress the growing struggles of the Spanish 'workers against 
poverty, unemployment, new dismissals, decreases in wages and 
against the absence of democratic freedom.

'The standard of living of the mass of the Spanish workers, 
already the lowest in Europe, has been further ’worsened as a re
sult of the application of the so-called ’’Economic Stabilisation 
Plan”. The workers are struggling bravely in their factories and 
in their places of work against the increase in dismissals and 
unemployment and against the starvation wages. The workers’ de
monstrations during recent months have grown in number and size, 
not only-in the towns and industrial centres but also in the 
country.

This brutal repression - will-net-prevent--the-'Spanish 
workers and people from continuing and strengthening their heroic
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' • ■ ■ '• ■ 
struggle until they defeat the Franco dictatorships The workers of 
the whole world will continue to give firm support to their 
Spanish brothers in a spirit of, international working class 

■ solidarity.

Recent world events have shown that, one after the' 
the., oppressed people are succeeding in over tier owing the 
cships by their struggles. Franco’s fascist regime backed 

by Spanish and foreign monopolies, dan only be maintained in 
power with the help of the imperialists and especially of American 
imperialism which.has set up military bases in Spain. This regime 
is also doomed.'

The I’orld Federation of Trace Unions v/hich includes 
among its numerous fundamental tasks the struggle against fascism 
in all its forms, expresses once more its. confidence in the 
success of a struggle jointly led by all the forces in Spain who 
oppose Franco.

Conveying the indignation felt- by all the workers it 
raises an energetic protest against this hew outbreak of arbitrary 
arrests and asks all the trade unions to join in this protest.

The World Federation of Trade Unions renews its appeal 
to all workers and trade unions to express their active and 
effective solidarity with the democratic forces in Spain in their i * -■fight' against'tyranny, and to take part in the vast international 
movement for the'release of all imprisoned workers and all ’who 
oppose Franco and for a general amnesty for all Spanish patriots 
and democrats. - • * > .

The W.F.T.t. Secretariat
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WORLD F E DERATION OF TRADE UNIONS

STAT3WT 0? SOIWRITY FRCM THB W.E.S.U. CUBA AFT3R .. 
' ' ' - THE INIWIWOW; CWSRTHCA AT SAN JOSE.

- A; The A.F .T»U.'Secretary has issued the following
statement: n-X . '• - •■'"l

The Uorld Federation of Trade Unions in the name 
of. its 101 million affiliated workers renews its unshakeable 
solidarity uTith the workers and people of Cuba. It sends, 
its warmest greetings to the Working class and trade unions 
of the Confederation of Cuban Workers 'in their courageous 
struggle to defend the sovereignty of their country, the 
democratic regime and the great social and economic 
victories of the Revolution. It welcomes the "'Havana State
ment'’ approved by the Cuban people at a large meeting on 
September 2, and which in reply" to the Statement of the 
Pan American Conference at San Josd, condemns the criminal 
interference of American imperialism in Latin America 
which has been going on for a century.

Ever since the Cuban people, having freed them
selves from the dictatorship of Batista., have set up a 
regime of democratic freedoms end have firmly launched 
their plan of agrarian reform, nationalise.!ion of foreign 
firms, the industrialisation of the country and the raising 
of the workers’ standard of living , American imperialism 
has not ceased its attacks against Cuba.

It organises acts of aggression such as aerial 
bombardments of Cuban territory, it suspended oil supplies 
to Cuba and reduced the amount of sugar it imports, in 
order to stifle 'the country’s economy. 7 77 - 7- : 7-' ' "

The „orld Federation of Trade Unions 'warn the 
workers and trade unions of the world about the serious 
threat to Cuba constituted by.the recent .agreement of the 
Foreign ministers’ Conference of the Organisation of 
American States (OAS), held at San Josd, Costa Rice.

- The Conference statement passed under the 
pressure., o? the State Department, represents the continuance 
and worsening of ■this:aggressive'policy. This statement, 
which speaks cynically of the disinterested aid from the 
Soviet Union end from the other countries in the Socialist 
Camp to the people of Cuba, as a threat to the -’peace and 
security of the American hemisphere " is aimed at justifying 
and legalising American military intervention in Cuba.
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Already in 1954, the. agreement passed by the OAS 
in Caracas, as in the Conference in San Josd, preceded - 
armed aggression against-Guatemala.,

With the help, -of the'representatives cf the 
reactionary governments of Latin America at the QAS, and 
relying’on the crumbling Monroe doctrine, the Government 
of the. United States is trying to force Cuba and all the 
people of'.Latin America intOfan isolation which would 
hold up their patriotic struggle - og-inst the pillage by 
the foreign monopolies.end for the complete independence, 
of their country.

Because of the international effects which'.would 
result from foreign intervention against Cuba the decisions 
of the OAS Conference are also a grave threcx to 
world peace.

The World Federation of Trade Unions, sends its 
fraternal greetings to the workers and people of Latin 
America, who in nil their countries re showing their 
militant solidarity with the Cuban i>oople, condemning 
the submission of their governments to the dictates of 
the State Departement.

Convinced that solidarity with Cuba is now more 
necessary than ever, the W.F.T.U. again appeals to the 
working class and its trade union organisations in all 
countries, whatever their affiliations, to condemn strongly 
the aggressive policy of American imperialism and to 
demonstrate their strong support for the cause d? the 
Cuban people. ' ’ ■ . .

The Secretariat of the UfF.T.U.
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Tlie victorious struggle against colonialism, the shame, and scourge 
of our era, acute form of capitalist exploitation and plunder, has 
entered a new-phase. • .a • . :

The W.7.T.U., which since its establishment .has made the ending of 
colonialism one of its basic aims, is deeply glad of this. It . sends 
warm greetings to those trade union organisations that.are contrib
uting to the success of the anti-colonialist struggle.

Tn fifteen years, hundreds of millions of men and women have freed 
themselves from the bondage of colonialism, tlany nsw politically 
independent states have risen from the ruins of 19th century empires 
to undermine the foundations of imperialism and are making a positive 
contribution each day to the consolidation of world peace.

But millions of human beings are still under the colonial yoke.‘Thanks 
to the victories and sacrifices of the peoples of Africa,. Asia, and . 
Latin America, thanks-to•the shining example arid peace policy of the 
socialist camp, thanks to the solidarity shown by workers and trade 
unions in all countries, today it is possible and necessary to put an 
end to colonialist oppression. It is possible and necessary to finish 
with the rule of despotism and hunger, of forced labour and racial 
oppression, of darkness and economic plunder, which still holds sway 
from Algeria to Angola, from West Irian to Mozambique and Puerto hico.

The final and complete eradication of they colonial system is today 
one of the. paramount tasks of the peoples, of all progressive and 
peaceful forces in the world. Tn accordance with the Soviet Union’s 
proposal, therefore, all representatives attending the TVth General 
Assembly of the United Nations have unanimously agreed to include this 
question on the Assembly's agenda.

The U.f.T.U. considers this 
ant event. It emphasises, 
doing away with the hateful

decision, which it supports, as an import- 
however, that the decisive factor in 
colonial regime all over the world is the



united struggle, of the .working people, above all of the peoples who • 
are still -oppressed1- -. That isl the way to' frustrate the .-manoeuvres-of 
the imperialists, whopwere obliged'-..tofvote ’ in favour of this'decision. - 
Experience shows, that American imperialism will stop at nothing to- — 
use the Uri against the: peoples’ movement-for national independence, in 
violation of the United Mations Charter itself.

In addition,.: as the Xrth Session of the V/.F.T.U. General Council ; 
pointed out',. workers and trade unions= must remain vigil anti and active, 
not only to eliminate the."colonial .system and all its economic and 
soc ial pvestiges but ..also ..to fight. against, neo-colonial ism,- which is L• 
being used by the American imperialists'-and bheir'allies '’.in their ! - 
attempts to extend and strengthen their power in the colonies arid newly7 
independent countries. • • ‘ f ■

The World Federation of Trade Unions is -determined to work as effect
ively as possible for the final and complete end of colonialism and 
considers that all national, regional and international trade union 
organisations can and should meet and-consult with each other on the7- 7 
best means of combining, all their forces in a powerful united' campaign 
to this end. *
It believes that, as an immediate step, all trade union organisations 
should request the United Nations Organisation to declare itself 
unequivocally in favour of : .

* ’ > . *
- complete and immediate independence for colonial and 

trust territories, by recognizing and guaranteeing their 
their peoples the right to decide their own future and 
to choose freely their own form, of government;

- — - the - eradication of all -foms ■ of- domination-and economic • 
plunder by foreign powers;

- respect for the sovereignty and integrity of all independent 
states, and non-interference in their internal affairs.

The Secretariat of the 
W.F.T.U.
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STATEMENT BY THE W.F.T.-U. ON THE SITUATION EXISTING' IN ALGERIA

A new-situation Jias'arisen in Algeria following the ; , a 
Algerian people *s expression,-in stronger terms than ever 
before,.-of‘their will to independence during the powerful. 
and courageous mass demonstations which'have .just occurred.
I-..’-. • ■/• '%/ ./ ■ ■ ■- /

The continual attemps made by the French Government 
to foster uncertainty as regards the Algerian people's deep 
desire for.national independence, the fascist-type 
demonstrations by the 'ultras/ , the oppression and massacres 
have not prevented the Algerian people and workers from 
expressing their determination to live in peace in a free 1 
and independent Algeria., ’ .

The. workers of the world understand their brothers 
and .sisters in Algeria. They understand the significance of 
their demonstrations. During General De Gaulle's visit to 
propagandise his referendum, the Algerian people have shown 
world opinion that that is not the road to peace or to true 
self-determination and independence for Algeria. The 
referendum is thus considered,as an ultimate manoeuvre to... ■ 
maintain French colonialist domination in Algeria.

It is perfectly clear to workers throughout -the world 
that, by obstinately refusing-to negotiate with the Provisional. 
Government of the Algerian Republic, the French Government 
bear-s the entire responsibility for the continuation of a 
war in which the Algerians have already lost hundreds of / 
thousands of their people. The prolongation of this colonial 
war likewise imposes heavy sacrifices on the people and 
workers of France.

The World ’Federation of Trade Unions pays tribute to 
the Algerian people for the extraordinary example they have 
just given of their courage and their determination to achieve 
independence., There is no doubt, that thi s example will 
strengthen the warm, feelings.;of international solidarity .n 
already shared by the world-working class.

The W.F .T.Ul strongly condemns the recent massacres 
and pays homage to those new .victims of colonialist oppression. 
The.- W.F .T.U• and all workers' in the world are aware that,, in 
these circumstances, .they must make greater efforts to support 
the struggle waged by the courageous Algerian people.

The"’W.F.T.U. therefore"calls upon its 101 million 
members and upon all workers in the world to strengthen still ’ 
further their demonstrations of solidarity with their Algerian ’ 
brothers and sisters. It once more ethics -its-willingness—to-•— 
co-operate with all trade union organisations in organising 
joint action on behalf of the rightful cause of the Algerian 
people.
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To this end, the W.F.T-U* proposes that a conference 
should be convened at the earliest possible date in a neutral 
country; and that it should be attended by. representatives of 
the World-.Federation of Trade Unions, the International - - 
Confederation of Free Trade Unions, 1 the International ' ■ 
Federation of Christian Trade Unions and by.delegates from 
the General. Union of Algerian.Workers and from.the three y 
national trade union centres .of France (C-G.T.* , ■ C.F.T.C* and 
C.G.T. - F.O.) ’ . \ ■■ > ■

■- . .* • ’ • - • . ■ ■ * ' ’• - •* ,■. ■ — • • •

To meet the demands of the new situation which has 
arisen , it is suggested that the conference discuss the 
means.by which joint action of solidarity can be developed 
among the workers and trade unions n all countries, with a 
view to putting an end to the massacres, to the executions, 
and to the colonialist war in Algeria by the immediate 
implementation, accompanied by all necessary guarantees, of . 
the Algerian people’s right to self-determination and 
independence.7

The widespread solidarity now being shown by the 
international working class is an invaluable aid to the 
cause cf the ’workers and people of Algeria.

- THE- SECRETARIAT OF THE W.F.T.U.
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STATEMENT BY THE WFTU ON THE EXPLOSION OF A THIRD /
... ... _ ATOM BOMB IN THE SAHARA ' /

. . , . . . _ . " . ■ • ...

The -.explosion-, •peered by General de Gaulle, of a third 
bomb in the Sahara, despite the protest and indignation aroused 
in Africa and maay. countries on other continents by the two 
previous explosions on African territory, constitues a fresh - 
provocation and a setback to efforts to arrive at a disarmament 
agreement.

• ’• * *» '*•** '* v

This'third atomic explosion is .a veritable affront to 
world opinion and to the resolution adopted by the XVth Session 
vf the United Nations condemning any further atomic or thermo
nuclear weapon tests.

The Ucrld Federation of Trade Unions, expressing the*emotion and disapproval felt by workers all ever the'world, 
strongly condemns this new act of aggression by the French 
Government, which is also directed against the struggle waged 
by the workers and people »f Africa for national independence. 
The WFTU reaffirms its solidarity with, that .struggle., ....

..The WFTU calls upon trade unions and workers throughout 
the world to demonstrate wholeheartedly their opposition to this 
policy of an armaments race, which is contrary to the interests 
of the working people, It asks them to redouble their efforts- to 
achieve universal disarmament and an end to nuclear weapon tests 
everywhere and to ensure that atomic energy is used exclusively 
for peaceful purpose

Secretariat of the WFTU
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the imperialist 
, has demon- 
rs and people

The, UAK. T - U - . Se ereter i at 
issued/- ther following statements^

' The W.F.T.U., which from the outset of 
aggression against the young Republic of Congo

of the Congo in their struggle for the safeguarding of their 
national independence ■ and territorial integrity, obtained 
at the cost of heavy sacrifices, once more draws the attention 
of the workers and.trade unions to the worsening of the • 
situation in the Congo . :; ..

The radio and press cf the big monopolies and‘7 '
capitalist, governments have unleashed against the people' 
ofithe Congo and- the legitimate Government of Mr Lumumba 

.a scandalous' campaign of denization and lies and it is 
regrettable.that an. international trade union organisation 
- the ICFTU' -'echoed this campaign by defeading/Belgiah 
colonialism in the columns cf its Review.- /' -

Under the circumstances the .T.U. appeals to 
workers and trade unions to oppose this brutal campaign 
and to denounce to international public opinion the plans' 
of the Belgian colonialists and of American imperialism- 
to replace the old colonial - system with new forms-of - 
domination and exploitation.t

The truth is that the Republic of Congo, until 
yesterday the preserve of the Belgian colonialist monopolies, 
wishes to guarantee itself-complete economic and political 
independence, but sees the-forces of-imperialism unleashed 
in league against it. The imperialists under- the leadership 
of the United States Government, overcoming.the contradictions 
of their interests, have banded, together to keep their 
privileges and to attain the same objective : to break the 
new African state by creating divisions, so as to prevent 
at all costs the people of the Congo from becoming masters 
of the enormous wealth of their own country and thus to 
deliver a hard, blow to the freedom movement of the whole 
oi Afr|ca^< - . .

// Anything goes if it might to help them -achieve------——
V their aims/, encouragement and organisation of the secession 
/'■’of Katanga, organisation and support of coups d’etats and 

military putsches, paralysis of the legitimate Government 
and Parliament of.the Congo, and - the supreme hypocrisy - 
the use of the United Nations troops to serve the interests
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of'*the’ imperialist monopolies and to intervene ruthlessly 
against the legitimate Government and Parliament of the 
country. , ■ . ‘ . p

This open aggression under. the. leadership of—---------- £  —oar'           —  ---------------------------sr 

American imperialism against the sovereignty of the^Congolese -V 
people, is a serious warning to the. other African-leaders 
and'countries, and a threat to;the. independence, of • other. . .py 

- countries and to.world peace. -.
• ’ ■ • ■ • “ _ .. J ' * . * „ - / ,. * . . - . . . „ • . ’

. Without a real army, its gold reserves stolen by the ? / 
colonialists, weakened by the internal struggles that have f 
been stirred up by the imperialist powers, the people and 
Government'of the Congo have courageously defended the - 
integrity of their country and their future against this.,?; 
aggression, with the active support of the African peoples';-'? 
and of• all forces of peace and progress throughout, the world. ■

The W.F.T.U. appeals to all workers and trade unions
to take every possible step to. demonstrate their active 
solidarity with the 'workers and people of the Congo, to 
condemn resolutely the aggression of the colonialists and of 
American imperialism, and to prevent these forces from setting 
Congolese against Congolese and Africans against Africans to 
serve their own interests.

The W.p.T*U. in the name of its'101 million members,
"rene'Ws Its- ■detertnined'~s^ppbrt’’f of~t^ workers' and^brave’ 
people-of the Congo. It is quite convinced that to the extent 
that the workers end peoples of the-Congo, of Africa and of 
the whole world unite to wage a strong struggle against the 
imperialist block headed by American imperialism, .they will 
be able to thwart the plans of aggression and domination 
against the Congo and Africa, end to guarantee final victory 
to the people of the Congo and to the other African peoples 
in their struggle for complete independence.

published by the 
Press Dept, of the 
AhF.T.U.’ No., 181



complete solidarity with the peoole and workers of Indonesia and trade union *
•with SOBSI, “their great/centre, in the determined struggle they 
are waging for the complete liberation of their country, for the 
removal of Dutch colonialist occupation forces in West Irian and 
for the return of that territory to the Indonesian Republic.

In the vain hope of''maintaining their domination over 
this part of Indonesian territory by terror, the Dutch colonialists 
have recently intensified their brutal' repression of the West 
Irian people, who are fighting to be reunited with the Republic 
of Indonesia. At the same time, and with the complicity of 
American imperialists, they are increasing their intrigues to have 
this integral part,of Indonesia "internationalised” or placed 
under U.M* trusteeship.- - • - -................... - ...

The World Federation of Trade Unions condemns this brutal 
oppression and the clumsy manoeuvres of Dutch colonialists and 
American imperialism. It fully supports the stand taken by SOBSI 
which, on behalf of workers throughout Indonesia, demands that 
West Irian be reunited with the Indonesian Republic and that Dutch 
monopolist undertakings be nationalised.

The W’.F.T.U. welcomes’ the gestures of international 
working class solidarity which have been shown, and is confident 
that workers and trade unions all over the world will strengthen 
their active solidarity with the anti-colonialist struggle of their 
Ind one si an brother s.----------- :---- ——

Secretariat of the W.F.T.U.



WFTU SEMINAR AT WARSAW

A Seminar on International Trade Union problems was held

in Warsaw from by the WFTU in coll

This is the first occassion when ILO;^

3rd to 23rd November, I960

boration with the ILO

is co-operating with WFTU in the Workers’ Education Scheme•

problems discussed were:

1) Labour Legislations;

4

2) Wage;

3) Hours of Work;

4) Employment;

5) Freedom of Association

Com. George Croese of

of the Seminar assisted by

the C.G.T., France was the direc!?;a
a co-director Mr.J .J .Favere of th

I.LO

their

who are active Trade Unionists in 

respective coutries attended the Seminar. The twelve.edu

Twnety six comrades

tries represented the different economxic systems namely capita 
F

Socialist and underdeveloped. Those countries were France, I€a
I -^^31

Soviet Union, Poland, Rumania, Bulgaria, India, Indonesia, Ghan

Moracco, Mexico and Chilli. The Central Council of P 

Unions played the host for the seminar. The particij 

devided into three groups each consisting of comrade 

three different economic system. Each paper was pre 

representative of WFTU and it was k supplimented by 

tive of the ILO on the international labour norms.

on the Labour Legislation was presented by Prof. L 

paper on War was presented by 0om. Bargonnet, the 

ment was presented by Com. Maciwais, the paper on

of association was presented by Com.George Croese c 

the WFTU and the paper on Hours of Work was present 

Marsihnhan of the ILO.

The group discussion was lively part of the ' 

the gxchaged experiences and opinion on the giver 

their own country. It was really helpful to ta 
'• the . n . , .

twelve.edu


the plenary session where the discussion of each group was reported 
- ■ 

by one of the participants and one or two supplimented the report 

the //FTU director summed up the discussion and concluded the paper 

on the ^FTU view on the problem. In course of the three weeks hxh’ 

the participants were taken to a Steel Plant at Warsaw and a 

Textile Will in Lodz in Poland apart from other entertainments. 

There was a fraternal atmosphere on the international trade 

union level all through. It was note worthy that all the parti

cipants coinced interest in hearing the trade unions problems 

confronting the Indian trade union movement and at problems like 

the hours of work and the wages. Coms. K.M. Sundaram and Com. 

Sadan Mukherjee participated in the Seminar from India on behalf 

of the A.I.T.U.C.



«Mauiw Z^ LOUIS SAILLANT IS 50 BArtS OLU

Thirty-four years of trade union activity 
in the service of the working class, and 
15 years as General Secretary of the WFTU, 

a more/ than 100 million members
and of which he is one of the founders -
such is the admirable.record that our 

Louis SAILLANT can present to his
class on his 50th birthday!
Our readers and the workers generally have 
read so many articles and speeches by 
Louis SAILLANT; they have heard mention so 
many times of his name and his activities,.
which are inseparable from the struggles 
now being ‘waged by the international working- 
class movement, that naturally they would 
like to know more about this trade union
leader who has done so much on their behalf.
we therefore give a brief summary of his 
life so far, which all those who work and 
fight with him hope wrill be long, full of 
health and enriched still more by his 
personal contribution to the struggle which 
workers throughout the world are waging so 
that the' cause cf true freedom , true social 
Justice and brotherhood among all peoples 
may prevail. — % )

Louis SAILLANT was born on 27 November 1910
in Valence, in the south-east of France. Of working-class origin, 
he began earning his livelihood as soon as he finished elementary 
school, and became an apprenticed wood-carver in the furniture 
industry.

The first trade union weapons 
-

Very soon, at the age of 16, he took part in the trade 
union movement. At 19, he became secretary of his trade union 
branch. By the time he was 21, he was secretary of the Federation 

- of Woodworkers'Unions in the Drdme Department.
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. *

His dynamism and gifts as an organiser were such that 
in 1937. members of his-Feder at ion asked him to leave the . /

* - - - ’ .-<4 ' *• • •. > - -
_ W w . - - ” ' - -x.

old Union, headquarters, in Valence and to take up the post 'of 
Federal. Secretary in Paris.- ■ / '.

And so. 1938. he:was elected member of the'CGT 
Administrative Committee, at the'-age of 28. He was also a 
member of the Administrative Committee,of the/International 
Federation- of .Workers of- the Building and Wood Industries.

' ' ■ s j ’ ■ • . B ■

Resistance Fighter - ? ......

As soon as the Ilnd’World War broke out, Louis SAILLANT 
was called up. When the armistice was signed in 1940,- he 
returned to civilian life and for 4 years fought underground 
against the nazi occupiers. g ' - ■ ; ■■

In August 1940, after getting in touch again with the 
CGT, he entered the underground movement to reorganize the 
trade union forces and became part cf the clandestine Federal 
Headquarters of the CGT.

- ' I / • ’

After 3 years in the French people’s struggle against 
nazism, he was appointed CGT representative on the National
Resistance Council on 27 Lay 1943, and in.September of that 
year he became a member of the permanent Secretariat cf that 
body. -

On 11 September 1944, after Paris had been liberated 
and while the war against Hitler continued, Louis SAILLANT was 

. unanimously chosen President of the National Resistance Council.

French trade union delegate to the World Trade Union 
Conference, London. '

■

After the collapse of Hitler ’ s'Army-under the attacks 
of the Red Army, the Allied Forces and the people’s Resistance 
Movements, the French trade unions were firmly convinced of 
the need for unity among labour forces throughout the world, 

—to ensure a. lasting peace and to protect the interests of the 
working class.



The C-G.T. nominated Louis SAILLANT its fraternal delegate 
to the British Trade Union Congress in October 1944. In the , •; ' 
last few months of-that year , many useful discussions were 
held between the British, French end Soviet trade unions in? 
preparation for a World Trade Union Conference. Along wLth 
-Byottog Benoit Frachon, Louis SATTIA NT was a member of the' 
C.G.T. delegation which attended the... first session of the Franco—-*.. 
Soviet Trade Union Committee from-.9'< to 19 January. On 6 Febru- v 
ary 1945, in presence of the'most eminent trade union leaders 
from every country, the World Trade Union Conference opened 
in London with Louis SAT LT ANT as Vice-Chairman.

i - ’U " - -•'sLouis SAILLANT took a most active part in the debates, 
particularly those concerning .the ■ admission of trade unions 
from Italy, Bulgaria, Roumania end Finland and on the’ future 
of Germany. . - i ; -'A A.

General Secretary of the World Federation of Trade Unions
X - ■

As Secretary of the 13-member'Committee appointed by.
the Conference to draft the Constitution of the future World 
Federation of Trade Unions, Louis SAILLANT travelled with the 
Committee to San Francisco. " ” • - .

He submitted the Committee's conclusions to the Congress 
Conference held on 25 September 1945 at the Palais de Chaillot, 
Paris. With’the adoption of the Constitution, which governs 
the W.F.T.U. activities today, the World Federation of Trade 
Unions was born -and world unity in the trade union movement 
at last became a reality.

The young Secretary of the C.G.T. was unanimously 
elected General Secretary of the WiP.T.U* by acclamation. 
Since that time, Louis SAILLANT’S entire activity has been 
identified with that of the W.F.TJJ.

Once the programme and Constitution hud been approved 
'unanimously, his loyalty to them became a sacred principle. For 
that reason, he opposed the divisionists in 1949 and.pefused_f_o_______  
set the W.F.T.U. on the road to class collaboration and submission 
to imperialist monopoly interests.



Because of the way he held to his principles and his 
j ' ■ . - 1 ’ \

dynamic conception of'the post - of General Secretary, he was 
’Vvt* 

unanimously re-elected at the and World
Trade Union Congresses held in July 1949, October 1953 and 
October 1957. .

In recognition of his untiring activity on behalf of 
peace-and for the defence, and later the-restoration, of 
international trade union unity', he was awarded the Inter
national LENIN PEACE PRIZE in November 1958.

All those who have worked and fought with him join 
in congratulating Louis SAILLANT on his 50th birthday and 
on his 34 years of tireless activity on behalf of the working 
class and of peace; they wish him long life and good health 
at the head of the World Federation of Trade Unions.

Long life to Wotheg SAILLANT, and good health so that 
he may continue his work for many years to come at the head . 
of our W.F.T.U.l

.oOo.



HIS STRUGGLE

If we v?ant to lead the v’orld towards a
civilization where humanity and justice shall be supreme, let . 
us forge the powerful tool of social security and peace which 
the U.F.T.U. will be. Let us do this because those who sent 
us here-expect nothing else from us..*”' :

(Extract from a discussion during the 
Conference Congress, September 25 - 
October 8,. 1945, Paris).

oOo

rhe T.F.T.U. has always protested against the
resort to force as a way of solving differences between States. 
V’e have affirmed our preference and our support for every 
policy of peaceful negotiation-between governments, "ith the 
sovereign rights of each people respected. * V’e have stressed 
th°t the struggle against war, as well as resistance to 
aggressive policies, are inseparable from a correct under
standing of the causes of war. The idea of the inevitability 
of war has been fought against by the'U .F-.T .U . It has called 
on all the workers of the world to take part in the Front of' 
Defenders of Peace... Permanent action for a just and lasting 
peace is one of the ’’raisons d’etre” of the \V .F.T.U....”

This Congress must certainly proclaim forcefully
the incompatibility’ on the one hand of social end human progress 
and the possibilities of satisfying the working population’s 
normal aspirations for a better life,- and on the other, large 
military budgets, the upkeep of costly armies, programmes for 
accelerating arms production, and the plans for a third world 
war. After affirming this incompatibility, this Congress, 

-nnspiredrbx’tohn^ ernational trad2 union experience of the
past 45 months, must call upon all workers to unity’ closely



and to act to check this policy of ruin and of threatening v;ar. 
This policy must make way for one of Peace, continued social 
progress and well-being for the workers and their families, 
which will allow the trade union organisations to develop

•» - . * ■ '• ■ ^7 * '
their activities and make them even more-fruitful..

(Extracts from Report-of the Proceedings 
of the Ilnd ’World Trade Union Congress, 
June 29 - July 9, 1949, Milan)

.... oOo.....

”... This new stage in the history of the international 
working class movement confirmed an unchanging principle, namely, 
that everywhere, under all circumstances of social life, the 
united action of the workers and their trade unions always ■ 
precedes organic trade‘union unity...”

T’... Organic trade union unity did not come about in 
1945 as if by- magic. It was the result of an ardent struggle 
waged for decades to remove all the obstacles placed in the way 
of international working class solidarity, fraternal under
standing and mutual aid between the workers of all countries, by 
the enemies of this solidarity, understanding and mutual aid..."

”... The workers of the whole world wil? overcome every 
obstacle which tries to prevent them from uniting and proclaiming 
their community of interests.

Because they belong to the same class they take part in 
the same battles in constantly rising numbers.

In the capitalist, colonial and semi-colonial countries 
these class brothers and sisters will further improve the work 
of their unions for bread, peace, liberty, national independence 
and democracy.

They will link their hands even more with the strong 
hands of their brothers and sisters in the Soviet Union, People’s 
China and the People’s Pemoc",acies.
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Let us march boldly forward, brothers, to fresh 
victories. Let us have faith in our future success, and 
watchfulness in our daily struggles.

Together we created the V'orld Federation of Trade 
Unions eight years ago, to put a fresh weapon into the hands of 
the workers of every country, to make possible new successes 
for them and'to'forge new victories...”

(Extracts from the Beport of Activity 
presented, to the Hird World Trade Union 
Congress, October 10 - 21, 1953, Vienna)
.... oOo.....

”... The struggle against colonialism is a historical 
necessit3^ for the world trade union movement because it is in 
keeping with the vita! interests of v/orkers in all countries.'

Ever since its foundation,^ the U.F.T.U. has headed the 
workers and peoples in colonial and semi-colonial countries with 
a view to helping them to the best of its abilities to defend 
their democratic and social rights, and win their main everyday 
demands.

It has supported the national independence movement of 
peoples under foreign domination, and has stood by the side of 
the workers who are forging the vast liberation movement which 
is sweeping the world clean of colonialism.

The u.F.T.U. repeats its call to the workers and trade 
unions in dependent and colonial countries and territories to 
bind their trade union movement closely to the national 
liberation movements in which an alliance is being established 
between the workers*and other sections of the population, and in 
particular the peasantry who are fighting for national aims 
common to all.

”TrfThis^phase* of ’ the history of the trade union 
movement and of its development in the less-developed and
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colonial countries, events have ’gone to show the workers of these 
countries that, while conserving the fundamental and decisive 
nature of the fight against imperialism, it is essential that in 
the economic and social field each trade union should base its: 
actions on a’programme which genuinely represents the working 
class, which is drawn up by the 'working class and sets out their 
demands.

The W.F.T.U. draws the attention:of trade union 
organisations in the under-developed countries and colonial 
territories to the new forms of capitalist exploitation which are 
adopted v.rhen the methods employed in the 19th century and at the 
beginning of the 20th century can .no longer be used by the 
colonialists..

I
”... The need for unity is rooted in the experiences of 

the working class and in the nature and content of their 
struggles for basic everyday demands. In’ realising the fact 
that division among the trade unions serves to increase their' 
exploitation, the workers themselves are creating the conditions 
for uniting their efforts. They are reaching a stage when they 
are able-to show the need for trade union unity wherever it fails 
to exist.

Experience of the workers’ struggles shows that unity 
encourages recruitment into the trade unions and helps to 
establish new unions where -none existed previously...” -

”... Unity is not an abstract matter. The fight' for
unity cannot become a mere subject for sentimental oratory.

Unity is a fight for something: for the demands and 
interests of working men and women.

The necessity for unity does not lead to the 'abandon
ment of principled struggle for the sake of achieving it at any 
price or under any conditions.

The workers do not need unity of that kind. It would 
involve implications alien to their real needs and to their real 
demands

(Extracts from the Report submitted to the 
IVth World Trade Union Congress,
October 4 - 15, 1957, Leipzig)
...........oOo......... ..
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WORLD F E DERATION OF TRADE UNIONS

"The w or? tiers of the rorld'have learned with'enthusiasm 
of the magnificent success vjon by the 'Workers and peonle of Japan 
in their powerful and courageous struggle against the U.S.” 
Japanese Treaty and American military bases by compelling the 
reactionaries to give way and cancel Fisenhorer’s visit to Japan.

”0n behalf of 101 million members, the V’orld Federation 
of Trade Unions most sincerely congratulates the workers and 
people of Japan and SCHYO, which inspired the struggle, on this 
success with its valuable lessons for the workers and forces of 
peace in all countries. It reassures them of its full fraternal 

( solidarity and wishes them complete victory.

"The Y’orld Federation of Trade Unions greets the 
courageous democrats and fighters for peace and pays homage to the 
victims of police terror and fascist provocations. It expresses 
deep sympathy with the families of those who have lost their lives 
in this struggle for peace and freedom.

tsThe workers of all countries encouraged by this success 
of the Japanese people,- by their unity and militancy, will 
increase their-joint struggle for their comr.cn objectives, for 
disarmament, the banning .of nuclear weapons, the removal of 
military bases and for democratic liberties".

Published by the Press Department 
of the V’.F.T.U.
No: 155

comr.cn


June 20, 1960

PRESS C0I1UNIQUE

v;.F.T.U.'TO THE NATIONAL CONFEDERATIOj

OF TRADE UNION! 0’

The Secretariat of the, W.F.T.U. 
has sent the follovjing telegram 
to the National Confederation of 
Trade Unions of Mali;

"On the occasion of the declaration of the independence 
of the Federation of Mali on June 20, the World Federation of 
Trade Unions sends you its warmest greetings and asks you to 
convey its heartiest congratulations to the working class and 
people of Mali, This important ,step towards complete - political 
■and'economic independence for your country is the result of the . 
consistent struggle by the united workers and people supported by 
the national liberation movement of the oppressed peoples vdiich is 
characteristic of ou^ age, and by active international solidarity 
from all the workers. We. express our sincere desire that your 
unity and actions will be further strengthened so that you may go 
forward towards,nev? and important successes' for the complete 
independence of your'country, for.the protection and extension of 
trade union rights and democratic liberties and for the application 
of economic and social programmes guaranteeing an improvement of 
living standards and working conditions for workers in town and 
country. In the name of its 101 million members the W.F.T.U. 
promises its staunch support for the unity of the working class of 
your country and of all Africa in the common fight against 
colonialism and imperialism, for independence, complete 
sovereignty, a better life and for peace."

.... oOo....
Published by the Press Department 
of the W.FiT.Uc
No. 157



WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS’

Jnck LAP, Convenor nt Chrrdlow’s, n 
Irrge engineering fret or,y nt Sheffield, 
Snglmd, told the k.f.T.U. rs.dio 

correspondent: 

:,As tr~.de unionists, the Stew-rds' Committee of which
I -n Convenor end the members inside the factory we represent, 
hive side ay side with other tro.de unionists played ~ prominent 
pmt in the growing movement rg.inst nucleor weo.pons ;nd for o.
peaceful solution to world problems. ■ -■

::The : ctive porticiprtion of mony trnde union members 
end their willingness to iwke sone contribution to the cruse of 
pm.ee, shews o genuine desire on their pert to see on end to 
the nuclear mms rr.ee md o. genuine settlement between the 
Gre"t Powers for peoce "nd friendship.

"Only lost week' our Shop Ttowmds’ Committee r.ssoci te 
themselves with o. Pe~.ce morch from uotherhm to Sheffield. Shop
Stewords c.irried our Stewards’ Committee b inner md in addition 
g we fi nr nc i r.1 supp or t.

:,lfnturrlly when the Summit Hooting, which we h?d 
comp'-igned for mo. supported over r. lonp period did net tike 
pl nee, this crused widespread dismry md disrppointment. Howeve 
vhen \.Te consider the develops mt r ler.uing to the cmc^ll;.tion 
of the trims, then tie biome should be plrced scuirely on the 
shculdips of those responsible for this "ositi.nc The U«S« 
spy pl me incident wos pi 'gpmt provocation on the eve of the 
oumui L t ’11.3, "nd iv is well known, tint the d’estern Powers ’.sere
never ween on r Tunnit Conference mmwm

tro.de
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;' 11 hns been sci d t?-~t 1 1?.Hocni 11 on di d hi s best 
to p:tch up the quorrel-between Bisonhower end Krushchov erected 
by the spy plone incident. In lay opinion if Mocmillon hod 
reolly wonted to be helpful ho would, hove condemned this 
provocative oction by the'American Government. It is my opinion 
that the compnign for the ending’ of the nuclecr orms ro.ee end 
internet! onol agreement on disermonent should be noised to a 
higher level still end pressure should be brought to beor on 
the British Government to officially support on eorly meeting 
of the Greo.t Powers -i th the cleor under st ending tho.t 
provocative oction by ony government similar to the U-2 plone 
’will be condemned by our Government. Only by such independent 
octi on oy the British Government con wc hope to achieve 
interno.tionol o.greement ond disonmnment ond on end to nuclecr 
we opens.

:;I feel confident th^t in the future British tro.de
unionists will be even more octive to ochievG this end.3

tro.de
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WORLD FEDERATION OFJLRADE UNIONS

??ierre GBFSOUS, Secretary of the\ Metalworkers ■
’ Tni on of F r anc e ted ay st at e d in an i nt e r vi ew 
£bout the National Day of action for the 
satisfaction of the metalworkers' demands:

/ •
;:A rational tjay of action for the satisfaction of workers’ 

claims had been launched by our Union, Tn view of the success 
our slogans have met \7ith among the metalworkers, the Socialist 
Force Curriere and the French Confoderation of Christian Corkers 
(CFTC) also had to launch a week of action from June o to 11 for 
the satisfaction of claims#

::In the factories,• tov.’ns and districts, work stoppages 
have often been organised at the joint appeal of the local 
organisations of the' CGI, CFiC.andFO: a ver.".’ large number of 
metalworkers took part in this movement#

■ In many meetings the demonstrators were waving their 
posters and chanting slogans demanding an end to the v/ar in Algeria, 

-’hile the metalworkers are struggling against the effects of 
the policy of Fe Gaulle’s Government, they have not forgotten one 
or the.most important causes.of.their impoverishment:. the Algerian, 
w ar o

::ihe metalworkers are claiming a substantial increase in 
their wtp-esp wages differ considerably in the metal industry# 
T'*.ey vary from one factory to another, from one region to another 
and often the differences between then are very great# But they 
have two things in conmn:

- everywhere thev are insufficient:

- train purchasing power has dropned by 12G since 
c--L 1 c co r v Q- g< ■ cor.. ire nt s j_ ' l- i c s #

;;The incrcss-? 4di&t—de-anding varies 
according to factory and region: in general, they are as^dng up to 
between 20 c. id 50 francs an hot r»
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’:The second demand is for shorter working hours without 
loss of. pay, and an ultimate return to the 40-hour week.

I * *‘^he third important demand is for paid national holidays.
/’The fourth demand is for four \veeks paid holidays.

:llnd lastly the metalworkers are demanding that the 
retiring ale should be 61 and 55 for those doing hard jobs.

t:These demands can be satisfied by taking something off 
the enormous profits of capitalist companies. I would like to 
give simply one example: the Usinor company made a profit in 1959 
of 12 thousand million, that is to say, one million per worker. 
There is enough there to meet the demands of the usinor metalworkers.

r:I would like to make it clear that the action for the 
satisfaction of de lands did not begin on June 9. be can say that 
the metalworkers started this action several weeks ago. The forms 
of struggle are different, and they have multiplied in the 
enterprises, workshops, departments and offices, and then spread to 
the whole factory. and from there to all the establishments of one 
firn, and sometimes to all the factories of an industrial centre.

Klt is a movement that never flags, and it -is strong 
because it has its roots in the enterprises and it wil? continue 
under the multiple forms as it has begun until such a time as the 
employers will listen-to- reason...............................

:: Already a few of then have been force 1 to consent to a 
fgw wage incre/ses. Tne aietalw outers consider that these are 
insufficient and that is why vie can foresee that the struggle wild 
continue to grow in the days to come.;i
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(Press Release)

700,000 participants out of a 
population of 13.5 million.

1 
Prague, June 23 (By Cable).

The biggest mass display of gymnastics in the world, the 
"Bpartahiade", held every five years, was opened in Prague today 
with, more than 700,000 participants out of a total population of 
13.5 million. Twice as many had been practising every week for 
two years the exercises they are now performing together on the 
big stadium overlooking Prague. On the first day of the Sparta- 
xiade, which is to last until the 3rd of July; 96,171 girls and 
boys performed - 16,000 at each display. This number will go up 
to 30,000 when adults will fill the vast -round of the stadium 
at the last days of the Spartakiade. From the stands, 140,000 
spectators were cheering at the exercises carried out with the 
utmost precision and grace. Especially cheered were the youngest 
group of participants, children under 8 years of age, who performed 
their ’’Fairy Tale” with remarkable harmony, grace and ease. 
Elder children, youths and members of the army performed "Joyful 
Spring”, "Red Playballs’’, "Be Prepared”, "Through Courage to

- discipline, Skill and Endurance" and "Youth, Beauty and Strength”.

The displays were watched by members of the Czechoslovak 
Government, diplomats, thousands of visitors from abroad and many 
journalists from 30 countries, including India.
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UAR WOULD YEAN SUICIDE OF GREAT BRITAIN AND ANNIHILATION 
OF MANKIND, SAY BRITISH TRADE UNIONISTS

Joan MAYNARD, Secretary of the Yorkshire County Committee 
of the National Union of Agricultural Workers of Great 
Britain (I.C.F.T.U), expressed her personal views on 
recent world events in a discussion with the V'.F.T.U. -
radio correspondent. Excerpts from this extensive 
conversation are reproduced below; -

• * , 1 / v.
"I think that the failure of * the ■ Summit Conference was 

engineered by the U.S.A. I think that they took the drastic step of 
sending a spy plane over Russia because they understood how strong the 
forces for peace are-today and they felt that a really drastic step had 
to be taken in order to make sure of wrecking the Summit," began Joan 
Maynard. Later'she spoke about the trade unions and NATO.

"From a political point of view I think it is a tragedy that 
the right-wing of the Labour Party supports NATO. I think this because, 
as a Socialist, I see our support for NATO as fatal not only to the 
Labour movement but to Britain. To me, NATO is a capitalist-military 
alliance against the -workers’ states in Eastern Europe, and as a 
Socialist I could never take any part in an alliance of that kind. 
These important and vital issues will be decided at the T.U.C. and 
Labour Party Conferences this autumn.” . ..............

"The President cf my own Union, Edwin Gooch, M.P., speaking 
at our Conference last week, said: fIn February I put my name to a 
motion on the order paper of the House of Commons which deplored the 
decision to increase- arms expenditure involving further waste of 
resources which should be devoted to human, need, and rejected the 
nuclear arms policy which threatened the suicide of Great Britain and 
the annihilation of mankind while providing no defence, and calling upon 
the Government to give a positive lead for peace and total disarmament 
by renouncing the testing and production of nuclear weapons and the use

' of our soil for nuclear bases.’ He said: ’I hope Conference endorses
my action.’ I endorse his action wholeheartedly and the Conference
—showed their support for it-by"their applause. I hope and think that 
this policy will become the policy of the labour and trade union 
movements before the end of this year.”

....oOo....
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th vehement wrath .end anger nt the 
.ee clicue, are observing the 10 th
the Korean war by- the American- ic

rea. burning 
ts and gyngnsn 
he provocation 
lyngmen Rheeites

.
11A gigantic struggle has been unfolded by the Korean 

people for making the U.S. aggressive troops to suit South Korea 
immediately, putting an end to the fascist terrorist rule in South 
Korea, and unifying peacefully the country.

r,0n Maron 15, the day of ■■presidential elections1’, the 
South Korean people rose up in on uprising against the American 
imperialists and Syngman Rhee puppet clique throughout the length 
end breadth of South Korea. The popular uprising has driven 
Syngman Rhee out of -presidency1’ end shaken the U.S. colonial rule 
to its very foundation.

’The heroic popular uprising is the outburst of anger 
end wrath which have been brewing in the hearts of the South Korean 
people headed by the working class for the past 15 years cf the fascist terrorist rule. cP. U..S. .imperialists and. Syngmon Rheeites.

;;Upon liberation from the colonial rule of Japanese 
imperialism by the Soviet Army on August 15, 1945, the working 
class and people in the northern part of Korea uprooted once and 
for all what they suffered in the post.

::The northern port of our country has been converted into 
a prosperous socialist industrial-agriculturcl country where the 
'working class is the master of the country and a soJnd mate ri al 
foundation has been-laid for solving peacefully the Korean question 
by Koreans themselves, If the U.S. imperialists hod withdrown from. 
South Korea ..and the reoctionory rule of Syngmcn Rhee hod been 
o ooli shed, our f etheric nd would hove been unified long ago, the 
notional eclcnomy pould have been developed in South Korea, the 
-outn^Koregt peopns would not have suffered from poverty and 
nun-rights os they are suffering today. Instead they would have 
lon0 been enjoying a hoppy life together with us<: began LI AOK SJU7 

— he then went on:



■’^e hove made consistent, sincere efforts to turn 
armistice into a lasting peace ond unify peacefully the country, 
end advanced time ond again the most practical and concrete pro
grammes for the realization of the country’s peaceful unification.

:;he proposed to realize at least free travel end postal 
exchange between North end South.Koren. \Ie offered to send relief- 
goods to the South K or eon unejnplpyed. null, victim 
calamities. ft

:;The Ge nerol Federation of Tro.de Unions of Korea. proposed 
on many occasions’,! or establishing- mutual. contents between the 
working people of North and South Korea, j onh exchanging delegations 
of workers, sports ond cultural de legations and vacationers.

::But, U.'S. imperialists .ond Syngman pheeites turned down 
these sincere proposals. : In conclusion LI LON SOU stated:

-e 't ~4 As- • 1 ong as the U. S. imper i oil st s occupy South K oreb. end 
the" puppet rule is maintained, there can be neither pence in Kore< 
nor freedom ond happiness for the South Korean workers ond people.

•:The experience of the Koreon war showed both the Korean 
people ond the progressive mankind throughout the world that 
aggravated tension in Koren is a great menace to peo.ce in Koren, 
the For I'*st, ond the rest of the world.

■:U.S. imperialists threatening peo.ce in Asi' ond the world 
must get out of South Korea nt once, with oil the if weapons including 
atomic weapons -and-guided missies that they brought into South Koren.

; Today, the international climate is turning in favour of 
the struggle of the Koreon working class ond people who ore fight
ing for their national rights, for shaping their destiny by them
selves, ond for unifying oeccefull” their country.

Due to unremitting efforts of the powerful socialist 
comp headed by the Soviet Union and the peace-loving people the 
world over,-the idea. of peo.ce i-s continuing triumphant march, 
whereas the machinations of imperialist's herded by U.S. imperialism 
to start c. new wcr ore met with powerful rejections in oil ports 
of .the world hnd ore smashed.

" Should U.S. imperiolists remin in South Korea ond attempt 
to o.chieve their wild dream cf aggression, it will bring only their 
own des tructi on.

•:kith the powerful support ond cncourogement from the work
ing clo.ss ond honest-minded, peo.ce—loving people all over the world 
the Koreon working class ond people v;ill certainly moke the U.S. 
troops withdraw from South Korea, abolish the puppet ruling , 
o.pporatus, ond unify peacefully the country.

••On the occasion of the 10th anniversary cf the outbreak cf 
the Korean^yor, I, in the nnae cf the whole working clo.ss of Korea, 
give our sincere aho.nks to the working class ond tra.de unions 
throughout tho world-for their active support and encourogament to 
the ji^st struggle of rhe Korean working class and people And at
the same rime, -1 ezapress our firn confidence that you wil3. send more 
positive support and encouragement to us in our just struggle for

homiaon enemy U.S. imperialists quit South Korea, and 
unifying peacefully car country.”

Tro.de
tra.de
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sent the rol 
to the Madage.sc: 
Federation:

• On the occasion of the reel motion of independence of 
your country, the Ihp.T.U. sends to you end to the workers and 
people of Madagascar its 7A..mest congratulations . This success- 
is the result of the united action of the workers and people of 
Me. dagoscor and of the powerful liberation movement of oppressed 
peoples supper ted by the active solidarity of the'workers of the 
world. It opens the way to hew victories for your complete 
political and economic independence. It represents progress not 
only for the people of Madagasccr but it is also a help and 
encouragement for all peoples -■.'.ho arc struggling against colonial
ism. Together. with ell the workers of the world the for Id 
Federation of Trade Unions which has always supported you in your 
fight for national independence will remain at your side in the ' 
struggle for the strengthening of your national independence, for 
ahe improvement of your living and working conditions, for trade 
union freedoms end democratic rights, for the ores er vat ion of 
peace lid for disarmament. Long live the independence of 
Madagascar, long live the unity of the workers end people of 
Maoaguscar ana long live international "Working class solidarity •



Yo s hi oj . 1 HILI , S t and i ng L ir e c ’’a ar c ? - t he Gen er : 1
Council of Trade Unions of Japan--(independent) 
Was interviewed by the J.J.T.U<-radio corres- 

_ rjondent on the recent developments in J a; an.

The Japanese people hove waged 13 waves of. notion- 
wide united action .against -the revision of. the Japan-U-3* - 
Secur itj’ Treaty with the People’s Congress Jigainst the Revision 
cf Jopan-U.J. Security 'Treaty acting as the core." said Yoshio 
liinami in the interview, parts of which are reproduced here:

On June 4, the movement reached a peak with 5.6 
million workers participated in it. Led by the Hational Railway 
,. or her s’ Union : nd other unions of the transportation industry, 
the June 4th powerful action vos i-ost orderly.

:phe salient feature of the recent Japanese people’s.. 
anti-Trecty ratification struggle is in the f; ct that the 
movement is supported by and participated in by a great numb er 
of people.

::The Rishi Cabinet and the Lib er al-Eemo srotic Rorty 
took uhdescribably hideous, provocative action. However, to 
their regret, the majority of the google turned out more and 
more furious over the terr eristic woe osures taken by the Govern
ment, and over the ratification of the Japan-U. J. .Security 
Treaty. They have risen courageously demanding the inaediate 
dissolution of the Diet. _• .

’:ln the upsurge of the notion’s anger, the General 
Council of Trade Unions of Jc.pcn (Lohyo) carried out a powerful 
strike on Jme 15 against the \d it of U.S. Jresident Hisenhower. 
which vjLs slated for June 10, ma. ag_.inst the U.S. Government 
which planned President Eisenhower'-s visit to J no on.

■'The people stood wo fiercely in opposition to the 
Kishi Cabinet and financial circles and the Liberal-Democratic 
Party which ploamed the President’s visit to Japan.

'j, / _ ’"The June 15 strike -was po'wcrfully supported by the
mijor i vy ox «ne :*eoule a.no. ma e o ;xe ’ s m*"’3aa at o Jod b*-T th 
-.working class made o' dynamic -dvmce. '7



•:0n the basis- of this c sac option, Sanyo was determined 
to do everything it could to ban his visit. s

■. ‘ "Tho Councillor ’s meeting cl hohyo which met June 16
discussed the. situation since Juris: Id., nnen ths Govern yent-used 
the 'armed police and hundreds of gangsters and took the most 
terroristic provocative action .ton iris- the demonstr ators includin 
the students. unionists end .citizens. / il -

• •. ■ ; JSOxhyo was furious over the fact that the policemen
stood with their eyes closed and arms folded while the gangsters 
were assaulting at the demonstrators with nailed clubs, stones, 
long bamboo.sticks, etc. n

... - J- •: '--"I'her- the students uniting with the’ National Federation
of Students', lutonomous associations (Jengakuren) lodged a fierce 
and just protest to the police in this connection, the police 
took further provocative action to the demonstrators by wilfully 
drawing them into the Diet compound '/here they were stationing 
and attached the students, and other demonstrator s at random with 
iron clubs.

These acts of violence results
student of Tokyo University, kiss Jamb... 
the me jofity cf .the people forced the his 
reluctantly pive unfits plan to invite.fr 
Japan at this moment.

d in a death of a girl 
Fury and outrage of

hi C abi ne t t o
esident Eisenhower to

:;The visit of Eisenhower being cancelled, Kishi having 
resigned, we still have -severe! t'rgeto tower! *7hich we must go" 
on ri gating^ ae must entirely ban the ratification of the
Japnn-U.3. Security Treaty, force the List to dissolve.

■Jeeuiess to say, c.ll the people of J yn end Sohyo. 
could never approve- the revised Treaty.

"Our struggle continues until the current niet disbonds 
and a. new democratic cabinet is formed.

•:Cur movement v.rill continue to fight for a really 
democr ati c ca.bine t.

invite.fr
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Gusli ZICKLEH, shop ’ steward of the Siemens-Schuckert 
firm at Vienna (Federation of Austrian Trade Unions 
- ICFTU), spoke with the WFTU radio correspondent on 
"the ■ forthcoming visit of the Soviet Prime Minister 
to Austria. The workers of this enterprise have 

„ invited, by the' intermediary of "the Shop Stewards’
; ? j Committee, Nikita Khrushchov to visit. their factory. .. 

. , ; S:hop.- stewardAZickler said about this•

’’This invitation was preceded by a discussion of the Shop 
te'rards’ Committee. It is thanks to the initiative of the Trade Union 
nity Fraction that this invitation was sent. But the decision to 
nvite the Prime Minister was taken unanimously and in our opinion the 
easons for.it were very simple: it is good for a neutral country to 
e on good terms with the whole world, particularly with neighbouring 
ountries. But, we also’have good economic relations with the Soviet 
nion. Our firm was for a time under Soviet administration and we are 
ery interested not only in maintaining these relations but in 
idening them if possible. Further - and now this is becoming clearer ■ 
t is very advantageous for Austria to be a neutral State. Now that 
he Summit Conference has failed and cnce again it has been possible to 
tate that .the world could be plunged into a serious war, it would seen 
seful to us to- establish good friendly relations with the represent- 
tive of the biggest country in Europe, the Soviet Unions

nThe speeches given by Premier Khrushchov, after Paris, have 
Pearly-shown the whole-hearted desire of the Soviet Union for peaceful 
o-existence, and I am certain that here, on the soil of neutral 
.ustria, the. Premier?-vri 11 say many interesting and imp or t ant ./ thing s ‘ 
oncerning future development, and I think that, to take an analogy, 
ike at the time of the conclusion of the State Treaty, Austria here 
wuld also play an important role.”

To the question: - .j 'j;

”Do you consider that, like at the time of the State Treaty 
.n 1955 when steps were taken _by.„tha-Soviet Union towards relaxation of 
.nternational tension, Austria could be;placed at the centre, let us 
iay from the point of view of world history?” —

Shop steward ZICKXER replied:

”1 think that this is not impossible and nat’urally I would 
'elcome -such a phenomenon.

.....oQo.....



During his stay in Austria, Premier Khrushchov 
will visit the Aus tr o-Fiat works in Vienna on 
Friday of this week. 'Jhen asked by the U.F.T.U. 
radio correspondent why the Shop Stewards* 
Committee had decided to invite Khrushchov, two 
of its members, KNAPIL end L3IW03FFR, Austrian 
Trade Union Federation - ICFTU - replied:

, -'One of the main reasons for our invitation is that we
are very anxious to welcome Premier Khrushchov in cur factory. 
Secondly, our invitation was also sant because we are producing 
the goods which go to the U.S.S.R. as reparations and they 
account for approximately 30 to 40 per cent of the total output 
of our factories.

-Our deliveries will be completed in 1950-61, but we are 
-anxious to continue working for the Soviet Union on a regular, 
basis even after that. $

Khrushchov’s visit will help, most of all, to strengthen 
personal contacts between our workers and the Soviet Union. Some 
time ago.we..had the .pleasure, of receiving a delegation of workers 
from the Likhachov works in Moscow and a delegation from our Shop 
Stewards’ Committee visited their factory.

-This has done much towards establishing personal 
relations end our workers are very ?:een to maintain and increase 
them. " e all believe that good relations with the Soviet Union 
are and always will be extremely useful for co-existence. Ue 
would also be very glad if steps were to be taken throughout the 
world towards disarmament. - '

y:It is very regrettable that as a result of sabotage by 
the Americans, the. Summit Conference was wrecked, but in spite of 
this we want to see co-existence maintained because we want to 
live and work in pence.
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to the I.T.T.U. correspondent on the forth- 
coning visit of prenier-dZh?^^ to Austri

which begins tomorrow;

"In e.11 factories the workers ore having lively discussion 
about Khrushchov’s coming visit and the trade unions are looking 
forward to this visit with keen interest. In these broad dis
cussions various problems ere being raised - not only economic 
problems Such as the settlement of reparations, but also political 
problems. So there is a great deal of talk about our neutrality. 
We know only too well that neutrality cannot ward off the effects 
of atomic weapons and missiles.-'p Neutrality can only be guaranteed 
by the development of the international situation and Austria’s 
neutrality depends, above all, on peaceful co-existence.

■‘The Austrian workers know from their own experience that 
it is necessary to fight for neutrality. In Austria" there were 
many people who were against neutrality. If today there is so much 
talk about co-existence, and if this problem has become' so topical' 
in recent days, I. think' this: Is-because the workers- themselves have 
also come to understand that it-ls: not sufficient to be merely for 
co-existence, but that it is essential to fight for it and that 
they must oppose all those who are against co-existence. The 
workers are particularly, anxious, that Khrushchov’s first visit to
a capitalist country after the torpedoing of the Summit Conference 
by the Americans will give rise to a fresh spirit of co-existence."

0O0
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PRESS COb^JNIQUE

June 30, 1960.

THE GREETS THE PROCLAMATION OF
INDEPENDENCE OF THE "HSLGIAN" CONGO

The Secretariat of the W.F.T.U. has sent the 
following telegram to the trade unions of 
the Congo:

"On the occasion of the proclamation of independence 
of your country, the W.F.T.U. sends its warmest congratulations 
to you and to the workers and the people of the Congo. This 
success is the result of the united action of the workers and 
the people of the Congo and of the powerful national liberation 
movement of oppressed peoples which receives the active solidarity 
of the international working class. Unity is and continues to be 
the surest guarantee for the winning of new victories and for th 3 
liquidation of all vestiges of colonialism.' The World Federation 
of Trade Unions declares its continued support for the cause of 
the 'workers and the people of the Congo and. their struggle for 
the consolidation of their independence, for an improvement in 
living aod working conditions, for trade union liberties and 
democratic rights, for the maintenance of peace and for disarmamen 
Long live the independence of the Congo. Long live the unity 
of the workers and the people of the Congo. < Long live 
international working class solidarity."

Publishe d by the N. F. T. U.
Press Department.
No.159
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the Danube is-the central depot of the 
Austrian miner al oil industry* The A.F.T.U. 
radio, correspondent spoke to the Chairman of : 
the Shop Stewards' Committee there, Johann
RESCH about the visit of Premier Khrushchov 

to Austria which begins today:

. ::Before the Summit Conference our workers decided to 
send a delegation to Paris to present a petition in order to 
contribute to the preservation of peace. Unfortunately our plan 
for a delegation and a petition could not be carried out. All, 
or almost all'the 450 workers and employees in our firm .signed 
this petition. We also made a. collection to finance the journey 
of three delegates to Paris. But since the Americans wrecked the 

I _ xconference the journey never took place. Our Shop Stewards’ 
Committee then discussed the question end decided to invite 
Khrushchov to visit us. We would be happy if this visit took 
place. He have informed the Soviet Embassy in Vienna of our 
decision.

::l’e think however premier IZhrushchov might not have the 
time to come to our depot and we have discussed this in our Shop 
Stewards’ Committee. In that case v,re will try to see him wherever 
he is whether it be at his official residence or at the Austro-Fiat 
factory or elsewhere during his stay in our country.” 

< . -
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Vincenzo GALETTI, General Secretary of the 
Trade Unions International of'Agricultural 
and Forestry c Yorkers (Trade Department of 
the U.F.T .Uv); told, the Y’.F.T.U. radio 

■correspondent: -
' ' M ■ . ■ ■ -

"On July 1, the Italian agricultural workers and 
labourers are going to declare a.nation-wide 24-hour strike, 
They will be supported bythe tenant farmers who, led in unit3r by 
their trade union organisations,- have decided to strengthen their 
long battle, refusing to thrash the corn and take part in the 
harvesting of summer crops,

"The strike on July 1 will bring their struggle into a 
more advanced and broader stage since it will involve several 
million workers. The Italian workers have reached this stage 
after a number of limited struggles conducted at- a factory, distric 
and regional level. But nearly all the workers concerned took 
part in these struggles,

"That are the Italian agricultural workers demanding? 
First of all, a radical change in the present economic policy of 
intensive capitalist development pursued by the big landowners 
and the monopolies. This is precisely the object of the struggle 
for a change in the policy and content of the ’’Green Plan”.

- . - -’'Their determination and participation in the struggle 
illustrates that the Italian workers are fully aware of the 
reactionary. and class nature .of the policy of European integration 
and they are fighting this policy with all their strength and 
determination, If the system of the European Common Market is 
applied, the Italian countryside will be ’’depopulated”. France, 
and even more so Vest Germany provide, a warning example: hundreds 
of thousands of peasants will be ruined; millions of workers will 
be driven from the land and forcedto emigrate.

’’They understand that theirs is a battle for life and 
death which will decide the future and which to a great extent 
determines the democratic development of their country,

"There can be no doubt that these struggles serve as an 
example and as ah incentive for the workers in the other Common 
Market countries,

• •
’•Naturally, these struggles are related to the problems 

arising from the conclusion of the new collective agreement and a 
general wage increase as well as to the recognition of trades, a 
•new metayage agreement which would stipulate new criteria for the
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sharing out of running expenditure and the distribution of 
produce, advantageous for the tenant farmers. These battles 
are further related to the demand for the opening of negotiations 
in the country for the settlement, of employment problems, joint 
participation and other forms’of land tenancy and to the solution 
of various social security problems which still exclude 
agricultural workers and labourers from the same benefits enjoyed 
by the- other workers.

effort 
and to

-:The. landowners, will * put/a stiff reistance. Every 
will be made to weaken the determination of the workers 
break their unity.. •

a: long and courageous struggle can bring the. "Only
Italian employers to see reason

"It is certain that the Italian agricultural 
inspired by their tradition of 60 years of trade union 
vTill again prove equal to the occasion.

workers,

i;And agricultural workers all over the world are in 
complete solidarity with them, with their families and with their 
united struggle.t:
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In protest against attempts to deprive 
civil servants of some of their basic 

-trade union rights when they • organised tp® 
a big five-day strike in July, the All 
Indian Trade Union Congress (U.F.T.U.), 
the United Trade Union Congress (inde- 

e pendent) and the Hind Me^door Sabha 
(I.C•F»T.U«)observed September 2 as 
Trade Union Rights Day. The Secretariat 
of the J.F.T.U. has sent the following 
telegrem to the three organisations:

” On the occasion of Trade Union Rights Day, the 
World Federation of Trade Unions entends full 
solidarity to all Indi an‘workers of different 
affiliations in their united action for the 
defence of their basic rights, particularly the 
right to strike for all categories of workers. 
The u .F.T'»U. demands cancellation of all repressive 
measures-.and sanctions- against the strikers. The 
W.F.T.U* wishes your united struggle every success.1’'

Published by the W.F.T.U.
Press Dept. Mo. 177.
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■'A Week of. International Action organised by the 
national Union of-French Miners is being observed 
throughout France at the present moment. On this, 
occasion, Leon LELFOSSE, General Secretary of the 
Union has made the following statement :

• , - • • ■ - ■• . ■ . • . • ■ - ... - ..; . . ». .. . \ 
' ' - - - ' . . •.. .. .. • ■■■■■ - ’

Our 54^ Congress that was held in May decided to organise 
a Week of International‘Action. The reason for this is quite simple: 
in general, the miners in the capitalist countries, have to cope with 
a crisis which they are fighting in various ways. The purpose of our 
Week is to organise campaigns so as to demonstrate our active solid
arity, especially under the present conditions with our brothers in 
Japan, Chile and South Africa. But more than this, our Week of Action 
is to demonstrate the support of the French miners for the united 
trade union front formed by the-miners of the ECSC countries.
In fact, for the same reasons, the crisis is having the same effect 
on the miners of France, Belgium, Germany, Luxemburg, Holland and 
Italy. Therefore, in face of the European Steel and Coal Community 
the. international. cartel of the coal, trusts, .it. is. necessary to _ 
organise a powerful miners' front to achieve the same demands: the 
struggle against the dismantling of the mines, for shorter hours cf 
work in the mines, higher wages and more adequate social security 
and the struggle for better safety and health protection. This is the 
significance of our .'eek of International Action. However, this would 
be far from complete if we did not make it quite clear that another 
and perhaps the most important aim of our keek is to muster the most 
militant .miners for the struggle for peo.ee and against the intentions 
of the revenge-seeking nazis in .est Germany who have not abandoned 
their plans. And in this-connexion, -we would like to help, our German 
brothers in the nines of the Fuhr. Gur Week of Action is further 
closely related to '1115 'Taykfor peace in Algeria to be observed in 
France on June 28. This explains why the French miners are signing
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tens of thousands of letters which are being, sent to their opposite 
numbers in the countries of' the European Coal and Steel Community. 
A delegation of our Union will hand over these letters to the Miners' 
Congress of Federal Germany which opens in Dortmund on July 3. Ue are 
certain that our Week of Action will have widespread repercussions.

y It. will pave the road to international unity among the miners which 
is the. ardent desire of our Miners’ Trade Union International belonging 
to the World Federation of Trade unions.y -

f' / ■, ■ .
Achille BLONDEAU, Secretary of the 
National Union of French Miners 

" declared :
% * ' •

Oar 54Federal Congress took the unanimous decision to
* observe a Week of International Action and Solidarity. The first 
action taken during the .’eek is a widespread collection campaign in 
all the pits and surface mines. For whom do we-need to collect money? 
For the Chilean miners who have been on.strike for several weeks and 
v.ho suffered great -hardships in the disaster that has Just occurred 
in-'their country. To help the Mitsui miners at Miike in Japan who

. have also been out for many weeks. To help the trade unions in South 
Africa to give relief to the families of the coloured miners,killed 
during the recent mining disaster since the racist government of 
South Africa has abandoned them completely,. and to help the trade 
unions to organise the miners. Ue are also anxious to help all 
miners in- a general way who are' exposed to'persecution by the 
government and'the-employers . he shall demonstrate our. solidarity, 
especially, with the Spanish miners who are detained in Franco

■ prisons, as well as their families. 'The French-miners are going 
through difficult times - in view of the fact that they are being 
hit by unemployment - But their feelings of' solidarity are strong 
and we are confident that they will all contribute to'the collection 
-in the knowledge that the .financial sacrifice they are making is 
needed .to help their brothers abroad.
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• /back XfX^T, :Becr st ary-of-the i'cnt 1 roa of the 
krtional Union df iineworkers ’ of Gi’eat Britain 
(I07TU) today, spoke v/ith the radio
correspondent in 'a. personal capacity:

•The nr obieras in cool' minin” ore not confined to the ' . 1
British cool nines. They extend gener. lly to those countries with 
capitalist economies; those countries ’.hose economies are unplanned 

% I ' ■ *•nd where the mode end trends of production we geared to making 
profit for o. few instead of meeting tho needs of the many.

••'In Britain many pits hove been closed or ere scheduled 
for closure. Sections of pits have been closed and single shift 
warning has 'Iso been introauced.

:The present crisis in British coal-mining has arisen 
mainly because of the policy of the British. government, a policy 
tna.t has by design iven the oil monopolists in Britain every 
opportunity and advantage to exploit tho fuel energy supply market. 

✓
.is ■. result of this policy many thouc; nls cf miners h_ve left and 
•are. Ie ving the industry. -The uncertainty cf tho future and 
insecurity of-employment-has preeiji-t ated-o tremendous exodus of 
men from British cool mining.

I . • - ■ ■■ ■• Tne British line worker s’ Unicn. in associrtian with the 
a.a.'j. 'nd *cne 4csour P'V'cy. n ve icin', d in consultation about the 
problems in mining *nu general a green a.. _t on some principal policy 
points has been r e.-.-.ched.

Firs*cly. tne need far ~n cvor.'H fuel policy “herein . 
the contribution of fuel energy plie then coal, oil, methane gas,

to tide notional economy.

.re .Huxxj- import nt i^c-ors —ted to the issue of
a fuel policy ap.rt from a firm wl^ce for coal, fir e:au" le, cool 
io v...ilcD±c _n plencnul supplies ic. 'et m 1.‘52 imported oil



-totalled ITS of the U.X. import bill. Again, we suggest that a 
tax be imposed on certain fuel oil to afford protection to coal. — “ «
There is nothing neov about this’, 'all .major industries in Britain 
ore either subsidised or protected by tariffs. The Miners’ Union 
has also listed Tnumber of reforms''” in the .welfare and economic

- fields:- for a shorter working day J'- It-must be remembered that 
British-miners’ have's longer working Icy how than over 30 years ago. 
For increased -pcyynd for- longer holidays. These and many other 
demands are being made by British miners in defence of their 
livelihood and conditions of work.

"In recent days .the leaders of the- British miners hove . 
given stern warning to the Government th.t they intend to defend 
nationalisation and that the wages and conditions of British miners 
must be improved, and that they will struggle to achieve these aims.

;Te must recognise, however, that our problems are the • 
problems of capit alism -and until we* get rid of capitalism we shall 
not get ria of• the problems. To this end we must strive for the 
unity of the international working class ..-.nd for on end to the 
barriers of unity and far absolute co-operation between the Tor Id 
Federation of Trade Unions and the I.C.HU. In tills direction 
lies the absolute solution of all problems of the international 
working class and of miners everywhere. ■

oOo ---------
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I - r~ . ‘
.....Fritz ^UPYJER,- Vienna, member of'the Labour Council ;w - 

(Irbeiterkauner) and an active member of the
•• -Ay.striah workers’ movement', who 'has . dohb -a' great 

deal for th? protection of tie.rights of oil v.or-‘ers, 
spoke to the I J.T.U. radio correspondent about the 
impression-that‘the ’ visit of 'Premier’-Khrushchov:is 
making on the Austrian workers: ./ ■ ....

> * ■ ■ ■ * v" * ■ • ■ " '

•n-i orirst of all I am ver}7 happy to see Premier Kh-nushchov 
......... - ■ . - - - ' ' -•••.■

toe renresentetive of the great Soviet union, here. ‘larushchov ■ 
whom I saw today for the first tine - a^ears to be a simple man 
not m the least luce one expects to find among greet statesmen 
and diplomats who more like dem?-pots are ver.v far from the
population and from their pecrle. He is’ a man who, at a ^irst 
glance, gives one the impression that he is of his people.

:,The bourgeois end the socialist press just like the 
Catholic Church in a '“a'.taraj- latter, male an -smea"' t^et th° 
Soviet Premier should be welcomed politely but vuthout anv- 
6emonstration of ej’-'pethy.

"nut this appeal has had no effect, as the crowd which 
warmly greets Premier Khrushchov every.-’here is proving. I am su 

-that [the main reason they cone is not'curiosity but'the desire’to 
greet a man in whom people, even in Austria, place the hope that 
his struggle for co—e?ristance and for maintaining peace will beer
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"fcuestiors for Trade Unionists'5 is. the title of a 
book just published in Great Britain. It .is written 
by Jim GARv’TIR, former-General Secretary of the 
Foundry-workers’ Union (ICFTU) and now Secretary of the 
British Peace Committee.’ In a recent discussion’with 
the V?FTU radio correspondent, hr £ Gardner dealt with 
that section of the book, wherein the international 
trade union situation is- analysed:

"The problems facing trade unionists today in Britain 
and in every country in the world cry out for unity. Consider 
che contribution which full unity of the trade union movement on 
an international scale could ma :e to the defence of the interests 
of all workers, it could unite the efforts of trade unionists in 
all countries in the fight against uncmployment and for higher 
living standards ensuring that the'workers o'p one country are not 
competing with those of another in the interests of the employers.

-It could work out a common line of action to meet the 
attempted intensified exploitation arising from the formation of 
the■Zuropeon Common Burket and the rival block of the Little Seven 
Free Ireis Area inspired by British monopolists both expressive 
of the sharpening economic war within the capitalist world in 
general and Western Europe in particular.

rIt could strengthen the world-wide movement to end bans 
on full and-free .trade ■ between -East and best, it could more 
effectively help the heroic struggles of trade unionists in 
colonial countries to’free themselves of oppression and raise 
their living standards.

"Above ell. it could unite trade unionists the vzorld over 
in the cause of peace, making common cause in barring che road to 
a nuclear war, in bringing an end to a poisoning of the atmosphere 
xhrouph nuclear vwcapon tests, ending the gigantic and almost 
incredible waste O'f manpower, scientific knov.Gedge, money and 
materials on armaments that -would, if directed to social ends, 
enrich life the world over end end in security and poverty for all 
time..

KAnd ho;- much too eon-bs •learned and ~ained bytride unionists from socialist and capitalist countries coming 
together to share, experiences-and krio^cledge end advancing-to a - 
health! er j hnpp i er and more prosperous life for everybody.
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/ "ret today tv’o international o.rgsf isations of trade 
unionists exist plus the more smaller international of Christian 
trade unions, and what could be one of- the most rowerful 
organisations for human advance in-wor2d society and the greatest 
force for peace the world has ever known has been split. The 
major responsibility for the split vias undoubtedly that of those 
union leaders in the-Vlest*
They took the politics of the cold war- into the trade union 
movement and 'who preferred collaboration with their, ovn employing 
class to collaboration with the trade'unions in the socialist 
countries or with those_in the fest whose leaders were dedicated 
to class struggle-and the ending of the whole system of 
exploitation# These Western leaders remain advocates of cold war 
politics in the world trade union movement, nobody is more vehement 
in its support for NATO than the leaders of the International 
Confederation of free Trade Unions, i * .•

"So, in contrast the World Federation of Trade Unions has, 
ever since its inception, and faithfully since the split championed 
the best ’interests of trade unionism, adhered to principle, 
defending living standards, peace and the cause of colonial 
freedom. Yet, these two centres of international trade unionism 
exist together v/ith the Christian trade unions with their ovn 
centre end the fact of their existence has to be. faced. Within 
the ICFTU are national*trade union centres which speak for millions 
of-members vrho- do not subscribe to cold war-policies end who 
themselves are working to bring about changes in a progressive 
direction. There must be a perspective of rebuilding world tpade 
union unity to bring all three centres together. Sven before the 
road to organisational unity has been travelled and the goal of 
unity reached there are many pressing and urgent issues of common 
concern on which Joint discussion could lead to joint action even 
if st first on a limited basis.

:The drive of world monopoly capitalism towards ever- 
greater profits -and world domination and the menace 'of 'nuclear war 
effects all trade unionists irrespective of the world centre, the 
1FTU, the ICrTU or the Christian trade unions to which they hold 
allegiance. Such .joint discussion and common action could lay the 
basis for the ending of the split in th-; xvorld trade union 
movement and the foundation cf • one.trade ‘union international. It 
could effect such an influence on governments as wcu?d compel 
lasting agreement at the Summit on banning nuclear weapons and 
ending the cold war.

’’The problem of world trade union unity is not the 
preserve of top leaders, it must be made e. burning issue by the 
rank-and-file in every union, in every big factory, in the branch 
rooms and t?.e conference rooms, the prospects for tra-?e unionism 
the world over depend in no small measure upon it. oorld- trade 
union 'Unity is the spearhead that should be decisive in the 
struggle-, for a vorld without war, for higher 'wages, shorter hours_,_ 
social progress.”

...o.OOOoeoo.

' ■ 

' ' • '
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“Faithful to the jrin’iples '..hie'- rsee instruaentol in
- v-s p. ora'tion exactly x5 yezrs jOj vac has, just
recqfimed st the 11th session of its Generr 1 Council c.t Peking

T ?^e c:“xr^n ^-*‘3 relonction of intern .tioncl tension end 
ne strsnrtnemng of pe ce, for pec.ee co-snistenoe .".nd disemoment

-—.-4
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-You, ns workers, know. better than "nyone the price of. 
peo.ee. You know that it is indispensable to those building 
socialism in their countries to'the others to fight more 
effectively for social and economic ..-claims; it is also necessary 
for the development of commercial unscientific wind cultural 
exchanges which will contribute to. the progress cf the peoples 
throughout the worId.

■ •. . ’ '' ' .... a..
-The U.F.T.U. wishes your:Conference every success for 

it is ~ fine example of the co-oyerati on of workers and trade 
unions of oil affiliations to .strengthen their common fight 
against the aggressive policy of the imperialists .end especially 
against the rebirth of militarism- in federal Germany which 
constitutes a. direct threat to the peoples of the Baltic .end a 
grove dhnger to world peace. i w

:The '7or Id Feder atioh of Tro.de Unions reaffirms its 
^support for your struggle which is. contributing to the . success of 
the fight that the workers and the peoples ore waging.together 
-to rid themselves of the scourge of world atomic war by forcing 
the imperialists to hive serious negotiations for peace end for 
universal and complete disarmament in peaceful competition and 
cc-existence.

"It assures you of its active solidarity ^nd the ^warm 
fraternity of the 101 million organised workers throughout- the 
world whom it represents.

■' '.i ’ ' — •• - • • . • .

"Long live solidarity and friendship between the corkers 
p-f the whole mrld J

: ■ Lo ng live pe ac e-

Issued by the Press 
of the w#yoT«U.
no.160

July 5, I960.

Tro.de
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PRESS RELEASE No.164

Ernst SCHMIDT, President of the Shop Stewords’ 
Committee of the big Austro-Eiat. works which 
Premier Khrushchov visited 'during his stay 
in Austria was interviewed today by- a 
W.P.T.U. radio correspondent.

Premier Khrushchov actually said that his interview
with workers in the past and probably .Iso in the future can 
be summed up as follows': when he asked a worker whether he 
wanted war, the worker would never reply that he did w-ant war. 
Porkers want peace. I. think that in this sense the workers in 
the Austro-Fiat factory agreed with him for that i-s the natural 
feeling of workers.

orker who has a sense of values and who is
interested in his work and in his wages in order to live with 
his family will never destroy the values he has created and will 
never want to exterminate the family of one of his brothers.
1 think that in this sense the workers understood •premier 
Khrushchov when he spoke of co-existence, of the need to co-exist 
t.nd to maintain peace."

oOo
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The Secretariat of the '.'.F.T.U. has / 
sent the following telogrom; 

-
On behc-lf cf its 101 million members the World

0)

ederuticn of Trade Unions greets the powerful and victorious 
truggle of the Italian workers and people, led by their great 

Trade Union Centre in the defence of democracy and for the 
satisfaction cf economic and social claims. Expressing the 
emotion felt by all workers throughout the world for the victims 
of police repression, the W.F.T.U. pays homage to those Italian 
workers who hove fallen fighting for those noble aims and begs 
you to egress its deepest sympathy to their families and to 
the wfcole 'working class of Italy. It assures the C.G. I.L. and 
the Italian workers and people of the fraternal and active 
solidarity ct workers all over-the world. • Your exemplary and 
fighting action is a contribution to the struggle of the inter
national working class; for'the defence of democracy, of freedoms 
and trade union rights- and for -che^s of eguarding of peace. 

. -

.......... ............ . -

* ' • . • . ' . - h

Issued by the Press Dept.
of . the U.F.T.U.
Yo.162
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HSSS BBLEASE ITo.166 . - ■ . • • ■ • ■ ■ ■' —.. . ■ ■

. Stan'COLE, A.E.U. (ICFTU) Convener end" joint
Shop Stevaard-Secretary at Honcho st er Dry Docks,-...- .. : ,. •
spoke vTith the-U.F’.l.U. radio'correspondent in

a Personal capacity. today: ...... k pC-.' "-. - ., : ■■' -r '. ’• ’
. - ■0 • n.:.'. / 7fpy’j? ... •■-':•■ -• ' '

■•. •: ”1 believe our job,-'as militant trade unionists, must

be to see the relationship between disarmament and trade unionism. 

If we disarm - v.Te can modernise our internal industry, assist 

the formerly colonial peoples in building theirs which will 

begin to find us customers for our engineering goods etc.', we’ll
, I T

see that there’s a great and close relationship between war and 

pence and the employment of workers on the shop floor. One of 

tne problems that is felt, of course, is American bases.

•:j’e con do away with the nuclear weapons and remove the. 

American bases from, this country because, having in mind, reading 

one or tvzo points about the occidental firing of nuclear weapons, 

ar seems to me that o. fev/ geese f^aing nast or even a saitchboord
.. . . ■ ■ ." ‘f .....

operator eon set off these nuclear rockets, ;pnd these ere some 

of tne concerns, and i believe some of the feelings of the working 

lads that I come across-inside"our*particular dockyard."
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The /issues of disarmament and peace are in.the 
centre of discussions throughout the British 

- .' trade union and labour -movement, leading up to 
_ vital policy decisions which vzill be taken by 

the autumn conferences of the T.U.C. and Labour 
Party. VJally ROBERTS, member of the Executive 
Committee - of the National Union of Vehicle 
Builders (I.C.F.T.U.) and twice its General 
President, commented on this situation today in 
a discussion with the h.F.T.U. radio correspondent:

"My Union, the National Union of. Vehicle Builders, 
75,000 strong, and which celebrated its 125th anniversarj^ last 
year, has a proud record of struggle in the fight for peace, 
in Britain.

"Ve have always been aghinst the production of the 
atom end hydrogen bomb. V7e have repeatedly demanded the 
universal outlawing of the hydrogen bomb,-the destruction of 
existing stocks-, an end to the carrying of hydrogen bombs in 
British skies by planes of the United States Air Force and have 
repeatedly demanded the end of American bases in Great Britain.
-And I’m very -proud to say that we cast our votes at the 1954 
Trades Union Congress against the re-arming of Vest Germany 
when, to its ever-lasting shame, the British Trades Union 
Congress accepted that infamous policy.

"And time and time again we’ve called for a Summit 
Conference aimed at easing international tension, ending the 
cold war and solving outstanding international problems and 
last year my Union moved a resolution at the Trades Union 
Congress which demanded no nuclear arms.for Vest Germany and 
which was carried by a majority of over 3£ million votes and 
since then we’ve condemned the policy of granting bases to

- Weat-Gemanyy-irr Spain and on British soil. And v/e will play 
our part in the battle now raging inside the British trade union 
and labour movement for a sane nuclear policy.
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PRESS COMtUNIGUE

SOLIDARITY • ITH THE MINERS OF ALJUSTREL (PORTUGAL)

The miner’s at Aljustrel (Portugal) have recently 
organised a strike to force the employers to meet 
their demands, namely higher wages and the 
reinstatement of dismissed miners. A group of 
miners refused to come up and decided to carry on 
the strike at the bottom of the mine. When all 
the miners and the population of the village showed 
complete unanimity and a strong fighting spirit, the 
mayor had to call the security police. The strikers 
at the coalface were deprived of water and food. 
Crowds of miners and dismissed workers together with, 
their wives and children who .were occupying the 
premises of'the official union, were turned out 
under the threat of being fired upon.

One hundred and fifty strikers were imprisoned 
and their families as well as the families of the 
dismissed miners were reduced to terrible hardships«

The W.F.T.U. has received a letter from a group 
of miners appealing fo~ solidarity. The following 
letter has been sent in reply to the appeal

Dear Brothers,

The W.F.T.U. is fully aware of the difficult conditions
’under which the workers and people of Portugal are fighting 
against the Salazar dictatorship, for a new regime of democracy 
and freedom, for trade union rights and more human living and 
workin? conditions.

The World Federation of Trade Unions has always followed
with close attention and sympathy the—courageous hatties -you a 
waging, in defiance of repression, for the satisfaction of you 
demands, for your liberties and for the release of all imprisoned 
workers and democrats. We convey to you the feelings of



brotherly solidarity from the workers of the world who are by 
your side in your relentless struggle. ' *

The W.P.T.U. assures the miners at Aljustrel and the 
entire Portugese working-class of its moral and material support 
in their struggle for the achievement of their legitimate demands.

\It is confident that with the support of the active ■ .. . - • - ' , \ solidarity of the. working class in all countries, your struggle
^.b-will end in the triumph of your justified aspirations to happiness,- 

democracy, freedom-and peace. -■ / .1
• f-- < - : ■
/ -•, - :.. '■ ■. ■

/ With fraternal greetings ,
<’ ' - ' • /

The Secretariat of the V.hF.T.U.

Published by the Press Department 
of the W.F.T.U. f
No. 164.
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.Domenico BANCHIURI,- Gener61 Secret.cry. of the TUI 
of Y<orders'in Comnerce'(‘Trc.de_Der:.rt£ient of the /
UfV-.T.U.) told.the U.F.T.Uf radio correspondent Y

today: " - ’ ' Vx
. J . . . ■ 6- . ■ ' . 7 • ■ i< _ .

'.I...' - • • • . ■ • - •
The 2nd session of the Adiainiotrrtive Committee of the Trude 

Unions International of workers in Commerce meu in oucharest f i cm 
July 11 to 13, I960.

After discussing the worn -'..one by nhe TUI since its formciion, 
the C-QTnnn thee gave its full attention to the. present end _uyure X^sns 

^he 'Trade Uaions Internotional on 'cho basis oi LhA decisions of 
+ iLbLccoMi-n of the ’U.F.TfJ. k-eneroi council. These tasks will 
have to be fulfilled at z. particularly difficult time, especially 
since prepara.tions for the 5th World lrc.de Union Congress will be 
well under way.

The resolutions adopted by the .j?.iiinistre.tive Committee of - 
the TUI confirm, trie decisions taken by ^ur Foundation Conference in 
June. 1959} end reaffirmed the policy of the TUI which consists in 
bringing about a. close relationship between the struggles for the 
achievement of economic end social- demands advanced by workers in 
commerce End the campaign for a relegation of international tension, 
disarmament a.nu peace, for n.ci^;1 incoyendense -'.1 th* respect of 
democratic rights.

The work cf the Administrative Committee confirmed the far- 
reaching importance to our TUI cf the growth of economic and social 
struggles, rightly linked to more general demands.

The Committee agreed that dis 'rnament can be imposed on the 
imperialists by struggle. The campaign for disarmament means to 
Linke sure• that the huge-sums'Which'.orb today being squandered on the 
■ms race ore spent on the economic, social and cultural progress of 
s4-l the peoples.

In its decisions, the cdmiittee stressed that one of the 
most important tasks was the development of contacts between unions 
of '.workers in commerce cf all shades of opinions in all countries 
as '."-ell as direct contacts between trade union branches in big stores 
m various capitalist, colonic 1 and bc.ckY.ard countries end between 
the trade unions of those countries '..nd those in the socialist 
countries. Moreover, it is essenti 1 to give attention to the 
proolcms of the European Common Market md the steps token by the 
trade-unions to promote the struggle Against its dangerous effects 
on the Workers, to tne encouragemejt of 'she campaign for universal 
'nd complete disarm rent and streagthening of co-operation 
between all affiliated and friendly7 oT';".nieatio'ns in erder to improve 
the publications of the Trc.de Unions International.

uThe first tvao resolutions ndopteu by the Comittee outline- 
the present vo.skc of . rhe ?X’I in all spheres of activity.

Trie ucamittee hrs tnrovn light on 'she close relationship 
‘.ahich exist.s between economic and social demands, the problem of 
unit;/ among tne workers and the need for '• continuous mobilisation

lrc.de
Trc.de


of the '.Yorkers and trc.de unions to bring 'bout disarmament. In order 
to achieve these r.ims, the Committee considered it esseortir.l to give 
fresh•impetus to united action among'the 'corkers for the satisfaction 
of tho-ir aspirati'ons, to strengthen international co-operation mong 
the trade unions and to increase -offcrts to establish contacts v:itn 
other industrial unions, end promote solidarity in various campaigns 
and in the struggle. •- ./ p’ • • " ..

On the basis of the list of the‘most pressing-demands ' ' • 
endorsed by the first Internet io nd pra.de, Conference odour TUI, the 
Admi ni str dive Committee considered that at the moment the most 
urgent demands which are likely to rouse the greet majority of workers 
in our trades ore nsfollows;

1) an increo.se in woges and all -firms of remuneration;
~2) equal-wages for women and young workers; . ■

• • 3) shorter hours of work without loss of pay;
4) o. struggle to win collective agreements where these - ' 

do not exist and their improvement where they have 
been achieved; ‘

5) lowering q? the age of retirement and on increase in 
old-age nensions;

6) an examination of all the harmful effects on the workers 
of the introduction of now sales methods; the right of. 
the trade unions to negotiate dl new aspects • which arise 
in traditional labour .relations;

7) the protection and- respect of trade union and democratic 
-i' rights.
Dealing with ‘the development of technical progress and the 

increasing number of big stores, the Committee mo.de it clear that the 
workers in our trades were not opposed to this tendency. ■ However, 
the Committee specified that in the capitalist, colonial and 
economically under-developed countries, the. workers in commerce were 
fighting against ’the conditions under ’..hick this modernisation is 
being applied since it only serves the capitalists and commerce ond 
shews complete disregard for living and working conditions.

Tn this connection, the demands for shorter hours of work and 
?or more adequate paid holidays ore closely'related to the demand f or 
higher wages. • . •

In the discussion and in the conclusions it reached, the 
Administrative Committee clearly pointed put that under present 
conditions and in view of the workers- united, struggle to improve 
their living and wording conditions,. the preservation and consolid
ation of peace 're among the fundamental objectives of the trade 
unions and workers in our trades.

trc.de
pra.de
increo.se
mo.de
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■ Victorin WGUET^ Goner.1 .Becrot/ry of the--Miners’ 
T1U.I. (Trade Bep art meat clothe U.f. E.U.) _ has just 
returned from Japan.. He epowe_ toc»"y to the

.w.P.U. radio correspondent of his visits to
-•* Takamatsu and Tokyo. Euguet then vze-it into the 

most important, aspects ,tf .the big strike st Miike.
, ' j! ' ■ ’

;;Let me soy first of nil that the strike has been goings 
on 'Since January. The strike, was .declared because the management 
of the mine announced the dismissal of 6,000 miners out of the ■ 
15,000* employed by the company. Before the strike began there 
were discussions between the trade, union and -the company* Under 
pressure from the miners, the company reduced its figures. Instead 
of 6,000 dismissals they would h've boon content” with little more 
than 4,000, at least for the first two years.

But the miners and their trade 'anion did not agree.

Then I arrived nt Ohmuta station on June 15, I was wel 
corned by about 2,000 strikers forming the strike picket at the 
station, for on-tn at day the miners, the railwaymen from the goods 
deportments and from other corporations hod declared a 24-hour 
strike in support x the Miike, miners. and against Eisenhower’s visit 
end the ratification of. the .American-Japonese treaty.

It ’.'os, moreover, this strike which whs’ decisive end which 
forced Eisenhower to cancel his trip to Japan. *?..

And this is what I saw nt the pithead. The strikers had 
barricaded the main entrance with evary ?:ind of material. Gome yards 
from the door, which was b'rricaded in this way there was a sort of 
wire entanglement about 2 yards high and between the door and the 
wire.entanglement there was a.-tent canvas sheltering the strike 
picket composed d? about 30 men who st~y there permanently day end 
night end ore relieved every 8 hours. To reach one of the pits 
which is situated on a sort x semi-island one has to go by boot 
and it is by this means that the company is trying to get through 
the men of* the second trade union T-’ho we not on strike. But the 
strikers are on guard. They have rented two .boats which keep 
guerd on both sides of the semi-island and when a bent belonging to 
the non-stritrs ’ ccmes -along the const then the strikers’ boat tries 
to bar its eny and that is ha-f on the day when I passed by, the 
afternoon of June 15, a boat of non-strikers hod to turn back and 
pave up landing. This is also the pl..ce where serious incidents 
have occurred a few days ago.

.t.ae central ?_e~dru''rteriS of the trade union I awe about 
150 *ctive tr' de unionists bus.y 'i th their many jobs (provisions, 
prop • solidarity, health service, finances, youth, women, etc.)
There I spore for oblong time anth the- leaders of the organisation 
of the miners’ vvives*
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The solidarity of the Japznese people end workers is very 
strong. 30HY0, th .t is to so.y the big trade union centre of Japan 
is rctively supporting the strikers. Collections h ve been ar.de • 
throughout the" country and ere still continuing. The miners are 
each crying 600 yen per month. , Our .friends told me that food was 

■not the most difficult problem. The strikers and their’families 
ore content vi th adequate rice rations.

International solidarity is also playing its part mnd_the 
miners are well swore of it. The T.F.T.U. end our Miners’ T.U.i. 
hove sent 9,500 dollors; the- miners of Federol Germany hove sent 
more, than 2 million yen, the Yugoslav miners more then 1 million yen 
rnd other contributions ore awaited and. hoped for. In the lost few 
days, our T.U.I.. has sent 10,000 dollars which, was d gift.from the 
Miners* Union of the Soviet Union.

This strike may go on for some time.

The strikers ore determined, they have amazing moral 
strength -nd they ore inspired by a spirit of sacrifice which does 
honour to the miners’ organisations in every country. The miners 
are .convinced that t’-eir cruse is just nd that their noble efforts 
must result in victory.

The company has already given in slightly, the policy of 
the Kishi government is badly shaken. Eisenhower was not able to 
come to Jap-n. Kishi has been forced to resign.

The Japanese people and vorkers are not prepared to accept 
a change of government which would not involve a change of policy. 
They want to change the policy of their country, they want a policy 
of social progress mid pe-ace. ' e have read in the press that the 
employtrs. and the government have ordered the strike pickets to 
withdraw. Thousands of police haze boon brought upon the scene. 
But thb strikers end the population of the area and of the whole ; 
country 're determined to have their way. as soon ns this decision 
was announced a demonstration, 100,000 strong, took place in Ohmuta, 
and other demonstrations are expected -throughout the country to 
thwrt the plans of the employers end the government.

fishing every success to those demonstr~-.tions-which mark 
per haps a decisive st^ge in thi-s struggle that has been going on 
since last January, .1 mn sure vh-t the- miners of the whole world 
understand that the struggle cf the Japanese miners is 'Iso their 
s ^r ug^i,le, C-1 . c uhe vic vory ox the u <..->• ne se jii ner s • ili al so be their s 
because basically the demands of the Japanese miners'ere as similar 
co tnose ex our miners a.s wco drons of water.’

ar.de
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The Secretariat of the- VhF.T.U. informs the workers
end the trade union organisations that the health of Brother 
Saillant has improved*

The General Secretary of ths L.f.t.u, has just left 
Moscow where he h?.s been undergoing treatment up till now.

Louis Saillant remained in Prague for a few days and 
continued his journey to France where he wall continue his 
convalescence? W.’-wl wa'wcs ;.a - .........   ..



the resolution, of the General Assembly of the United Nations on 
universal and complete disarmament, v.iiich was unanimously adopted 
on November 20, -1959, at the 14th session cf the United Nations 
General Assembly*

The resolution stated among other thirds i:that measures 
leading towards the goal of general and complete disarmament under 
effective international control will be worked out in detail and 
agreed upon in the shortest possible time.”

This corresponds to the'just demands of the workers who 
know from their own experience that it is especially they who bear 
the heavy burden ol the armaments budget, who shed blood and 
experience the suffering of war.

The workers and the people ore struggling resolutely and 
firmly for the maintenance of per.ee, for the peaceful solution of 
unsettled problems and for peaceful co-e:nstence and friendship 
among the peoples with respect for their sovereignty, freedom and 
dignity. They lenow that only the big capitalist monopolies - 
supported by the militarists at their service - want ermament end 
create war hysteria and threat of war because in rearmament and 
war they find the source of immense scandalous profits.

Many months hove passed since the date vhen the resolution 
in question was adopted, and the world notes that no agreement has 
been reached for its practical application. The World Federation 
of Trade Unions and the workers v.ho have been attentively following 
the work of the Ten Power Commission in Geneva have a very clear 
idea of the responsibilities of the western powers in this respect.

This responsibility falls in particular to the United 
States government. Its war policy represents a permanent danger to 
world peace. Indeed it is difficult to believe in its peaceful 
purpose when it is reinforcing its military bases, when it shows 
its intention to resume atomic tests, when it believes to have the 
right to violate the sovereignty of other countries with its 
military planes, vhen it does not hesitate to take serious steps 
■against smaller states which ore merely laying claim of their own 
wealth.



The speeding up. of the arms race, worsened by the 
remilitarisation of Federal Germany. and Japan justifiably arouses 
the anxiety of the workers. The Japanese workers ore struggling 
firmly to repel the nuclear armament of their country, the presence 
cf United States military bases and the Treaty signed 7,ith the 
latter against the will of. the majority of the Japanese people.A

Today the workers;have bright to expect bold moves by 
the U.U.O. in favour of disarmament-.

' . >? ■ ■ ‘ t . A ■ ’ .
The workers ~are fighting resolutely for disarmament 

• because/ they know thr-t the liquidation^of? armies and of-military 
expenditures us well as the transformation of a war economy to on - 
economy of peace would promote economic development ..and the improve
ment of their living and working conditions.’. •■...?

. . . ' ' ; '
■"It is? sufficient to point: out that? the sums spent on 

- military purposes by the great powers during the last 10 years 
would have been enough to build 100 million modern homes. At the 
present, time about 100 thousand million dollars are spent each year, 
throughout the world, on ar moment s; and. for military purposes.

x ** '
The sums freed by disarmament could and should be used 

to raise the well-being of the workers and the people, to guarantee 
employment, increase wages, pensions, family allowance's and unemploy
ment benefits, to facilitate the reduction cf the hours of work, 

- . improve social, security systems, general and trade education. They 
should be spent on investments for social purposes such as the 
construction of schools, homes, 'hospitals, cultural, and rest 
centres for the workers.

The sums freed by disarmament can and should bring 
considerable aid to under-developed countries capable of giving 
an important impetus to their economy ond in particular to their 
industrialisation, if this help is granted without political 
conditions, fully respecting the independence and sovereignty cf 
these countries.

The workers, are therefore, vitally interested in the
. speedy solution-cf - the problem of disarmament.- They ore going-to- 

follow very attentively the proceedings of the 15th General Assembly 
which, on the proposal of the Soviet Union, is going to re-examine 
this question in view of the unsuccess encountered up to the present.

It seems to us that it would be opportune for the U.N.O. 
Secretariat to t±e steps to convene a 'jorld Disarmament Conference 
open to all States without exception.

The world Federation of Trade Unions, in accordance with, 
the decisions,taken at the last session of its General Council, asks 
you,'Sir, to insist on a more sincere ond effective co-operation 
from the western governments who are opposed to disarmament, and to 
take’ immediate md concrete steps so that the principles contained 
in the resolution on general and complete disarmament should be put 
into practice.

’Yours respectfully,
-- —- Louis SAILLANT

General Secretary of the ‘J.F.T.U.

■Issued by the Press Lept.
of the m 8T.U.
No .168
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The workers and trade unions in Honduras have campaigned 
endto demand respect from the government for trade union 

democratic rights, the liberation of the working class and of 
democratic leaders who ha ve been imprisoned simply because they 
have fought for better living conditions for the people, for 
national sovereignty and against imperialist domination.

The W.F ?iat has sent a telegram to the
president of the Republic of Honduras, Ramon Villeda Morales, 
asking: -in the name of the 101 million workers .affiliated to 
the LRFeT.U. a guarantee for the -lives of those in prison .and 
for their immediate freedom/respect for trade union and 
democratic rights and freedoms and on immediate end to arbitrary 
repressive measures.-
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nterviespoke in an
‘ the minors of theabout the , 

CSC countries which-was held on
■'24 in Lens

iln this Conference there, were miners of the
German Republic, members of the I.G.lliGAU B.G.3., 
miners of the F.G.T.B. end many Italian miners fro:
with miners from the in different parts o:

>m the C.G.I.L 
France.''

Victorin DUGUET, General Secretary of the Miners’ 
Trade Unions International, affiliated to the W.F.T.U., present
ed the opening report. He exposed the-broad lines of the 
situation of the miners in the ECSC countries as a result of 
the coal crisis. He denounced the reel causes end those 
responsible for this situation, and lie emphasized the 
possibilities the miners have to unite, to work to bring about 
the failure the bad' pl "ns of the ECSC "nd to win better living 
and working conditions. Finally he emphasized the urgent 
need of the struggle fa? peace and disarmament.

.Then there was a useful discussion during which 
Brother DELFOSSE, General Secretary, of the Miners' Union (CGT) 
made an important speech on the French miners’ situation, the 
struggles carried out, the types of struggle and the solutions 
that v/e suggest for putting .an end to the crisis. His speech 
was greatly appreciated by the delegates particularly by the 
foreign delegates. ------.....................................

A resolution was then adopted unanimously and Brother 
Gener al Secretary of the Italian Miners ’ Union (CGIL) 

Vice-President of the Miners' T.U.I. summed up ’the results of 
the two days proceedings. _ •

- The Conference .Bureau mode up of a representative from each 
country was transformed into a permanent committee to organise 
joint action by the miners from the ECSC countries for the 
unity of all miners and for their claims.

The edition of a quarterly bulletin by this Committee in 
French and in German by the Rational Miners' Union (CGT) with 
the help of the Miners' T.U.T. •

- A request will be mode by the Conference that the miners of
-—rlhe—Cy.-G.T-#—and—the- C.G.I.L. should attend the ECSC Conference 

on the coal crisis ’which will be held in Luxembourg on 
September 26 with representatives of the English miners.



- A document will be drawn up on the coal crisis ond, the
possibilities- of: ending it.:_and- it..will bep sent.: tor the: ECSC 
Conference. •

- A day of-, action vzill be organised in the industry on_ 
Sept ember.--26 in; the form of addresses, resolutions: and: .

■ i telegrams'; fromv the EC SC. Conf Or one eh to express the. dissatis
faction of'-the miners nnd.iheir desiraoto oppose the- .- 

.• liquidation cf the coal'industry which- will deprive, them of 
their means of existence. - '

I " • ■ - • ?'■-■■ % • • - • ( *

y -a: Letters rM telegrams:, will; be; sent from the industry 
to. the Congress'-of.’the Miners’! International'Federation which 
will be held in Stockholm' in the- month of August coiling for the 

^unity of all miners and of oil the miners’ trade union centres 
for certain success in the struggles for claims and for peace.::
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THE Vi.F.T.U. GREETS THE DECL.4RATICH OF THE 
- . IKDEPEHDTl'CE OF CYPRUS

■ ’ ; ' . ■ ’ - — ’ ?. . _ . O -

On the occasion of the Declaration of ■ \ 
the Independence of Cyprus the Secretariat 
of the N.F.T.U. sent, the following’ ■

I telegram to the Pan-Cyprian Federation of ■■■ 
Labour: .' .

,:In the name of the W.F.T.U. we wish to greet 
warmly the Pan-Cyprian Federation of Labour, all workers 
and the people of Cyprus on this occasion of the declaration 
of the Independence of the island. This achievement in the 
liberation struggle, which has taken so many years, is the 
result of firmness and unity in struggle and the courage of 
all those who have suffered and died for the freeing of 
their country.

,:There still however remains 'the threat of the 
British occupied military bases on the island and the danger 
that they represent to the real independence of Cyprus and 
to the peace of the world. The demilitarisation of the 
island is an essential condition for the security of its / 
people and their future progress. Vve feel sure that the 
unity of all trade unionists and the inhabitants of the 
island will insure that in the not too distant future this 
problem will also be solved to the satisfaction of Cypriot 
workers and patriots, insure the independence -of its people, 
full employment and prosperity.-- - ---

The Secretariat of the U.F.T.U.

Published by the Press Department---------—----
of the V.F.T.U.
No. 172
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Radio Budapest today interviewed ElenaX^/ 
TEODORESCU, Secretary of .the /World 
Federation of Trade Unions:- - . ! .

QUESTION: This year the I’orld Federation of Trade Unions is 
celebrating its 15th anniversary. Could you, as a 
member of the k.F.T.U^ Secretariat,’ give us a brief 
idea of its creation and its activities during these 
years?

ANSWER: If we are to speak of the role and the activities of
the W.if.T.U. during the past 15 years, we must give some 

idea of the development of the trade union movement after the 
Second World War and some idea of the history of the workers’ 
great struggles for social progress, for freedom, for the 
independence of the peoples, and for the safeguarding of peace in 
the ’world.

”- These questions could be the subject of numerous 
lectures but they are difficult to deal with in a short account.

I will therefore limit my account to some aspects and 
reply in some parts to your question.

To have a better appreciation of the important role 
that the V’.E.T.U. has played in the international v’orkers’ 
movement during these, last 15 years I must remind you that the 
history of its creation has deep foundations in the past history 
of the '-orkers1 struggles throughout the world. It is the story 
of a new phase, a decisive phase in the awareness of the working 
class in the political and trade union field.

The W.F.T.U. was properly formed in October 1945, at 
the end of the Second World War.

”- Because the vV.F.T.U'. was born in this decisive 
period of world history we rust take into account the political 
conditions in which the U.F.T.U. was formed and which determined 
its policy and its programme of struggle.

The formation of the W.F.T.U. therefore belongs in 
the framework of the people’s struggle against fascism and has its 
foundations in a whole united international policy v’hich was first 
followed by those for unity so that the strong idea of organic 
trade union unity on a world scale should be fulfilled.

The First World Trade Union Congress in Paris in 1945 
adopted the Constitutional Charter of the W.F.T/h and the

-------&tatutes-v;hrch—have-since influenced all its activities-.

' The main aims of the W.F.T.U. can be' summed up as 
follows:-

- - - j- — ■



to struggle against- all forms of fascism and to wipe 
out its foundations;

. to struggle for peace and against the causes of war;
•to struggle for the improvement of the workers’

, living and working, conditions;’ . . ;
" . to struggle to destroy the colonial system as quickly

as possible; •
■ . ’ ■ .. ’ ■. ■■ - < ■ - . . ■

. to struggle for the economic development of .the 
less-developed countries;, • . - ' .

- . ? - - -' - • • • J ~ - . . . ■ ”

. to represent;the international working class and to 
protect its interests .in the international 
organisations;

■ ■ ■ .A . to work tirelessly for working class unity,; an 
essential condition in the success, of its; struggles.

- So it is on two fronts of struggle closely linked 
that the W.F.T.U. has developed end is continuing to develop its 
activities

. the struggle for peace and the independence of the 
peoples;

. the class struggle for the workers’ economic and 
social claims.

During its 15 years the W.F.T.U., faithful to the 
aims of its Constitutional Congress, has done a great deal of 
work despite all the obstacles which were put in its way and 
despite the division in its ranks provoked by reformist trade 
union leaders.

It has developed a great deal of organisational work 
and has provided effective help to the trade unions and workers 
of different 'countries in their campaign for political' and 
economic claims. It has always spoken up against the 
consequences and the rebirth of fascism. Everywhere it has 
strongly supported the heroic struggle of the workers and peoples 
for their independence against regimes of terror and oppression 
and against colonialism.

The Y’.F.T.U. is►continuing its fight in accordance 
with its programme and its statutes which remain for the most part 
those which were unanimously adopted at the 1945 Congress.

It therefore, still remains the international trade 
union organisation in v’hich workers of all political opinion, of 
all philosophic outlooks and religious beliefs can unite in order 
to defend their class interests and out of respect for the 
principles of the individual and the principle of’ trade union 
democracy. -- •

At the present time the VJ.F.T.U. has more than- one 
hundred million members out of a total 170 million organised, 
workers throughout the world.



_ kith branches throughout the five- continents it 
includes the trade unions of countries v-ith‘diff erent'political 
and social regimes who co-operate fraternally,

■ I— -- - ■ ■■ .

There is therefore nothing surprising in the fact 
that the U.F.T.U. is recognised by-workers throughout the world 
as, an important factor in the forefront of the international 
trade union movement, " ro < ; u- - % -

The nature of our organisation gives it heavy 
responsibilities. It must face up to these-responsibilities 
by carrying out the' programme and the decisions taken by its 
leading organisms, j . .t , • \

Its activities which are very varied are always 
inspired by the interests of the workirg class, -’its hopes for a 
better life, for trade union- freedoms' and for the safeguarding 
of peace in the world.”

QUESTION: .Uhat are the aims and the tasks that the V’orld 
Federation of Trade Unions has fixed for now and for 
the future?

ANSWER: The present tasks of the W.E.T.U. have been
determined by its last General Council which took place 

in Peking in June, and they are reflected in its resolutions end 
its. decisions. •

Based on the assumption that the considerable growth 
and the unprecedented successes of the forces of socialism and 
peace in the v.orld, as well as the upsurge and the success of the 
anti-colonial struggle can bring about the failure of the v/ar-like 
policies of-the imperialists, the General Council considers that 
the safeguarding and strengthening of peace remain among the 
fundamental aims of the struggle of the international trade union 
movement,

- . ■ 4- ■ It appealed to the workers of the world to work
constantly in a joint campaign for peaceful co-existence and 
disarmament, for the freedom and national independence of the 
peoples and against the rebirth of German and Japanese militarism, 
-It appeals to- them to strengthen their vigilance' in the face of 
the- aggressive policy of the imperialist leaders of America and 
the other western powers.

■ ■ ' ’ /
In the economic and social field, the General Council 

drew up a programme of struggle for the reduction of hours of work 
for increased wages, for the defence of social security and trade 
union rights and for the limitation-of the power of the monopolies

Hore concretely, in order to help the indispensable 
joint international front of workers and trade unions, the U.F.T.U 
will soon organise an international trade union commission for 
the defence and protection of the victims of trade union
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repression. It v;ill also organise a broad international trade
union commission for social security.

The V;.F,T.U. has also undertaken to summon in the 
first quarter of 1961, a European trade union conference on the 
4O-hour week.

In the struggle against colonialism the General
. . - U J

Council adopted, a concrete programme" of measures aimed .at .. 
strengthening international solidarity and bringing constantly 
more effective. support to the'workers and their trade union's in 
their struggles for national liberation, - -

tackle now
These are'some of the tasks that the W.F.T.U. will

QUESTION: Would you, finally, address a special word to the 
Hungarian trade unions?

ANSWER: Since the W.F.T.U. is a mass organisation, it bases
its activities‘ana has its strength in the national 

centres which are affiliated to it or which co-operate with it.

vhen one traces its activities on the occasion o
its 15th anniversary one is inevitably drawn to the emphasize the 
great contribution that the workers and trade unions of the whole 
world and particularly those of the socialist countries have made 
to the strengthening of the W.F.T.U. and to the inestimable 
support that they have given to the workers who are still living 
under imperialist and colonialist oppression.

The Hungarian working class, the workers, peasants
and intellectuals of Hungary, have shown ample proof of their 
devotion to the V.F.T.U. and of their international class 
solidarity.

The great successes of the Hungarian workers in the
building of socialism are not only a testimony of the happy 
future for the Hungarian people, but they ere a precious 
contribution to the struggle of workers of all countries for 
social progress, freedom, national independence and for the 
saf eguarding. of peace in the world.

xn the great family of the W.F.T.U. I am. sure that
the Hungarian workers will always be in the forefront of those 
who struggle.for international working class unity, to unite.the 
workers in a* single powerful front for peace, and for the 
strengthening and growth of our great V:orld Federation of Trade 
Unions.”

oOo....,
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Telegram from tie World Federation of 
_ ' 'Trade Unions to the Foreign Ministers 

L Conference of the Organisation of 
American States.

- ———- ■
The Secretariat of the W.F.T.U. has sent the 
following telegram to the Chairman of the 
Foreign Ministers’ Conference .of the Organisation 
of American States and to the representative of 
Cuba

,:Speaking for 101 affiliated workers, the World 

Federation of Trade Unions strongly protests against the: ... ■ 

intention of the Unites States to use the Foreign Ministers’ 

Conference of American States for the adoption of political, 

economic and military measures against Cuba. 
/

”We support the just cause of the Cuban people and 

vigorously condemn the reheated aggression to which they are 
exposed by American imperialist; circles.

"The workers of the world are firmly by the side of 

the workers and people of Cuba and vnll not tolerate any 

unilateral or collective attack against the freedom and 

sovereignty of Cuba.”

.....  OOO. o . . .

_Rubliahed_hy__the Press Sept.
No/17 4
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V.F.T.U. GREETS^SOVIET ------------------------------------------------—. _-----

Following the success achieved by Soviet 
scientists, the f .F.T.U* dec.’ctoriat has 
sent the following telega, n to the Central . 
Council of Soviet Trade Unions.

Certain of conveying the feelings, of oil 
the workers of the world when hearing of the latest . r • •
magnificent successachieved by the scientists, workers 
and people o? the Soviet Union in launching living
creatures into space end returning them to earth, the
Uorld Federation of Trade Unions t.fres pleasure in 
writing to the Central Council of Soviet Trade Unions 
and congratulating the workers of the USSR most sincerely 
and enthusiastically. -This greet -ochiovement. again proves 
the determination, cf the Soviet Union'to : ark for the 
pr ogress ana happiness of all’ majf :ind by using outer 
space not for provocations and war, but for peaceful 
purposes. It is of great historical significance and is 
an invalue.ble contribution to peaceful co-existence and 
world peace. !:

Published by the 7.F-T.U. 
frees Depart sent " No.175.
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FROM THE W.F.T.U. TO THE - FOKKERS AMD C.G.T. OF VIETNAM

The R’.F.T.U. Secretariat- sent the 
fol].owing message to the workers 
and the C.G.T. of Vietnam:

creation
On the occasion of the 15th anniversary o

of the.Democratic Republic.of Vietnam, the World 
Federation of Trade Unions, in the name of its 101 million 
members, sends its warmest congratulations to the workers and 
all the'heroic working people of-Vietnam.- It expresses 
deepest respect for their'determined struggle against 
imperialism and for their enthusiasm in working so full of 
self-denial to build socialism.

.The foundation, 15 years ago, of the Democratic 
Republic of Vietnam was a great victory against colonial 
repression which resulted .from-the heroic struggles of the 
people of Vietnam under the leadership of President HO CHI 
MINH and the. Lap Dong Party. _ /

The treacherous aggression of the French colonialists 
against the young Republic found the people of Vietnam ready 
to make new and heroic sacrifices. Strongly united in the 
war of resistance, they forced the French colonialists to sign 
the Geneva agreements in 1954, recognising the sovereignty, 
independence and territorial integrity" of Vietnam.

This new victory of the" people of Vietnam has 
inspired all the colonial and semi-colonial peoples with 
confidence and perseverance in their fight and has helped 
them to understand that only strength and unity in the struggle 
can win independence for. their country, freedom and peace.

In accordance with the Geneva agreements Vietnam
should have..been peacefully united a long time' ago by means of 
a general election. But American imperialism, which supports 
the puppet clique of-NGO DIUH DIEM, has sabotaged these 
agreements. They are turning South Vietnam into a-military 
base and a United States’ colony with the result that the 
division of the territory of Vietnam continues and there is 
an unstable peace in Indo-China. • ■

The V’.F.T.U., which always gives its sympathy and 
support to the hopes of the people of Vietnam for the 
reunification of their country, demands the faithful
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application of the. Geneva'agreements and the evacuation of 
American bases from South Vietnam. The N.F.T.U. notes with 
pleasure the important successes won in recent years in the 
Democratic Republic of Vietnam in building socialism. It 
hails the fulfilment of the three year plan and the 
introduction in 1961 of the^five' year plan on-an • even'bigger t 

■ • scale. ' It welcomes the decisive'successes won in the * *? -
socialist transformation of private industrial and business 
firms and in the organisation "of agricultural and*craftsmen's 
co-operatives. ■h..: ‘ : .

‘ r, 0 •: : VI.'.
. - „ . - - • . t i, - • _ ■ ■ ■-• „ ‘ ■ r. ■ r ’ *

Along with the growth of production, the material 
and cultural living conditions of the ’workers and the 
population of Vietnam have undergone a great improvement. 
TheC.G.T. of Vietnam has made' a. remarkable-'contribution-to 
the accomplishment of these '.difficult tasks, r ; -

These outstanding successes in North Vietnam are a 
source of encouragement to the population of South Vietnam 
who are fighting at the -present time to get rid of American 
imperialism and the treacherous clique of NGO DINH DIHM.

The Vy.F.T.U. always'supports the heroic struggle of 
the people of Vietnam against imperialism and colonialism.
They condemn the policy of the arms race and the preparations 
for war being made by the American imperialists and by NGO 
DINH DIDM. They also condemn5the acts of repression and the 
barbarous massacres of the population of South Vietnam where 
trade union rights and democratic freedoms are in no way 
guaranteed and-where the working people live in poverty.

The people of Vietnam see more and more clearly that 
American imperialism is not only the enemy of peaceful 
reunification of-Vietnam but also the cause.of the poverty of 

. .the large mass of the-people and-of-the unstable situation in ' 
Indo-China. They also see that as long as the American forces 
of■ aggression are>in South-Vietnam, peace and security in 
Vietnam and Indo-China will not'be guaranteed-,-and the urgent 
hopes of the people of- Vietnam for peaceful reunification 
will not' be fulfilled.

The V.F.T.U. is deeply convinced that with the 
powerful support of the socialist camp and of all peace-loving 
peoples, the rightful and growing struggle- of the people of 
Vietnam against American imperialism’ and its lackeys will’- 
certainly-result-in a final victory and -will-bring new 
successes-that are even more important to the building -of - 
socialism, ’ ' ” : ’

The Secretariat of the k.P.T.U.
.Issued by the Press Dept • ’ - p J • f . .. 
of t he N .F. T. U.

■ ... No. IV^
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On the*'occasion -of' the Xllth All-German'
-. Conference, the Secretariat of the VhF.T.U. 
issues .the following Statement:-'-' '

At 'a time when hundreds of■ trade’unionists are meeting 
at the Xllth All-German Workers’ Conference in Leipzig, the Vi-orld 
Federation- of Trade Unions sends fraternal greetings to all German 
workers and makes an urgent appeal to them for active unity 
against the new and serious threats of militarism in Federal 
Germany.

Hitler’s former generals in the leadership of the 
Supreme Command of the Federal. German army, have just openly 
revealed their aggressive and revenge-seeking aims in a memorandum 
endorsed by the Eonn Government. Certain of help from the 
American imperialists who have supported their rebirth, they are 
defying existing agreements and-are demanding the complete 
militarisation of the country and the equipment of the Bundeswehr 
with atonic weapons.

While demonstrations by former Nazis are taking place 
officially, in the presence of the military authorities, Adenauer’s 
Ministers.are cynically.proclaiming their plans to recover the. - - 
territories. of other countries especially in Poland and - • < 
Czechoslovakia.

The U.F.T.U., confident that it is expressing the 
justified indignation that this warlike policy arouses among all 
workers and peoples, denounces the gravity of these demonstrations 
and the widespread preparations for a war of aggression which 
would have incalculable .consequences for the peoples and for 
world peace.I ■ ... ■ - *• ' . ■ • „

f While capitalist profits are soaring continuously, the 
fhyorkers and people of West Germany ere already suffering the 
^crushing effects of the criminal policies of the big monopolies: 
reduction of purchasing power, and attacks on the social security 
system, wage freeze while rents are going up, worsening of working 
conditions by the introduction of methods of rationalisation end 
more and more frequent attacks on fundamental trade union rights 
and democratic-liberties.

More and more workers of Federal Germany are standing up 
against the effects of monopolist and militarist domination 
despite the obstacles they encounter.
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The b.F.T.U. greets and gives its full support to these 
brave actions and hopes that they willadevelon into a powerful

• and united struggle of all the Workers and., their trade unions. 
These struggles draw their strength from the solidarity^that they 

3 arouse from workers in all countries -who are engaged in'the same 
fight against the rebirth of militarism and fascism, for 
disarmamentj' peaceful co-existence, ’freedom and happiness.

In this .struggle, the workers of Federal Germany can 
count on an ever-growing support from their brothers in the German 
Democratic Republic who, under the leadership of the workers’ and 
peasant Government and their trade union centre, the F.D.G.B., are 
successfully building a society freed forever from the grip of the 
monopolists and from the roots of nazism and militarism.

. ■ I . “* ' - U - v >* - ‘ x ■ ■ ; • - z

r The E.F.T.U. , along with them, and with the European 
workers and the trade unions who solemnly swore their solidarity 
in May 1959 at Goerlitz-Zgorzelec on the Oder-Neisse frontier, 

' with millions of workers of all trade union affiliations 
throughout the world, undertakes once more to do all in its povzer 
so that the lawful hopes of the German 'workers and people will 
triumph over the imperialist forces of reaction and war. It 
reaffirms its determination to campaign for

The signing of a. Peace Treaty with the two German 
States: to 'make - Vvest Berlin-into' a free ■and - ■ ■ 
demilitarised city and so open the way to a 
united, peaceful and democratic Germany.

In view of the insolent rebirth of revenge-seeking 
militarism in Fe/deral Germany, the W.F.T.U. is appealing to all 
the workers to unite and to campaign v/ith all the other forces of 
peace in order to bar the way to the serious threat which menaces 
world peaces --------

Speaking to all the workers and the trade unions of the 
two German States, by means of the Xllth'All-German workers’ 
Conference, the W.F.T.U.'appeals to them to strengthen unity in 
their fight so' that they can confront the policy of war and" 
poverty of the militarists and monopolists of . Federal Germany, 
with their joint efforts and. their common desire for peace, 
freedom and social progress, and be victorious.

Issued by the Press Department 
of the W.F.T.U.
No. 179. x
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MESSAGE TO THS WORKERS OF THE WQRW ON THE OCCASION 
OF THE 15th ANNIVERSARY OF THE VJGRID FEDERATION OF 

- TRADE UNIONS

z ’ | ,
Men and women workers of .'11 countries, I /

Fifteen years, ago, in Qctober 1945, the7 • '“‘O''' >
World Federation of Trade Unions, the. powerful f. : 
international class trade union centre was formed 
in Paris, uniting for- the first time oil the trade • 
unions and workers of the capitalist, socialist and 
colonial countries under the flag of international 
worker s ’ solidar it.y .

The formation of the f.F.T.U. greeted-
enthusiastically by the working class of the world, 
was the climax of years of struggle and sacrifice to 
crush fascism, and German and Japanese militarism and 
to bring democracy, social progress and peace.

The 1st Cbhgress of the '7orld Federation
of Trade Unions, held in Paris, its unanimous decisions 
and the aims it fixed for itself in its Constitution 
were a clear witness of the desire of the workers and 
trade unions of oil countries to achieve complete 
unity,

- to set up stable and losting. peace,
- to exterminate the roots of every form of 

- fascism for eve??,
- to eradicate the colonial system and 

guarantee the national independence of the 
peoples,

- to win the legitimate economic and social 
demands a? tho working people and to enforce 
respect for their trade union rights end 
democratic freedoms,

- to strengthen their international solidarity.

Men -and ’women workers,
Writing to you after 15 years of tireless

struggle to fulfil-these tasks end to safeguard and 
recreate' trade union unity, the ,.’.?.T.U., with its 
101 millionmembers~in:all - countries and continents,1is 
aware that it has been fnikhfulrfo'^the~orihciules of 
unity and to its Constitution.

The continual s thoning of its ranks,
the growth of its activities and influence de suite the 
attacks of the monopolies and the regrettable split
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brought about in 1349, confirm that it continues to ... 
respond to the deep hopes of the wof ling cions.

• - j On its fifteenth dnnivers^^^ 
greets with.joy and--pride the - inestimable contribution 
to the cause of peace made by the great economic, 
social, and' scientific- achievements- of the workers in

- the Soviet Union,. china- cud the Socialist countries, 
who go from victory to victory in crboting ,a prosperous, 
free' and happy socialist society.

’ It greets the Workers and:peoples of Algeria, 
Japan, Cuba. and the other countries Of Asia, Africa. 
and Latin America whose admirable struggle and remarkable 
successes during'the post 15 -years ring the. death knell of 
ttecolonial system and undermine the position’of imperialism.

■ It pays tribute to the pov.reri?ul, united-struggles 
which have been growing in all the capitalist countries 
during the last 15 yerrs and’ ere directed against 
exploitation by the monopolies, for the defence and 
improvement of living and working conditions, for trade 
union rights and democratic freedoms. It hails the 
persistent battle of the workers and peoples for the 
relaxation of international tension, national independence, 
disarmament, and peace. '■ np.n

:•...... ref w; ..a. .. .: .vra? w -
However, i t-must--statof - that 'barely ;

15 y^ars. after the defeat cf 4?itlerion, ..the. Western 
powers, and especially American imperialism, in violation 
of all the agreements signed at Potsdam, are refusing 
to sign a peace treaty with Germany and have given 
criminal help to the rearmament of federal Germany and 
the revival of the worst revenge seekers and mi Tj tori st 
forces, who threaten.peace in Europe .nd throughout the 
world.

. It must also.be. pointed, out that barely 15-yeors- 
cf ter the end of the second world a.’ar and the.criminal 
bombardment of Hiroshima,, the policy of provocation and 
atomic armament by the American imperialists, their 
deliberate support for Japanese-militarism, their aggressive 
acts against the' peoples ’ Republic of . Chinn and their 
attacks against the Cuban people are a dangerous, threat 
to peace, ~n obstacle to the desire.-far the relaxation 
of international tension-to dis or name htr and peaceful 
coexistence of the workers and p>eoplos.

It is important to- note that the colonial powers 
vith the support of American imperialism are carrying on 
a bloody war against the Algerian people, and trying to 
destroy the ’ independence of the Congolese people-.

Throughout the chpitTlistlucrld'' your /social 
achievements are constantly challenged your trade union 
rights often flouted , your 1 ivin , end 2^orking conditions 
and your jobs “are ’precarious end systematic "'lly threatened.

also.be
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Men end women workers, /
Trade Unions of all countries, *

- on this fifteenth enniverscry of the W.F»T*U., 
on this fifteenth anniversary of your joint victory 
over the forces of war end reaction , in face of the 
obvious community of your interests end hopes, in 
free, of the urgent need-to strengthen 'world pence, 
the J.F.T.U* appeals to you to raise the banner of 
working class unity and inter nm tional solidarity.

- Everywhere you must multiply your efforts to 
increase your united actions even, further. Demonstrate 
everywhere your desire to reestablish the some inter
national trade union unity which eznstod in 1945, and 
to eradicate the disastrous and regretable results of 
the division.

- Unity and action for increased wages and the 
reduction of working hours, for the defence of trade 
union and democratic rights.

- Unity and action to strengthen peace and to 
impose disarmament, the banning of nuclear weapons and 
peaceful co-erd.stance.

- Unity and action against the atomic armament 
of the Wehrmacht and German militarism, for the abrogation 
of the Japan-U.S. military treaty.

- Unity and action to liquidate colonialism in 
Algeria, in the Congo and wherever it subsists, once 
and far Oil.

• - Unity and art ion against imperialism, for the 
safeguarding of the* independence of the peoples.

- Unity and action in defence of-the democratic 
achievements of the workers and people of Cuba.

LONG LIVE TbZ 15 th A^mNllSARY OF THZ WCHLD
FEDERATI OH OF TRAD3 UNIONS’

LONG LIVE INTERWIONAL SOLIDARITY AND UNITY 
AMONG THE WORKERS OF THE WORLD;

LONG LIVE PEACE J

THE SECRETARIAT OF THS W.F.T.U.

Issued by the • . . .
Press Department of the W.F.T.U*
Ho.180 ~---------------
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Marcel BRAS, Secretary of the W.F.T.U 
was today interviewed by Radio. Prague

QUESTION ::This week the workers are celebrating, the 15th
anniversary of the T.U. Can you tell. us . in a
few words what this means to you?"

'■The 15th anniversary! In practical ..this mean

worKers 
crowned

for the W.F.T.U., and for the trade union centres and 
affiliated to it, 15 years of constructive work which w 
with success in the countries where the 'working class

holds power and 15 years of bitter and even bloody struggle 
where the people are still subject to capitalist exploitation ah 
colonial domination. 15 years.which have constantly verified, 
confirmed and strengthened the united class basis which 
characterized the creation of our organisation and which we have 
consistently defended.

I shall not give you an account of the activities of 
the ’’hP.T.U, during these 15 years. As workers, you yourselves 
have taken part in those activities, in those struggles. And, 
anyway, an account'is rather a dull affair.
J--- The W.F.T.U., whose roots reach,into the very heart of 
the life and struggles of workers throughout the world, is not 
interested in keeping an account of its activities, but rather 
in helping to fashion this aspect of present-day history which is 
the very life of the trade union movement.

Fifteen years ago, -at the first World Trade Union 
Congress, held in Paris from September 25 to October 8, 1945, 
272 delegates from 56 countries, representing more than 64 
million organised workers, succeeded in overcoming the 
difficulties which stood in the v?ay of working class unity and 
set up the first truly international-trade union federation.

Today, 101 million of the world's 170 million organised 
■ workers are affiliated to the V'orld Federation of Trade Unions.



As you see, that represents quite a power: a force 
that the capitalists have to reckon with, and, make no mistake 
they don’t like-it"

QUESTION: "Can.you comment briefly on the-immediate tasks of 
the' N.F.T.U.?”

■W

ANSWER ’’The immediate tasks-of the W.F.T.U. are fully in 
accord with the Constituent Charter adopted 15 years

ago in.Paris by the 1st World Trade Union Congress 

- • Briefly, these objectives are:

First, to continue the struggle to eradicate' all forms 
of fascism. As you know, the W.F.T.U.. was born during the 
second world war against nazism, and was greatly influenced in 
its objectives by that circumstance«. The rearming of Western 
Germany by the American imperialists and the shameless 
territorial claims openly voiced by the militarists and former 
nazis in power in the German Federal Republic make this a vital 
problem today.-- • - . < . ;

For you Czechoslovak workers, as for those in other 
European countries which are directly threatened, this is a 
question of burning importance, to which President Novotny, quite 
rightly, drew attention in his address to the United Nations.

.The second objective,'which'is inseparable from the 
first, is to fight against war and against the causes of war, and 
to work for a lasting peace. The struggle for universal and 
controlled disarmament and for peace is a paramount issue for the 
workers and peoples of the whole world, and' has been discussed by 
the k’.F.T.U. at all its important meetings. The last General 
Council, held in Peking last June-, emphasized that the safe
guarding and strengthening of peace remained one of. the 
fundamental tasks of the international trade union movement. It 
called upon workers everywhere to spare no effort in the joint 
fight for peaceful co-existence and disarmament, and for the 
liberation and national independence of peoples,_and to- be more 

,-tharT ever^Un guard against the aggressive policy of the American 
imperialist leaders and other Western powers.



The third objective is to improve the living and.working 
standards of the working-classDuring these 15 years, the 
VAF.T.U. has striven'unceasingly to defend the v-’orkers1 interests. 
In the capitalist countries, it has stimulated and supported 
pov’erful struggles against -.capitalist exploitation ..and for. the 
satisfaction of, workers’ economic and social, demands. After 
organising the workers to combat the disastrous consequences of 
the Itershall Plan and the so-called Productivity Campaign launched 
by the international monopolies-to intensify their exploitation of 
the workers and to increase, profits, it strongly denounced the 
ECSC and the European Common Market, which have already led to a 
deterioration of living and working conditions in capitalist

■ - Europe." ' ■ :

In the numerous' stubborn fights the workers have 
conducted for increased wages, reduction of working hours, 
improved social security, the recognition and extension of trade 
union rights, end against the growing power and exploitation of 
the monopolies of the United States, Great Britain, Japan, Latin 
America, France and Belgium, whether or not the. unions are members 
of the U.F.T.U., we find reflected the demands and goals of our 
Federation, which the workers recognise as their class tiade 
union organisation. Despite the attacks and slanders by their 
own leaders, they trust the VAF.T.U. because it resolutely 
denounces the false theories put out by neo-capitalism and leads 
the 'workers on the only correct path of uncompromising struggle 

- against- their exploiters.,' The 'example and achievements of the 
workers in socialist countries, all of., whom belong to the W.F.T.U. 
provide a pov’erful stimulant to-action.

The fourth objective is to bring an end, as soon as 
possible, to.the colonial system and to assist the economic 
advance of less-developed countries. The cause of the oppressed 
colonial peoples has always found firm support in the U.F.T.U., 
which has most vigorously denounced'colonial systems, and has 
thrown its weight on the side of the workers and peoples 
heroically fighting'for political and economic independence 
against the increasingly combined offensive of the colonialists 
and imperialists.

The U.F.T.U. completely endorses the proposal submitted 
to the United Nations by Nikita-KiFUSIIOHOV who, in accordance with



the Soviet Union’s policy of peace and support for oppressed 
people in their fight for independence, has called for-the 
complete and final abolition of the colonial system.

* - -would be an enormous, contribution to civilisation- and
This
progress.

But the fulfilment of - these aims depends to a great
extent upon the achievement of unity in the trade union movement.

.. - . ■ ■ . - . , < ■ *

The establishment of the
- , ■ - ■of international trade union unity

exploitation.
Since then, these forces

VJ.F.T.U. in 1945 was a victory 
over the forces of war and

have managed to undermine that
unity, but these 15 years of the W.F.T.U.’s existence are a
record bi 
centres,

ceaseless effort by our organisation and its national
first to maintain, and then to restore

unity around clear and precise objectives which 
aspirations.

That is one of the vital tasks set by

this indispensable 
meet the workers’

the General
Council, which emphasized that "unity is strengthened in action 
and by action on a class basis” and "that it must be brought abou. 
in a clear manner, by exposing constantly through facts the 
pretexts and manoeuvres of those opposed to unity”.

The 170 million organised workers of the world, if they 
are united, represent an irresistible force. Our class enemies 
know this very well and do everything they can to keep the trade 
unions divided. Ue workers of the V’.F.T.U. know it too, and 
will therefore do our utmost to.achieve this indispensable unity.

Our strength lies in the correctness of our class 
. position, which rallies millions of workers throughout the vrorld,
whatever their affiliation, to our side. The community of 
interests of workers everywhere, and our aims of peace through 
disarmament and peaceful co-existence, of social progress and 
national independence, and of the elimination’of imperialist and 
colonial forces are the urgent issues that can mobilise the 
workers of all countries.

In celebrating the 15th anniversary of the U.F.T.U., the 
trade unions and the workers will intensify their efforts to 
achieve these objectives, and will faithfully adhere to the. 
decisions on-united -acticn-adopted1 by the 1st World Trade Union 
Congress.”

.......oOo
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October 11, 1960

press 'comiuiuque

TELEGRAM FROM THE .W.F.T.U. PROTESTING AGAINST THE 
INTENSIFICATION OF REPRESSION IN SPAI1

The W.F.T.U. Secretariat has sent the
folTowin telegram to FPANCO, head of.
the. Spanish Government

"Expressing the indignation felt by the workers and 
democrats in all countries at the exacerbation of your penal 
legislation, which now classes strikes, economic struggles, 
public demonstrations and meetings, and the mere expression of I ■ - ■ ■
an opinion against the regime as military rebellion to be tried 
by court-martial and. punishable by death, the VJ.F.T.U. strongly 
protests against this intensification of repression in Spain and 
demands that these new tyrannical measures be rescinded.

"The heroic Spanish people, v/ho have been victims of 
your dictatorship for more than 20 years, have in the past few 
years clearly shown their determination to fight together for 
the cause of freedom and.democracy. With them, all workers and 
peoples condemn this further infringement of the Declaration of 
the Rights of Man drawn up by the United Nations, at which your 
Government is "represented.—.. ----- --------------

t;In addition to the repeal of these new repressive 
measures, they demand a general amnesty with the immediate 
release of imprisoned workers and democrats, and the restoration 
of democratic and trade union rights in Spain.”

 ......oOo.....

Published by the Press Dept, 
of the W.F.T.U.
No.183
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ON THE EOLATION .OF, TRADE UNION. AND DEMOCRATIC , ■ 
, ' RIGHTS IN C0NG0-5RAZZAVILEE ’ -

The N.F.T.U. Secretariat has issued 
thefoilowing Statement:

Since the beginning of May, the YOULOU Government of 
the Republic of Congo-Brazzaville has been conducting a harsh 
campaign of repression against the working class. Oppressive 
measures have been taken throughout the country, including 
searching of homes and the offices of trade unions and democratic 
organisations, and the arrest of active trade union members.

In Brazzaville, 24 leaders have been imprisoned, among 
them Julien BCUKA’BOU, Genorai' Secretary of the African General 
Confederation of Labour (C.Ar; and member of the General Council 
of the H.F.T.U.

A series of emergency laws were voted on May 11 by the 
National Assembly and came into force on May 12, I960. The 
result is4 that the free exercise of trade union and democratic 
rights- is denied and colonial and'imperialist domination is 
perpetuated in new forms.

The Vorld Federation of Trade Unions immediately sent 
a strong protest to the YOULOU Government of the Congo .Republic. 
The last session of the General Council of the H.F.T.U. reaffirmed 
this position and, in -addition to. the release of their imprisoned 
brothers, demanded the" restoration of trade union and democratic 
rights.

■ On May 19, moreoverr-the VJ.F.T.U. submitted a complaint 
to the I.L.O., Geneva,-on -the'infringement of the Conventions on 
trade union rights; a further complaint was lodged in October.

fight
Despite the protests by the N.F.T.U. and the courageous 

conducted by the Congolese workers and even by those in



prison, the authorities of the YOULOU Government are continuing 
their anti-democratic policy and are keeping the trade union 
leaders under arrest, without trial and without the elementary 
means of defence.

These anti-working class attacks on trade unionists who ' ' s ' - - i-played a decisive part in the struggle for national independence 
and the progress of their country, clearly show that the YOULOU 
Government has taken over and is continuing colonial policies.

Once again, the YJ.F.T.U. condemns these oppressive-, 
actions and the violation of the most basic freedoms and trade 
union rights, which were won by the workers in bitter struggle 
against colonial domination. Such fundamental rights are 
indispensable to the African v/orking class in its fight against 
colonialism and all forms of imperialist exploitation. The 
violation and suppression of these rights clearly indicate the 
dangers of neo-colonialism, which are evident also in some other
newly-independent African states.

The U.F.T.U. pays tribute to the courageous struggle of 
the imprisoned leaders and the workers of Cong'o-Brazzanlle, and 
condemns the manoeuvres which deny them the help of their lawyer. 
It demands an end to repression, and the free exercise of trade 
union and democratic rights.

The W.B.T.U. calls upon all workers and trade unions to 
take all possible action in support of the trade'union members' and 
leaders in prison, to protest to the Government of the Congo- 
Brazzaville Republic and to demand their immediate, unconditional 
release and the restoration and respect of trade union and 
democratic rights.

The Secretariat, of the W .F.T.U.-has also sent the 
following telegram to Hr. YOULOU, Head of the 
Congo-Brazzaville Government:-

”The VvTTU once- more strongly protests against the 
unjustified imprisonment, for more than 5 months, of Julien 
BOUKAMBOU, General Secretary of the CGAT, member of the General 
Council of the BFTU, and other trade union leaders. It condemns 
the manoeuvres which deny them the help of their lawyer. These 
are people who took an active part in the people’s fight for 
national independence. On behalf of its 101 million members, the 
WTU demands their immediate and unconditional release, and the - 
restoration and respect of trade union and democratic rights.” 
Published by the Press Pert, of the WTU 
No.184.
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* eerx'jma, eminent leader of Japanese people’s united struggle

for peace and democracy against US imperialism end Japanese 

reaction; w.,TU extends sincere condolence to his family and- 

frienus, Japanese workers and. neonle. lie assassination is 
closely related to revival of fascism and militarism \;hich 

threatens fundamental rights of workers, the .ti’TU expresses 

fraternal solidarity with Japanese workers who have risen in 

protest actions against fascist terror and. for defence of 
....................... ........................... 

democratic freedoms."

Issued by the Tress.department 
of the - .j1 .T .U>u’ 

Ko.155
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WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS

The • Secretariat of the VJ .F.T,U. has 
sent the following message to the 
General Union of Algerian Workers:-

' ■ . * •. * ' "
On this day of November 1, the. V\FfTfU. sends its 

warm and fraternal greetings to the U,G.T.A, It asks the 
U.GiTiA. to assure the Algerian workers and people of the 
proletarian solidarity of the 101 million working men and 
women affiliated to our organisation,

I The friendly relations established between our two 
trade union organisations have strengthened and developed the 
expression of solidarity felt by workers throughout the world 
who recognize that the Algerian people have the right to live 
as an independent nation. • —-

The colonialist war of the French imperialists, 
which prevents the Algerian people from exercising their right 
of self-determination, is condemned by the great majority of 
the world's population. The-more widespread and organised 
this condemnation will become, the more quickly we shall see 
peace in Algeria’-.arid the beginning'of a" new relationship 
between the Algerian and French peoples based on equal rights 
and mutual respect for independence,

Giuseppe CASABET
Secretary of the W.FaT.U.

Published by the Press Department 
Of the W.F.T.U.
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November 3, 1960

Louis SAILLANT, General Secretary of 
the W.F.T.U.% has sent the following 
message to the Q.T.Cv in Cuba:

TGrTHEcC.T.C..CUBA

On behalf of millions of workers of every opinion and 
trade union affiliation v/ho deeply sympathise with the important 
economic and social reforms effected by the. Cuban Revolution, the 
W.F.T.U. enthusiastically greets-the complete nationalisation of 
North American monopolies and banks and of the big national
monopolies e bitter-, enemies of.. Cuban independence and

Such popular measures as’the establishment of diplomatic 
and trade relations with all countries in the world are the most 
effective answer to imperialist•pressure and interference. • They 
are creating the conditions required for rapid economic development 
in -your -country,- for the elimination of mass unemployment and for 
systematic improvement in the material and cultural standard of 
living of-the'working people. • ''"1 - .1'11; . 1 il

. - The'-U .F.T .U. congratulates the C.T.C. and the whole 
working class of Cuba on their great; sense of responsibility and on 
the ability they have shown to solve the difficult problems arising 
from the new economic situation in your country.

The U.F.T.U. wishes once more to assure the C.T.C., and 
the workers and people of Cuba, .of- its wholehearted solidarity with 
them in the economic blockade unleashed by the United States 
Government and the military aggression which is being prepared 
against Cuban freedom and independence.

It- draws the attention of the working class and trade 
unions throughout the world to the gravity of the threats to Cuba, 
.which is a free American country, and calls upon them to demonstrate . 
their unshakable support of the Cub'in people. It invites them to 
condemn forcefully, in every country, the provocative attitude of - 
the United States Government by organising protests, petitions and 
other measures . appropriate. to .the- national-situation for the 
attention of 'the^U.S. diplomatic representatives. .

Strengthening of friendly relations between the Cuban 
trade unions and those of all other countries will reinforce the 
solidarity we express on behalf of the 101 million members of the 
W.F.T.U. ' ' ■ .... 

Published by the
Press Dept, of the W.F.T.U.
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SOCIALIST REVOLUTION

November 4, 1960

Brother GRICHINE

Louis SAILLANT, General Secretary of the W.F.T.U 
has sent the following telegram to the Central 
Council of Soviet Trade Unions:

Forty-three years ago, at the height of the imperialist 
war which was decimating the peoples, the bright light of the 
Socialist Revolution of Workers and Peasants burst upon the world. 
Greeted hopefully by. the international working class, the first, 
socialist State, though surrounded by imperialist powers, laid the 
foundations of a new world, in which the exploitation of man by 
man would be banished for ever:.

Expressing the deepest aspirations of the masses, the 
Government of Russian workers and peasants declared peace to the 
peoples and proclaimed the right of every nation to determine its 
own future. Since that time,-the struggle for peace has assumed 
greater meaning and content for- all peoples of the world. The 
name of the Soviet Union is linked with every powerful action 
which reveals to the peoples the possibility of a peaceful era 
for humanity. Together with their brothers and sisters in 'the Soviet 
Union , the workers and peoples of the world warmly welcome this . 
policy for peace and. independence of the peoples', placed before 
the pvorld by. the .October Revolution and since followed by the 
Soviet Union with the support and in the interests of the broad 
masses throughout tide world. They joyfully greet, and fully support, 
the Soviet Union’s untiring efforts to make war avoidable by so 
weakening imperialist policy as to frustrate its dangerous warlike 
ambitions.

The World Federation- of Trade Unions is proud to include 
the Soviet trade unions in its ranks. It is sure that it speaks on 
behalf of all working men and women throughout the world in con
veying to the Soviet trade unions, and through them to all working 
men and women of the USSR-, its-warmest proletarian greetings.

LONG LIVE THE WORKERS OF THE USSR.1
LONG LIVE PEACE AMONG THE PEOPLES.’
LONG LIVE INTERNATIONAL WORKING-CLASS SOLIDARITY 
FOR THE END OF COLONIALISM, FOR SOCIAL PROGRESS 
AND FOR UNIVERSAL AND COMPLETE DISARMAMENT1

Published by the Press
Department of the W.F.T.U.
No. 190.
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-November 23,

November 22,. the -Secretariat 
the- W.F.T.U. sent the following

On 
of
message to the President of the
XVth General Assembly of th 

United. N

Sir

From the outset of 1 Federation of
Trade’ Unions, in accordance with its anti-coTonia 
and traditional support for national independence 
ted its full backing of the Congolese workers and 

has demonstra

struggle against Belgian colonialist aggression and its attempts 
to create secession, and for respect of the independence and 
territorial integrity of the Congo Republic.

Workers in every country are concerned at present about events 
in Congo which ar® characterised on the one hand by persistent 
interference by the colonialists for the purpose of destroying 
the territorial unity of Congo and on the other hand by further 
aggravation of the economic and social situation of the people 
fostered by those who wish to prevent the country from establishing 
a normal democratic life.

Living and working conditions of the working people are 
steadily deteriorating and generally they are denied the 
possibility of exercising elementary democratic and trade union 
rights L............................................................ i . . .........................................

Workers note that actions of the United Nations Secretariat 
in that country have not helped the Congolese people its 
assemblies or its legal Governments to consolidate the -country's 
sovereignty and integrity or its national independence and economic 
development.

The Belgian colonialists have returned in full force while 
representatives of American financial and industrial interests 
are multiplying manoeuvres for secession , in order .to retain 
and increase their privileges and their hold on the resources 
of Katanga and of the entire Congolese people.‘These intrigues 
'which have aroused the just indignation and opposition of tne 
Congolese people are the car.se cf the massacres which have 
occurred in Katanga province . At the same time certain members 
of the United Nations particularly the USA have instigated 
numerous attempts to replace the sole legal authority of the 
cohsfnLtutikinbuUasseubTilis  ̂ elected Government by
the rule of politico-military fractions working in the service 
cf these powers.



As no precedent exists in UN history for a General Assembly 
to act in favour of a Head of State against the Head of a legally 
constituted Government we consider it essential that the present 
General Assembly should hear Mr. LUMUMBA and the presidents of 
both constitutional assemblies of Congo.

; ■ (a -' .

On behalf of its 101 million members the w.F.T-U. requests 
you to take all necessary steps to ensure:

- that full exercise of their sovereignty be restored as 
early as possible to the Congolese Assemblies and to the 
sole legitimate Government- needed by Mr.LUMUMBA which are 
the expression of the people’s will;

- that accordingly the latter be accepted as sole represent
ative of the Congolese people at the United Nations Genero. 
Assembly; . „

- that the interventions and interference of Belgian 
colonialism and other imperialist powers led by the 
United States in the internal affairs of independent Congo 
be condemned and rejected ;

“ that Congolese trade union organisations should be 
enabled to conduct their, affairs and accomplish their 
tasks without any foreign participation so that they may 
be truly Congolese and thus make their necessary contri
bution to the establishment of a normal life and to the 
economic reconstruction cf their country.

Yours respectfully

Louis SAILLANT
General Secretory of the W-F.T-U. ”

published by the Press 
Department of the W.F.T.U. 
No. 192
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9 th Session of the Administr^atrve Committee 
/'■ - >-?■ h of the .. .. . . j

Trade Unions International, of Transport,Port and. . _ . . .
.. pi shery orker s.

,p The..9th Session..of the Administrative . * 
Committee of the Trade Unions International of . - 
Transport, Port, and Fishery Workers was held in 

r; T............Prague , Czechoslovakia, from-16 to 19. November ,1960 
The Administrative Committee agreed to con/en 

the Hird International 'Trade Conference during the 
first two weeks of May 1961» Among the documents 

unanimously approved were a General Resolution, 
an Appeal to all transport, port and fishery 
workers, a Statement on the situation in Congo 
and a Message to transport workers in Cuba.

The texts of the Message and Statement are 
as f ollows:

MESSAGE TO TRANSPUT WCRKERS IN CUBA

Dear Brothers,
On behalf of the 9 million members of the Trade. ' 

Unions International of Transport, Port and Fishery Workers, the 
9th Session of its Administrative Committee sends warm fraternal 
greetings to your Federation and to all its workers. It fully 
supports the just struggle of the heroic Cuban people for freedom 
and national independence.

On behalf of all affiliated trade union organis
ations of transport, port and fishery worker s,:'oUr Session strongly 
protests against interference by the United States in the internal 
affairs of the Cuban people and against the intervention which 

-American imperialists are preparing against your country.



■ On behalf of the workers in our unions, we
you, near 
great succ 

- happiness

brothers, of our fr aternal-solidarity and wish you
'■ - 5 ■ . _

ess in the just 
of your people.

fight for the independence and

a

IN CONGO-

The Trade Unions International of' Transport, Port 
-and Fishery Workers warmly supports the struggle waged by the 
workers-and people of the young Congo Republic to maintain the 
independence and integrity of their country, which were acquired

It strongly condemns the American imperialist 
manoeuvres which have paralysed the functioning of the legitimate 
Congo. Government and have used the UN Secretariat to interfere 
in the internal ba fairs of Congo.

. . - On behalf-of it.s.^9.million members, the Trade -Unions 
International of Transport, port and Fishery Workers firmly 
supports the courageous fight of Congo workers and their legitimate
Government, headed by WIFJMBA, and of the people’s elected 
Parliament. It wishes the Congo people complete and final victory 
in the struggle for freedom, integrity and independence of their 
country. -----............•...............................................

Published by the Press
Department of• the W.F.T-U-
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On the 50th birthday of Brother Louis SAILLANT, General 
Secretary of the VJ.F.T.U., numerous congratulatory messages and 
telegrams from political personalities, from trade union leaders 
and from workers in various countries have arrived at W.F.T.U. 
headquarters.

Greetings, have been received from A. NOVOTNY, President 
of the Socialist Republic of Czechoslovakia, from.Brother. R. 
DAMIANOV, First Vice-President of the.Council of Ministers of the 
PaPcj of Bulgaria, from Brother A» NOVELLA, President of the 
Y^.F.T.U.. from Eenoit FRACHON,. Secretary of the French C.G.T., 
from Brothers GPvICHINE, President of the. Central Council of Soviet 
Trade Unions, LIO NING I, President of the All-China Federation of 
Trade Unions, Herbert WARNKE, President of the trade unions of the 
G.D.R. , I WGA-S Q v I NS KI, on behalf of the Polish trade unions and 
workers, G. APOSTOL, on behalf of the Roumanian trade unions and 
workers, from the-Central Council of Trade-Unions in Bulgaria 'and 
Korea, from the Secretariat of the C.G.I.L., from the Trade Unions 
Internationals (W.F.T.U. Trade Departments) and the ’-J.T.U. 
Secretariat, and from the v:orkin.g class leader in the United 
States, V^.Z. FOSTER... A large number of trade unions and 
federations in France also sent greetings to Brother SAILLANT.

Many delegations came to see him on his 50th birthday, 
including one from the Czechoslovak trade unions headed by 
Brother ZUPKA, President of the Central Council of Czechoslovak 
Trade Unions, a delegation from the F.D.G.B. and another from • 
the Czechoslovak miners.

- a e o • o OCO ooooa

Published by the Press Dept., 
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* PRESS CO/MJNIQUE
* I ■ \ . .. . .

i *
THE W.F.T.U. DEMANDS THE LIBERATION OF CLOTARIO BLEST

The General Secretary of the 
W.F.T.U., Louis SAILLANT, has 
sent the following telegram to CUTCH:

The W.F.T.U. expresses its complete and fraternal 
solitarity with CUTCH and with Brother Clotario BLEST, 
victim of government repression, who so courageously 
defended the legitimate claims and rights of the workers 
of Chile. We ask you to convey cur warm greetings to him. 
We assure your United Centre and all the Chilean workers 
of the support of the workers of the whole world who demand 
the immediate freedom of Brother Clotario BLEST/ President 
of CUTCH, respect for trade union freedoms and the fulfil
ment of their just demands. Fraternally yours.

Issued by the PRESS DEPARTMENT 
of the W.F.T.U.
No. 195.
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PRESS OOWJimUE
‘V •’ , ' ‘ *■

THE U.F.T.U. PROTESTS AGAI1ST THE VIOLATIONS OF k/ 
TRADE UNION RIGHTS IN GREECE

. .-"X . - 1 . -. *_ - - - • .... —7 ~ -V' f <\ '• ■• ■>'■

We publish, below a telegram sent to'the W.F.T.U. Secretariat 
by the following building workers’ organizations: Plasterers’ ’ 
Association, Piraeus; Union of Calofifier Hydraulic Technicians 
and Assistants, Athens; Association of Mosaic Floor Technical 
Workers; Union of .Woodworkers and Technicians, Athens; Union 
of Mechanical Wood, Project and Case Makers; Association of 
Carpenters, Piraeus and Suburbs; Union of Cement Workers,

■ ’ • Piraeua:- : '• —.
■ ’ - ' ' .. .. . C feu* '• - . : ~ -

"We accuse that 15,000 striking builders meeting on
1 December 1960 in a peaceful demonstration before.the trade union 
centre in Athens were subject to armed attack by .police by order of 
the Government. During this attack guns, weapons, waterhoses, tear 
gas bombs,- etc. were used. More than 100 workers were wounded, 
139 strikers were arrested. Arrests and attacks continue. In 
protest against attack and violation of constitutional liberties, the 
building workers announced today another 24-hour strike. We call 
for assistance of international organizations for the protection of 
trade union rights." • ।

In response to this telegram, Louis SAILLANT, General 
Secretary of the VGF.T.U., has sent the following telegram to 
Lb?. CARAMANLIS, Prime Minister of Greece i . . . . . .. - - . . - - - ■ . - .

"Having been informed by several trade union organizations
of building, wood and allied workers in Athens and Piraeus about 
police brutality used on 1 December last against building workers 
demonstrating for their demands, the WFTUp on behalf of ,the 101-million 
organised workers it represents throughout the world and in support of 
the Greek workers’ struggles for better conditions, strongly protests 
against this- flagrant and typical violation of human and trade union 
rights. The social demands of the building and wood workers are just 
and must be satisfied.- The WFTU demands that the strikers unjustly 
arrested be released immediately and.-requests that those responsible 
for police brutality be punished."

o O O O © 0Oo • 0 © • • 
Published by the Press Department 
of the W.F.T.U.
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< Secretariat of the Trade Unions . Internationals 
(Trade Departments of the W.F.T-U.) and the 
Secretariat of the W.F.T.U- opened today, at 
W.F.T.U. headquarters .in Prague. The Agenda 

\is as follows:

between tnec on,

1) Plan of general and trade activities for the T.U.I.s 
in 1961 and increased co-operation, with the W.F.T.U. 
Secretariat;

2) draft budget for the T-U-I.s in 1961.'

The session is attended by the W.F.T.U. Secretariat, 
the Secretariats of the Trade Unions Internationals and 
F. ZUPKA, President of the Central Council of Czechoslovak 
Trade Unions and Vice-President of the W.F.T.U.

The first meeting was opened oy Louis SAILLANT, 
General Secretary of the W.F.T.U-

In his introductory statement, Louis SAILLANT 
stressed the quantitative and qualitative changes that had occurred 
in the class struggle since the General Council in Peking 
as a result of the superiority of the socialist countries,which 
opened increasingly vast horizons for the workers, as a result of 
the upsurge of economic and social demands, .as .a result- of- the - 
'disintegration of the colonial system.

In these circumstances fresh concrete possibilities of 
tightening .the bonds between working peonle at international level 
existed and should be explored.

Liaison; with the masses remained a. key question. • 
In that connection, further action was required to improve:

- international contact between affiliated organisations;
- contact between organisations, affiliated to the V/.F.T.U. 

and those affiliated to the I.C-F.T.U-;
— contacts between basic organisation in cases "where 

obstacles to unity were raised by reformi st leaders.

Published by the Press 
Department of the W.F.T.U-
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